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EMPIRE

HAS STRUCK.

THE GOVERNMENT IS BUILDING A NEW DEATH STAR.
ITS TARGET IS HIGHER EDUCATION.
LATEST REPORTS DETAIL:
> INCREASED HECS FEES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
> REDUCED STUDENT PLACES
> RESTRICTING THE NUMBER OF
UNIVERSITIES ELIGIBLE FOR PUBLIC
SUBSIDIES
> TRANSFERRING FUNDING FROM PUBLIC
UNIVERSITIES TO PRIVATE
UNIVERSITIES
> INTRODUCING FLEXIBLE FEES
BY ALLOWING UNIVERSITIES TO INCREASE
THEIR FEES FOR DIFFERENT COURSES AND REDUCE
THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS.
FIGHT BACK.
TOPPLE THE EMPIRE.
JOIN THE REBEL ALLIANCE
THE ONLY RESISTANCE IS **
THROUGH YOUR STUDENT
UNION »
THE MONASH STUDENT
ASSOCIATION, 1ST FLOOR
CAMPUS CENTRE.
MAY THE FORCE BE WITH
YOU.
[ editorial ]
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Dear Lot's,
For everyone ranting about the leftist
rife-ness of this paper... there is
nothing left about the environment,
see Liberals for Forests, There is
nothing left about thinking critically
about terrorism. There is nothing left
about disliking war. There is nothing
left about criticising rape. Stop thinking
in your ridiculous dichotomies and
realise that there are people who don't
give a toss about your silly student/
federal/international politics, that care
about the world itself. You might like to
try it sometime.
Fromm erich
Dear Lot's,
Our country has had a lot of Prime Ministers. Recollect one. Go on. One from
say, 70 years ago. No luck? How about
20 years ago? Odds are, if you've never
taken any kind of politics or history
course you don't know who was PM 10
years ago. So why do people have such
trouble recalling the great leaders of our
nations past?
Simply put, we haven't had many great
leaders. Certainly we've had no heroes,
not in any romantic sense of the word.
None of our leaders have been great
philanthropists, grizzled war veterans, or
someone with the strength of character
to make themselves truly memorable.
The closest thing we've had has been
Gough Whitlam 30 odd years back, and
all he really did was pull a really good
media campaign.
Is this perhaps why people regard politics and politicians with the contempt
that they do? Australian politicians are
usually career creatures, people who go
into politics with the intent of climbing
high but usually falling on their ass. Why
should I vote for Mr X when he's the
same person as Mrs Y?
Our country's history features an amazing dearth of interesting and inspiring
characters. No revolutionary leaders
have we, no Maos and no Washingtons.
No actors have we, no writers, no scientists and no soldiers. All our great country has are people who make a career
out of being a carbon copy of the person
you voted for last time. And that really is
a shame.
Joel Purton.
Israel/Palestine»
Dear Lot's,
For the edification of your readers, I
thought I'd add the other side to "If I
were a suicide bomber, you would be
dead", a charming piece of militaristic
propaganda that somehow made its
way around the MSA.
The number of Palestinians killed by
settlers or the army, both in Israel and
the Occupied Territories (28/09/00 07/04/02), including 234 deaths of
children, 18yrs and under: 1,371
Of course, the numbers game is a
perverse one to play. The fact is
suicide bombings against innocent
civilians are indefensible, full stop. But
so is a military occupation that since
1967, has seen: the confiscation of
almost 750,000 acres of land from the
1.5 million acres comprising the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, and destruction
of 200,000 tress, uprooted by Israeli
forces from Palestinian land. Not to
mention the hundreds of thousands of
refugees displaced since 1948.
Since 1967 only, more than 7,000
homes have been demolished on the
basis that they were not supported by
the required construction permits
(permits for Palestinians are almost
impossible to obtain from the Israeli
authorities), whilst the construction of
Israeli settlements declared illegal
under international law continues
unabated.
The collective punishment that sees

an entire refugee population subject
• to sniper fire, confiscation of homes
by the army, school closures under
siege, and the violation of basic
rights to security, and those that
guarantee access to medical care is
also indefensible - and illegal under
international human rights law.
Israelis have a right to security like
anyone else - they don't have the
right to buy it with US firepower at the
expense of another peoples
existence.
Liz Thompson
Dear Lot's,
I am sickened and disappointed that
words such as those expressed by
"The Parasite" (ed. 3) are printed in a
student newspaper. Allow me to
quote with much displeasure: "the
recent Saudi peace proposal was
knocked back by the Israeli
government partly because it was
conceived by a racial group
considered subhuman (if you don't
believe me, go to Israel and ask one
of the locals if they would ever go out
with an Arab - "they eat horses, you
know" is a likely response)." The
accusation regarding the Saudi
peace proposal is completely false,
especially in light of the fact that one
of the ministers in the Israeli
government is Arab. As for the
rejection, the response from ther
President of Israel to the Saudis was
that if they were serious they would
visit Jeruselum to discuss the plans,
or else invite Israeli diplomats to
Riyadh. Israel is still waiting. The
follow up statement, offered as proof,
in addition to being completely
baseless, is outright offensive.
Using only fallacy to label Israelis
racist is in itself racist. Additionally,
the implication that it is the "same
rightwing Jews who supported
[Sharon] into power that knocked off
the last peacemaking president,
Yitzhak Rabin, does nothing but
spread ignorance and hatred. Rabin
was killed by one man, and with the
support of isolated extremists, not
the majority of Israelis who voted for
Sharon at the last election. After
reading this article, the average
person dislikes Jews more than they
did before reading it. When their
opinion is swayed not by facts but by
baseless accusations, that is
racism. Lots editorial policy claims
that material which is "sexist, racist,
homophobic or militaristic" will not be
printed. If only...
Daniel Bloom Arts/CompSci II
Dear Lots,
I always knew Arafat was a genius,
moving from wanted terrorist to
winning the Nobel Peace Prize is
quite a feat. I But until I read "A BiNational Solution", I was unaware of
the full capabilities of the man. It
appears that he is an extraordinary
visionary; a prophet even. According
to Tristan Ewins, Israel captured
territories in the 1967 Six Day War.
Then, "the eventual Palestinian
response to this occupation was the
forming of the PLO in 1964." Usually
a response follows an event, not
preceds it. But that's where the
enigmatic vision of Yasser Arafat
comes in. He knew, somehow, of the
Egyptian, Syrian and-Jordanian plans
to destroylsrael, and of the
subsequent Israeli victory and
occupation. Knowing this, he did
what any good leader would do: he
made a "pre-emptive response" by
forming the PLO. Of course, this is
all speculation. Other theories claim
that the upcoming movie The Time
Machine is in fact based on the
personal time travel experiences of

Yasser Arafat...

Yours sincerely,
Nicolas de Torrente
Executive Director, MSF-USA
[submitted by Liz Thompson]

Ah Silberman Eng/Com I
Dear Lots,
I am writing to apologise for an error in
my article "A Bi-National Solution" in the
previous edition. I wrote that the PLO
was formed in 1964 in response to the
Israeli occupation. While the PLO
considered the formation of Israel as
an occupation of sorts itself, the
occupationof the West Bank did not
occur until 1967, and my article seems
to be referring to this rather than the
former, as intended. I apologise for any
confusion i may have caused, and
sincerely hope that this error does not
detract from the message of the article.
Tristan Ewins.
Open letter from MSF
(Doctorswithoutborders) to US
Secretary Colin Powell
Dear Secretary Powell,
Since November 2000, Doctors Without
Borders/Medecins Sans Frontieres
(MSF) has been providing
psychological and medical care in the
Palestinian autonomous territories of
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The
programs focus on people living in
areas most exposed to violence,
including those close to the
confrontation spots, particularly Israeli
army installations and Israeli
settlements. MSF also supplies clinics
and hospitals with drugs and
emergency medical supplies.
Since the beginning of December
2001, but over the last week in
particular, MSF teams have witnessed
violence escalating to unprecedented
levels and civilians being deliberately
denied access to essential medical
care. Towns that have been declared
military zones such as Nablus,
Bethlehem, and Ramallah are
completely cut off from external
assistance. Civilians are unable to
reach medical structures and medical
organizations are prohibited from
accessing these populations. The lack
of access also means that many
hospitals and clinics are cut off from
essential medications and materials
resulting in serious shortages in these
structures. In the few instances where
access has been possible over the
past week in the West Bank, medical
activities are carried out under
extremely dangerous conditions:
Ambulances have been shot at and
destroyed, medical centers have been
overrun and fired upon, and medical
relief personnel and patients have
been harassed, threatened and in
some cases shot at by the Israeli
Defense Forces.
This is occurring even when official
permission to carry out medical
activities has been negotiated. This
past weekend, for example, after
receiving authorization from the IDF, our
teams were transporting wounded and
sick patients from Yatta village to
Hebron Hospital. IDF soldiers ordered
our wounded patients out of the
ambulance and aggressively
threatened them with their weapons. In
a separate incidentin Yatta, IDF
soldiers fired in the direction of our
medical team while they were visiting a
medical clinic.MSF denounces the
serious obstruction of medical
activities and harassment of medical
personnel as well as the systematic
violation of international humanitarian
law by the Israeli Defense Forces.
Accessof the wounded and sick to
medical care and respect of
international humanitarian law is of
fundamental importance and requires
your urgent attention during your
current Middle East visit.

Womyn

»

Dear Lot's,
The assumption by many that the
position of any individual in society is
simply the product of their free choices
is dangerously naive and simplistic.
Nick Travers (ed 3) blames womyn for
the ongoing under-representation of
womyn in universities. This kind of
liberal logic dictates that poor people
are poor because they want to be, that
sweatshop workers work for 20 cents
per hour because they want to, and that
womyn are raped because they ask for
it. This is absurd and offensive. The
absurdity is also obvious to anyone who
considers the power imbalances that
continue to define our social structures.
Womyn are never raped because they
asked for it or beaten because they
deserved it, they aren't paid less or
restricted to lower level jobs because
they aren't as worthy as male
counterparts or because they haven't
fought for pay and job parity, and they
aren't under-represented in unis
because they aren't smart enough.
Womyn face this sexism and violence
because powerful social structures still
hold that womyn are inferior to men.
Nick is not oppressing womyn by simply
existing as a man or attending
university, but by reinforcing structures
and assumptions that oppress womyn,
he does contribute to that system of
oppression.
Manisha Blencowe
Co-Womyn's Officer
Dear Lot's,
Over the last few editions, I have been
observing and somewhat participating
in the controversy concerning the
Womyn's Department and feminism. I
think it is healthy to have intellectual
debate on these issues, but sometimes
I feel that participants misinterpret the
sentiments behind some letters
published in Lot's.
As a male, I don't know what it is like to
suffer from sexist comments or
oppression based on gender, and for
men to claim that womyn do not suffer
from oppression just because thev
don't blatantly see it, DOESN'T MEAN IT
DOESN'T HAPPEN. In fact claiming that
womyn do not face gender oppression
is a form of sexism itself and does not
constructively help in the struggle for
gender equality in our society.
If you've wondered why I'm spelling
womyn with a "y", it's because I don't
disrespect womyn's autonomy and feel
that the original meaning of the word
"woman" meaning "lesser man" is a tad
unsettling, which I'm sure all of us
would understand.
Glen Haywood.
3rd year Arts/Science.
Also a white, middle-class, AngloSaxon, Catholic male. This time, from
Endeavour Hills. No, really, I am.
Dear Lot's
To all the men out there feeling duped
because the MSA has a Womyn's & not
a Men's Officer; stop whinging, go back
to the pub, have a drink in your Men's
Space and shut the fuck up.
Tyler Durden
Dear Lot's,
Nick Travers states that "[womyn] simply
choose not to persue (sic) university
education in the first place." This
explains why womyn are underrepresented at university. Or so Nick
believes...
Statistics show that there are more
female than male undergraduates; but

the ratio is reversed for post-graduate
research students. There are equal
numbers of male and female junior
academics, but significantly more male
academics at senior levels (particularly
at Monash). As we peruse these
statistics we must ask: Why is it so?
Why do women choose not to pursue a
career in academia? Could it be that, as
Nareeda Lewers suggested, academia
is an arena that discourages womyn's
participation by upholding values
traditionally associated with male
activities? Nick passes this quite
sensible answer off as 'feminist drivel.'
Once again, a man dismisses with
abuse a womyn's legitimate voice
My advice to Mr. Travers: stop and think
about the historical and social
circumstances that ground an
individual's participation in our
community.
Ferio Camestres
Dear Lot's,
Pesky boys, eh? Gotta love that. Just as
we "pesky boys" love being lectured to in
such a patronising manner on Union
Night. What exactly was the logic there?
"Men" -sorry, boys -"drink VB, which
means that they're also likely to sexually
harass women." -d'oh! Womyn-"So
when they see these stickers telling
them not sexually harass womyn, their
puny male minds will get the message!"
I've spoken to a lot of people around
about this, both male and female and
they agree it was an offensive and
insulting swipe at the males on campus. Do you assume that we as a
gender are genetically predisposed to
rape? Because that's how the Women's
Room appears to view men as a whole.
Do you have anything positive to say
about us?
Sexual harassment is indeed an
unacceptable act, and rape is a repugnant crime, but not all men are rapists.
And before you wheel out the same
statistics we see every time the
Women's Room is challenged in print,
how about this: why don't you canvass
some male attitudes to sexual harassment on campus? Fight oppression by
all means, but don't reduce us to
animals, like every good fanatic does.
Paul Ryan
Dear Lot's,
To Joe Stinear (ed.3) and all the others
who think that the womyn's collective
likes to burn bras: there's many, many
other things that we actually prefer to be
burning, like pornography, rapists,
pimps, Johns, certain MPs etc. So any
womyn who would like to join us, you're
more than welcome. It'll be good for
womynkind and society too.
Vanessa Nguyen
Dear Lot's,
Miffy (edn.3) saw a poster advertising
breakdancing for "womyn". Because of
the spelling of this word, Miffy assumed
that the organizers of the event were
man hating, "hairy legged tree huggers",
who had deep seated psychological
problems and whose sexuality she felt
she had the right to question. In
addition, Miffy claimed that by using the
word "womyn" the authors of this poster
"didn't let" Miffy breakdance. Language
is powerful indeed.
So, think about language. Think about
the word "women". This word originally
meant "man's wife" or "man's
possession." This is how our society
has defined womyn for centuries. THIS
definition, I would argue, has served to
oppress womyn in far more significant
ways than preventing them from
attending a dance class.
Okay, changing the spelling of a word
doesn't automatically change the
situation of womyn in society. But by
choosing to call yourself a "womyn" you

make a conscious rejection of
patriarchal notions of who you are and
who you can be. I believe that seemingly
small things like this, and yes, by eating
cake when you feel like it, rather than
being ruled by pressure to conform to
debilitating standards of beauty, are
ways that womyn can feel more
empowered, and thus more able to fight
against sexism.
Nareeda Lewers
Co-Womyn's Officer, MSA

Stuff»
Dear Lot's
First of all THIS IS NOT AN ATTACK ON
WHOLEFOODS!!!!! I realize I quite often
appear more antagonistic then I intend.
For that I am sorry. I wrote my letter with
the intention of raising the issue of how
to keep wholefoods open over summer.
Andrew, the non-profit argument does
not work, as the co-op bookshop is in
fact non-profit as well, (see the o-book,
the co-op page is next to the wholefoods
page) but budgets to be open whenever
the union building is, not just when the
majority of students are around. And
how can wholefoods be non-profit if
PROFIT goes to the msa? Surely the
money should go into improving
wholefoods? As for the subsidized food,
that's great but is it right or fair to
subsidize meals for only some students
and not others? Why don't summer
semester students deserve the same
services as everyone else. Perhaps
subsidizing the meals slightly less so
you can afford to stay open during
summer will be more equal Even a
slightly increased meal price will still be
far cheaper than the Unicom equivalent.
Speaking of which, that is the other
reason for staying open over summer.
Without wholefoods Unicom controls
100% of the market and that apparently
justifies them putting up the prices and
only offering an incredibly limited range.
I just want people to seriously think
about how to keep wholefoods open
rather than immediately going on the
defensive.
Moving on, Susannah (Liberals aren't
racist) I'm glad you aren't racist or a
bigot. However I am not 'small minded'
and 'agenda driven', and I am offended
when my work is called 'drivel' and
'propaganda'. I have no problem with
people referring to my work as 'left-wing
drivel' so long as I am free to call their
work right-wing bigoted bullshit. To
much importance is put on whether
people are 'left' or 'right'. It's all to easy
to hide your true beliefs behind the
generalisations that are associated with
such alignments.
Finally Roahn a'Beckett (Happy Happy
Joy Joy), I will be quite happy to
concentrate on the things monash does
right when they outweigh the things
monash does wrong. Tell me, if you
went to restaurant and your meal tasted
awful, would you ignore the shit they
served to you on a plate while you
complimented them on the fine choice of
wine? Yes, two wrongs do not make a
right (despite what George W thinks) but
neither does one right outweigh many
wrongs
Now I've got that of my chest I can move
past the letter pages and actually read
the rest of the newspaper.
Blaine.
Dear Lot's,
What is with your advertising policy? Do
you completely throw away your editorial
standards on the publishing of sexist
and other derogatory material when it
comes to putting in ads for companies
that give you lots of money??
I'm writing in reference to a series of
manipulative and demeaning advertisements that have appeared in your paper,

particularly on the Womyn's Page (page
15) of the last edition, deceiptfully
promoting one of your sponsors, whose
name I certainly won't mention again
(enough to say that it is owned by one of
the richest MEN in the world).
Let's remember, as we read on the very
same page about rape being used as a
weapon of war, that the pornography
jokingly referred to as "genteman's
publications" in the ad, is part of the very
reason that womyn living in countries
with and without war are still being raped
by men (and no, it doesn't happen the
other way around). The portrayal of
womyn as sexual objects and subservient play-things is shown in its most
disgusting form in pornography. What's
more, porn itself often IS rape.
Of course, you may not have even
noticed that these little boxes were paid
ads at first glance (there's another one
on page 39 ridiculing veganism, right
next to a Wholefoods recipe - pretty
funny), which is all part of the deliberate
PR ploy of these companies to manipulate how you notice their product. Despite mainstream media's complete
control by corporations however, they at
least make disclaimers about what is
paid advertising and what is not directly
paid for. Perhaps the Lot's team need to
think about the role of advertising in our
"independent" newspaper too, and make
some clear definitions of what is and
isn't purchased space in these pages.
Whatever format advertising takes
however, it still doesn't abrogate you
from your responsibiliy to provide a
publication free of sexist, racist, homophobic and militaristic material. You
really should be better than that...
From another "hairy-legged tree hugger",
Ian Adams
Co-Environment Officer, MSA
Dear Lot's,
I'm glad to see that people are finally
getting more active with regards to their
life, by rejecting the fascistic parking
situation at Monash University. I have a
solution: if you don't live in the outer
Western suburbs, take public transport
and a bike /skateboard/rollerskates. It's
cheaper, safer and better for the environment. You have the choice to reject carculture. If you do live miles away, you
have my condolences, and I'm glad
people are getting out of their fines.
Moving on, Rohan a' Beckett claims that
overseas study is an opportunity available to almost every student at Monash
and is disgusted at the amount of
negative letters in the paper. Rohan,
newsflash: not all that many kids have
the opportunity to study overseas at all,
there's this little thing called money. I'll
stop complaining when anyone has the
right to go anywhere they want to, and
the opportunity. As for wimmin: Miffy asks
what exactly a womyn is: I say a womyn
is a human being of female gender who
doesn't want to be defined by a man, or
men in general, or the phrase man, but I
don't really have the right to answer. So
sweetie gorgeous, if you get pissed off at
the use of the term womyn (a term of
respect invented by wimmin) imagine
how pissed off other wimmin get at
being called disparaging, insulting
things like, well, sweetie and gorgeous,
or perhaps bitch or slut or tramp or
harlot... I'm glad Nick cleared us up and
let us know that wimmin are underrepresented because they choose to
be... that's great comfort to millions of
oppressed minorities all over the globe
who are presumably in the same
predicament. And thanks Joe, for showing your utter partisanship: from memory,
Tash doesn't differ that much from our
present wimmin's officers, except in
name. And if you define yourself by such
incredible pride-inducing terms as

'white,' 'middle-class' etc etc... well, why
don't you start fighting for something to
actually be proud of?? Further on,
Darren, the Liberal Club hasn't had any
problems that they haven't started by
being lunatic fringe dwelling right-wing
parasites. Susannah... I'm sorry you're
disappointed at the 'left-wing drivel' in
Lot's this year. May I suggest you actually
contribute something?? I support equal
opportunity rights for drivel after all. If you
don't feel confident that you can adequately put into words your obviously
original and striking thought for Lot's,
perhaps you could independently
release something. Lisa, our wonderful
Creative Writing sub-editor will help you
I'm sure. She manages to contribute to
Lot's Wife and do her own thing.
SHOCK!!! Bronwyn asks how Lot's feels
about 'all the Diggers' who risked their
lives for 'our country's freedom.' I'd like
to tell her that I have nothing but sympathy for the men who were put in that
situation, and that there is a separation
between the ARMY and those people
who are subject to the army's rules. And
besides, where is all the extreme leftist
propaganda that people keep complaining about?? Tristan Ewins' articles,
which I would class as moderately
reformist (this isn't an insult Tristan, just
that I'm a bit more crazy than you)?
Maybe Alex and Dave's insultingly
intelligent article about Goolengook
logging? That's not left, not right, but
forward. So come on, you zany anarchists, I know you're out there (I'm
looking at you, Aamer, Zukerman, get to
work.) Au revoir,
Stjiun
Ps: People might want to ask themselves why they get so worked up about
what other people call themselves- why
are you angry that certain people call
themselves 'womyn?' Also, for everyone
who is still complaining about the
outcome of last years' elections, you
supported and support Monash's
bullshit student politics 'democracy,'
where she with the loudest t-shirts wins.
If you don't like it, do something about it,
and make a concerted effort to change
the system.
Dear Lot's,
Without wanting to enter the debate on
the merit of honouring war veterans on
Anzac Day, I wish to raise the point of
Australia's selective memory in this
regard. If the occasion is one to ensure
that people who died for the country did
not do so in vain, then in the very same
respect, we must take the time to honour
the thousands of Indigenous people
who have, since Invasion, died for the
Australia that we all live in today.
As Australians, we have a duty to
acknowledge this aspect of our history,
and take ownership of the dispossession and dislocation of generations of
Indigenous peoples. Don't deny the
Past, Remember Genocide.
Lest we Forget,
Rhea Dhillon.
Arts/Law IV

In future letters over
200 words will not be
printed.
I lools Table iA/indow Help

33 Years on. Monash Students Wait for Rail Link

WHFsT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY
FOR FIFTY PEOPLE TO GET TO UNI ?

Sick of waiting around for half an

Phil is a second year student from

to have ruled out the possibility of a train

hour to find a car park? Why not

Rowville. 'When I'm lucky, Mum drives

due to "excessive cost". In the Federal

catch a train or tram to Unil! Aaah,

me to Uni and it takes ten minutes, but

election campaign of 2001, the State

hang on - there are no trains or

it takes over an hour to catch the bus to

and Federal ALPs devised a joint

trams to Monash. We've been

Waverley Gardens and then on to

promise for a package of public

waiting thirty-three YEARS for that

Monash. At the start of the year, I forked

transport improvements in Melbourne's

to happen. Since 1969, three

out $76 for a concession card and I'm

Outer East to accompany the Scoresby

separate Victorian State

currently working so I can buy a car but

Freeway. This package included a light

Governments have promised a rail

feel trapped into spending money I

rail link from Huntingdale to Rowville.

link from Huntingdale Station to

don't have, only to clog up the roads

The Howard Government's election

Rowville via Monash Uni, but failed

and learn first hand what road-rage is

campaign promised nothing for public

to deliver.The Monash Student

all about. But I don't have a choice. It's

transport and to date, that's what we

Association and the Public

ludicrous to spend an hour on a

have.

Transport First Alliance are now

journey that could take ten minutes.'

State Cabinet will hand down the

Synchrotron and the development of the

campaigning for greater public

Eliza lives in Brunswick and

budget on 7th May and are set to make a

Science Precinct to the west of the

transport in Melbourne's Outer

commutes by public transport. 'It takes

decision in the next few weeks

University. This Transport Strategy

East.

me an hour and a half to catch a tram,

regarding the package of public

Committee has just begun working with

a train, then catch a bus. I was going to

transport improvements to accompany

the Government to devise access plans

buy a car last year but I had my first

the Scoresby Freeway. There is every

for an integrated transport system. The

asthma attack and I heard that car

reason to believe that these

fate of this project is in the hands of the

transport contributes to 17% of all

improvements will be token, as State

DVC and meanwhile, students have no

greenhouse gas emissions in

and Federal Governments have

time to wait. The University needs to be

There are 25,000 students and
staff at Monash (Clayton), and the
population is expected to increase
dramatically over the next twenty
years with the development of the

to campus that will arise from the

Australia. That was enough to put me

committed a whopping $1 billion of our

true to their commitment to sustainable

off cars! Besides, not everyone can

taxes to the Scoresby Freeway. The

transport by not building any more multi

afford to drive to Uni everyday- we're

Health budget is stretched, the

story car parks, and putting serious

students after all.'

Education budget is stretched, so

resources towards sustainable

transport is a couple of buses that

Students who wish to avoid the kind of

where will the money for proper public

alternatives

wind around back streets.

arduous journeys encountered by

transport come from? Perhaps we

Students in the Monash Student

State and Federal Governments

public transport users such as Phil

could have a chook raffle to raise the

Association ran the "Quick Route"

have committed to beginning

and Eliza must join the nine thousand

much-needed cash. The freeway will be

campaign last year and this year it is

construction of the Scoresby

other students who have the pleasure

built despite some dodgy dealings

firing up again. Last year we

Freeway in 2003, however there is

of paying $77 for a blue parking permit

involving court challenges to the

campaigned strongly with the Public

community concern that this $1B

and drive to Uni. To cater for the huge

Government, and despite the fact that it

Transport First alliance in the Aston by-

project will leave no money to

demand for parking space, the

threatens the Seaford Wetlands, an

election and the November Federal

meet the public transport needs of

University is currently building the

area of international significance.

election. We organised petitions,

Melbourne's Outer East.

second quick-fix, band-aid solution of

The latest news is that the State

participated in public forums, and

a multi-storey car park, or "Castle Grey

Government's Working Group for the

liaised with the Government. This year,

» Transport Gripes: Have You

Skull" as it is affectionately known in

Scoresby Corridor is investigating

on Monday 22 M April, MSA office bearers

Got All Day?

the Student Association

different options for Monash University,

and students from the Transport Action

including a bus from Huntingdale

Collective were photographed by the

Synchrotron and the new science
precinct. Rowville is one of
Melbourne's fastest growing
suburbs, yet the only public

Whether you're circling the car
parks searching for that non-

» W h a t ' s With the Rail Link?

existent park or standing at the

In 1969 the State Government

bus "shelter" next to Huntingdale

announced plans to one day build a

Station waiting for up to twenty

railway line from Huntingdale Station,

minutes for the bus to take you the

along the North Rd / Wellington Rd

station to Rowville, an express bus with

local media on Wellington Rd, posing

priority at traffic lights and a new bus-

with a skeleton at a mock Monash Train

only lane, and a light rail along the

Station, displaying a sign reading "Still

North Rd / Wellington Rd median strip.

Waiting for the Rail Link." The Transport

Neither of these options will serve the

Collective is planning more actions for

communities of Monash or Rowville as

June 5'\ World Environment Day. The

well as a train would.

State election is to be held some time
MSA and Transport Action Collective are

last 3km to Uni, your plights are

median, and on to Ferntree Gully. This

not dissimilar. They both come

plan never came to fruition.

down to the same route cause - a

In 1983, the Cain Government

lack of commitment from our

announced the plan again and

»What

decision makers to a properly

estimated that it would cost $100M.

rail link?

working closely with the Public

integrated transport system in

This is the only publicly known costing

In July 2001, Deputy Vice Chancellor for

Transport First campaign to ensure that

Melbourne's Outer East.

for a train to Monash and despite no

Resources, Alison Crook initiated the

public transport is placed high on the

Monash students Phil and Eliza

further costing having been done, the

Transport Strategy Committee to deal

agenda in the marginal seats in

know this all too well.

successive State Governments appear

with the inevitable problems of access

Melbourne's Eastern and Outer Eastern

over the next twelve months, and the
is Monash doing to lobby for a

suburbs.
What You Can Do:
•Write a letter to DVC for Resources,
Alison Crook and tell her you want to
see the speedy completion of the
Monash Transport Access Plan.
•Email your State ALP Member of
Parliament, Ann Barker, at
ann@annbarker.net. or call her on 9568
.SfKIUGVALS

4625

Figure 1: The Monash rail line, as planned in 1969 (Melbourne Transport, p.5)
Compiled by Ian Adams and Liz Turner
Join the MSA's Public Transport Campaign: Contact Liz Turner at MSATransport 9905 4134 or Kylie & Ian at the MSA Environment Department on 9905 5710.

President
I had a junior high teacher that believed
that a fine line exists between lunacy and
genius. According to her, both the genius
and the lunatic see things that are invisible,
but the genius can make these concepts
accessible to others. She also ate garlic
and yogurt for breakfast and occasionally
wore ballet slippers to class, but that/s
beside the point.
Fine lines like this exist all over the place.
A protest. At what point does speaking out
for what you believe in motivate change?
I've been in office for 4 months now. I've
learned to negotiate with the university on
issues pertaining to student rights and
welfare, to debate, to conciliate... but I've
also learned that there comes a point
where all other avenues have been
exhausted and where direct action becomes necessary. And the divide between
a hollow, angry protest and the achieving of
positive outcomes is blurred when arguments are evidenced by well-researched
facts, when the action is non-violent and,
most importantly, where those attending
take individual responsibility for sustaining
the fight: Be it through conversations with
their friends, lecturers or bus drivers, the
key to transforming public opinion is to
have the patience to do it gradually.
Bee Tomilson
Secretary
About 3 weeks ago, I got back from the
Woomera detention centre 1 saw things
that I would never have believed could
happen in this country. I saw a girl who
could not have been more than 8 years old,
screaming in distress as she was
dragged back into the detention centre,
after only a few sweet seconds of freedom.
I saw tears rolling down the cheeks of a riot
cop, as he tried to push me away from the
fence, our faces separated only by his riot
shield. I stood, shocked, separated from
the refugees by metal bars, razor wire and
a line of ACM guards, as the refugees
screamed to us that they had been tear
gassed in the showers. I usually really hate
confrontation. I'll do anything to avoid a
fight. But a number of times, I had to
restrain myself from tackling one of those
men-who-was-only-doing-his-job.
Settling back into office work was quite
difficult. The minutes and agendas
seemed especially boring. Concentrating
in executive was hard. Signing cheques
also failed to excite. But despite the fact that
what we do to change the world might be
small and not very inspiring, if s better than
doing nothing at all. Come along to
Refugee Action Collective, Wednesdays at
1pm in R6.
Grace Morgan
Female Queer Officer
Queer Week is a coming. But by the time

this report gets published, Queer Week
will be a gonin. Ok, so that isn't a word.
Fuck off you stupid little paper clip, I do
NOT need help. Well, not with this anyway.
Queer Week is our big thing through out
the year, and preparations are under way.
Once this report is actually in the paper,
we'll be able to see how well it went. The
big project (one of) is the Queer Graveyard,
which is going to be (or was) on the
Menzies Lawn. This is to symbolise all the
Queers who have died because of their
sexuality, whether they were killed, or
committed suicide. It's worth thinking
about. I know far too many Queer people
who have tried to kill themselves, directly
or indirectly because of their sexuality. How
many people die for being straight??
Anyway, Queer Week should go off (or has
gone off) with a bang, and next time Lof s
Wife will just have to time its edition better
so I'm not writing in two tenses. Dave, it's
my chocolate, my chocolate, MY CHOCOLATE. And if you don't agree, I'll, I'll, I'll, I'll
just eat it all anyway.

would otherwise throw away perfectly good
food, and WE NEED VOLUNTEERS to help
us cut veggies, cook, serve etc If you are
interested and would like to find out more
info visit the Welfare Officers in the MSA,
upstairs [Campu$ Centre], call 9905 5336
or emai IWelfareOfficer.MSA@adm.
monash.edu.au. And now on a lighter side,
on the tram, coming home from the
Student Unionism Network, Monash
socialites Penny Eager and Elizabeth
Thompson came across that sorry, loser of
a disgraced politician, Former Defense
Minister Peter 'I am not a sloth' Reith,
wearing a pair of stodgy old jeans, and an
unwashed shirt. Liz started pointing and
incessantly cackling at Reithy, leaving the
poor old bloke feeling slightly uncomfortable and nervous. Penny pursued Peter
Reith down the street after he jumped off
the tram; and yelled "Peter! I have a sticker
for you!" Penny shoved a sticker with the
words [LITTLE JOHNNY LIAR TAMPAd
WITH THE TRUTH], into Peter "I am not
John Howard's fall guy, nor lacky" Reith's
reluctant hands. Mr Reith read the sticker,
Sarah Van der Wal
politely thanked Penny for the sticker and
promised to place it on his bumper bar.
Male Queer Officer
No, really.
What?! Week five already? But but.. I only
just started going to lectures!! One of the
Penny Eager/ Glen Haywood
more important things I have been tackling
over the past few weeks has been TG
Womyn's Officers
(Transgendered) issues, and that in
Woomera association to access to womens'
We travelled to Woomera over the Easter
facilities on campus. This issue is a huge
break with some womyn from the collecissue, and involves a lot of feminist politics tive. We went knowing that womyn and
(in which I'm not yet well versed) but one of children face particular difficulties in
the most important things which people
seeking asylum but with little personal
overlook is simply this: if you know someunderstanding of the additional trauma
one who is a TG female, then you should
caused by Australia's refugee determinanot see a female who was once male, or
tion process. One thing that we discovered
even worse, a male who is simply dressat Woomera was that sexual abuse of
ing as a female. That person IS female.
womyn & children by the ACM security
Because of this I find it hard to understand guards at the detention centre is rife. The
why the Women's Room on this campus
stories we heard from escaped refugees
fails to see this, and doesn't allow the
were intensely personal and distressing entry of TG females. Is this yet another
those of us who haven't experienced
prejudice? I know there's a lot of us out
persecution or detention of this kind
there who like to think we're not living in a
probably can't fully understand such
double-standard world, but we are. No
experiences but we can try...
matter what minority you feel you belong to, Come and hear from a Pakistani womyn
you still have prejudices. Just ask yourself, and refugee lawyer on Monday, 6 May @
do you look at someone and try to figure
1pm - see us or posters for details.
out if they 'really are' the gender they seem Womyn & the y' - You may have noticed
to be dressing up as?
this debate recently (see letters page)...
David Goodes
Welfare
With a large number of students not
having the income to pay for amenities
fees, text books, rent, etc... we all know
what its like to go without a meal or two for
a day. [FREE FOOD MONDAYS] is a project
designed to provide free dinner for students and members of the local community every Monday evening between 6-8pm.
We are given the fresh fruit and vegetables
from local fruit & veggie shops, which

To be clear, womyn do face sexism and
violence because powerful social structures still hold that womyn are inferior to
men. Social structures, such as language,
are strong influences in shaping our
thinking and behaviour. 'Women' originally
meant 'of men'. What assumptions and
prejudices you hold because of the biases
inherent in language?
Writing 'womyn' simply draws attention to
subtle but powerful influences over our
thought and action.

Education Public Affairs Officer
May Day. If you are reading this hot-off-thepress (ie May 1"), you may or may not
know that today is May Day. May Day is a
worker's holiday called in commemoration
of some of the bloodiest battles ever seen
between workers and factory owners in the
US in the late 1880s. In the late 1880s in St
Petersburg, you had to at least be plotting
to kill someone important to be worthy of
the attention of Russia's secret police - in
the US, the land of the free, several
anarchists were executed for their role in
national strikes called in support of the
eight hour day on and around May Day
1886.
This year's May Day is focused around the
rights of refugees. At a time when capital
can float around the globe as it chooses,
flouting local laws, environmental standards, and internationally recognised
workers rights, ordinary people are caged
for seeking freedom from death and
persecution. Funny, ain't it (well, not if
you're in Woomera). So, if you're reading
this on May Day, get down to the Department of Immigration, and show your
distaste with the crazy crazy shit going
down in this town in terms of basic human
rights.
Liz Thompson
Treasurer
Budgets- horrible things. They mean
deprioritizing good things for better things,
or, seemingly more frequently, right up the
chain at government level prioritising really
bad things over good things. As, for
example, Education- set to receive another
funding cut (in the face of increased
Defence spending) when the Federal
budget comes down on May 14"\ Which
means that essential services, like, say,
universities, will receive less money to
meet the ever higher demands placed on
them. Which means that universities start
to look around, and ask themselves 'what
would happen if we charged students fees
for their degrees...? What would happen if
we moved into poorer, underdeveloped
nations and set up commercial entities
under the guise of Universities....? What
would happen if we establish a huge, profit
driven service company to monopolise the
services on all our campuses...?'
What happens? Students are at the
bottom of the pile and they get squashed.
And the student organizations work harder
and harder to help them, even though they
too have fewer funds to cover more work.
And the squashed students find it harder
and harder to fight back at the system
that's squashing them.
It's not a nice story, so don't let it happen.
Let the world know what you think about
cuts to the Education budget.
Megan Petrass

Nareeda Lewers/Manisha Blencowe

Minolta Scholarship
11
Awards
Minolta is offering generous scholarship
awards for software development related to
digital document management and graphics
management.
The Minolta Scholarship Awards Program is designed to contribute to
the further development of information technology in Australia and to
foster young engineers.
How do I enter? All you have to do to enter is submit an Essay and SelfIntroductory document using Minolta's webpage
www.minolta.com.au/scholarship
How soon? The deadline for application is 1 June 2002.
Then what happens? Twelve applicants will be selected to win a
scholarship of $6,500 each to complete their software. From this,
five finalists will be selected, four to win $10,000 each and one to
win $40,000!!!

For more information check out www.minolta.com.au/scholarship
Minolta Co., Ltd, Minolta Business Equipment Australia Pty, Ltd.

MINOLTA
The essentials of imaging

WE DDN'T NEED
ANDTHER HERD.
internationally branded syndrome of ruthlessly

characteristics that I feel are heroic. Heroes in

knocking tall poppies. What a relief to discover such

Australian culture seem to be created through

a sense of appreciation in the seemingly minor trial,

physical acts of bravery, much more easily than

so that what is essentially a ball game becomes a

through acts of mental note. Intellectual achievements
aimed at heightening human's treatment of each

war zone of grit and might.

other, or feats of creative achievement, which further
It seems that the meaning of 'hero' is being diluted.

society's capacity to understand itself and to grow in

It has become, at least in Australia, a common

wisdom, are more likely to impress me.

description of those who we find ourselves
enthusiastic about at any particular time. And yet,
why do I feel so uninterested in the concept of
So what is a hero? Shuffling through personal uses

having a 'hero'? On one level, the answer is similar

of the word, I remember a fleeting thought I had

to the reason I would not describe something as

recently as I lay staring at the seemingly strategic

'nice' unless I meant to brand it insipid and

peeling of my red painted ceiling, in lacerations that

unworthy of any further description. The word 'hero'

burst out from the smooth surface. In the midst of

has come to mean too much and therefore too little,

my morning haze, it seemed possible that mini

at one time. However, discussing this topic with a

super heroes had broken through that morning,

friend recently, I was struck by his claim that

before I had woken, called on some mission I had

perhaps I had too much pride to have a hero. An

safely slept through, with an untiring sense of duty

interesting thought, though more for what it showed

and determination to obliterate evil.

about his perception of me than for its underlying
analysis of heroes. I fear he knows me too well.

Of course it was a half asleep mind that conjured

Stuart Diver shot to herodom after surviving the
collapse of a Thredbo ski lodge in July 1997
Following our discussion my friend surveyed the

this strangely satisfying ceiling-bred world of mini-

If you will indulge the philosophy exhaled over a many-

super-hero holes in my roof. And tenderly snapping

men, out to save the day. And that is half my point.

coffeed conversation, I will describe what I suddenly

me back into reality said with a sigh, that in the end

Once awake and therefore arguably occupying a

realised, at my friend's comment. It struck me what he

the concept of a hero was completely subjective.

sturdier sense of reality, I found the previous dream-

meant. How could I possibly admit the weakness of

Ultimately a hero was really only a projection onto

imagining vaguely amusing as it revealed a train of

needing a hero: someone to rescue me from life's

either a human form (perhaps a rock star or a

thought that differed from any during my daily

dangers? It is an innately complex thing for me, this

Hollywood actor, or the uplifting example of an

wakeful state. It seems the use of the word 'hero' to

thing, the hero. Ultimately, from my limited research,

international human rights lawyer, fighting for the

describe someone noted or admired for nobility,

the Australian hero happens to often be male. He is

rights of Jamaican prisoners on death row), or a

courage and outstanding achievement, in my world

gallant and committed in moments of crisis. My

fantastical form (for those of us with fertile

at least, falls sadly short of its purpose.

eyebrows are raised at the thought. There is no

imaginations), of our hopes and wishes for

chance I would catch myself requiring the assistance

ourselves. It seems that one must be wary, therefore
of sharing ones heroes, for fear of revealing too

I was curious about how the rest of Australia

of a bulky brave man. . . if I could possibly help it. In

thought, and flicking through the headlines of our

fact, just try and catch me feeling any sense of

much of ones desires . . . especially around

national newspapers I found that the concept of

admiration for great physical strength alone. My

perceptive friends, who know too much already.

heroes features astoundingly often. We like the

rebellion arises from a sense that the general

concept of heroes, it seems, and are eager to brand

Australian caste of hero does not highlight any of the

Kelly Adams

our fellow Australians with this title, despite the
qualities of their heroic actions differing so vastly.
Remarkably, for every article I found describing the
valour of our soldiers, our emergency volunteers in
the Christmas-New Year bushfires in NSW and the
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New York fire fighters, police officers and civilians
braving all to save lives in the September 11
attacks, there were at least ten other mentions of
heroic endeavours from our sporting personalities,
described in not dissimilar terminology. The sense
of battle involved in creating any hero, it seems,
carries through, without a hitch, from the cricket
pitch to the rubbled remains of a scene of immense
human disaster. Are things a little askew?
Perhaps I am being somewhat uncharitable to my
fellow Australians, criticizing what could be seen as
quite an endearing habit - that of sporting

/ r\Ur\N I

TUESDAYSi
pupils who, on Tuesdays, stay away from school without permission

UNI AND INDUSTRY NIGHT

exaggeration. As I write this, I imagine the Australian
public as an adoring crowd, dribbling with
Labrador-esque appreciation of those around us,

DJPETE*

CRKSER

MIBBERISH

for making us feel important, as though part of the
broader scheme of things, fighting one big great
fight. After all, I thought we suffered from that

8 Adelaide St, KNOX Tower Point,
Wantirna South, 9800 1088

Lot's,
A
revisited

hard at the holocausts of world history. And it

aftermath of September 11. Back then, all

queries the wisdom of any authority that

that was required was some elaborate

would reduce a city to ashes in the name of

police-work: Osama bin Laden, a.k.a. "the

an idea, be it ever so lofty.

Evil One", was to be "smoked out" and
"brought to justice" so we could all sleep

On April 18, a spokesperson for the Canadian

easier at night. But after the most expensive

Lot's wife should not have perished. The

Armed Forces appeared on television to

and destructive manhunt of all time, we still

people of Sodom and Gomorrah, more

announce the deaths through "friendly fire" -

do not know where he is hiding, or if he is

interested in debauchery than in piety,

perhaps the most grotesque military

alive. It no longer even matters. As the US

deserved their fiery end. But Lot and his

neologism since "collateral damage" - of

sets its sights on the "axis of evil", as

family were good, god-fearing people, stuck

several Canadian soldiers stationed in

governments everywhere rush to impose

in the wrong place at the wrong time. So God

Afghanistan. He added that such accidents,

draconian restrictions on citizens' rights, and

tipped them off about his planned nocturnal

however tragic and regrettable they may be,

as the line between terrorism and its

strike, demanding only that they march

could not be ruled out of the ongoing "war of

prevention becomes ever more indistinct, the

resolutely toward safety, without so much as

terror". His gaffe was illuminating. For on the

capture and trial of bin Laden has been

a backward glance "Then the Lord rained on

same day, under mounting international

downgraded into a juridical nicety. He has

Sodom and Gomorrah sulfur and fire; and

pressure, Israeli troops pulled out of Jenin to

he overthrew those cities, and all the Plain,

reveal a scene that witnesses likened to an

and all the inhabitants of the cities, and what

earthquake zone. "No civilised nation can

Q

9

set in motion. Who today remembers Gavrilo
Princip? Yet who can forget the thirty years of
global carnage he inaugurated when he

allow itself to use such means, even to reach

Lot's wife should not have perished. She

the most just objective," remarked UN special

should have ignored the cries for help, the

envoy Terje Roed-Larsen "It's not only what

screams of the dying, the stench of burning

you see, it's what you smell: decaying

Worrying only about our own well-being is

flesh. She should not have turned back. She

corpses." Collateral damage, no doubt.

no answer to the eternally pressing,

assassinated a minor Habsburg noble?

eternally vexing question of what is to be
The war on terror, as the Canadian officer so

i

already been superceded by the events he

grew on the ground." (Gen 19.25)

did.

LQT/S

lot's
wife

done. To be sure, the Lots of this world will

Implicitly, a publication called Lot's Wife

astutely observed, has become a war of

always get by. But what sort of a world will

expresses solidarity with her fate. It

terror. The sight of Bush wagging his finger at

they be left with? We need to remember that

questions why someone should be

Sharon for following his own example

the opposite of terror would not be counter-

punished for staring the horror in the face. It

showed, if nothing else, that the spiralling

terror, but peace. We need to turn back and

sides with all those who, rather than

dialectic of terror and counter-terror has

face the spreading conflagration, lest it

scurrying for cover in the hope that all will

reached new and dizzying heights. It all

engulf us as well. Today, more than ever, we

turn out for the best, would gaze long and

seemed so much simpler in the immediate

have need of Lot's wife.
Adamas

Try and imagine having a post-Green Week hangover,

accused of malingering. It takes at least 6 months to

A recent survey fielded by the CFS Association of

running a 10km marathon and then on top of this

receive an official diagnosis. CFS/ME can flush your

America to more than 8,100 medical professionals and

catching the flu from that anonymous pash during

social, professional, financial and pretty much every

researchers revealed that 75% believe CFS is as or

Green Week shenanigans. If you did all these things

aspect of life down the toilet for months or years. So it's

more disabling than other chronic diseases such as

you may feel something close to what sufferers of

not surprising that some get depressed.

lupus, multiple sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis.

also known as Myalgic Encephalopathy (ME). CFS/ME

My experience with CFS/ME has opened my eyes to

This illness can strike at any age. The Royal

is a serious physical illness that can last for years, and

how people view sufferers of long term and chronic

Australasian College of Physicians estimates that 2%

sometimes for life. It's causes unknown, however many

illness. Some are supportive while others fob you off as

of the Australian Population (that's approximately

believe it is an abnormal response to a virus, where the

being weak. But it's the hardest battle to fight. There's

380.000 people) suffers with CFS/ME costing the

immune system becomes dysfunctional.

no cure for this illness and some people suffer with its

community $416 million annually. With these statistics

severe form for years on end. I've had CFS/ME for just

more support and money should be dedicated to

People with CFS/ME are not just 'tired for a long time'.

over a year and have been lucky enough to be able to

finding the cause and cure for this illness.

The fatigue is a profound, unexplained and debilitating

continue part time study. But for 4 months of this time

fatigue that is out of proportion with the level of activity

the CFS/ME was severe, kficuldn't walk without

and is independent of mood. Symptoms include

assistance because the fatiSe^was so shocking. I

5*, and it's a great time to learn more about the illness

intense flu-like symptoms, headaches, memory and

was in bed for up to 20 hou&As

and support those friends and family who have it. For

concentration impairment, muscle pain, disturbance of

dizziness, headaches, sore*hroS||, nausea and

more information please visit: www.vicnet.net.au/

balance and digestive disorders, and can be fafrly mild

swollen glands. It was scary because*! didn't know how

-meets or buy a blue ribbon to show your support.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) feel every day. CFS is

in some and severe in others. Those with moderate to
mild symptoms are often able to continue working or
studying part time, as there is a window of a few hours
a day where they are well enough to do so. Although
they may look fine symptoms still affect them every day.

day. I experienced

;

CFS/ME International Awareness Week starts on May

long it would last and frustrating b e c a * ^ doctors kept
telling me there was notftfng4i»| G O T ! do. I did all

The heroes are the people who suffer with this illness

those things you'd never expect to be doing until at

for years and survive its unrelenting symptoms. Their

least the age of 99. There was a chair in the shower,

strength of mind and determination to recover

the most solid thing I could eat was soup and I was

outweighs any physical weakness.

lucky to get a trip to the letterbox let alone keeping up
Because there is no specific test to diagnose CFS/ME
many sufferers have been faced with disbelief and

with friends and family. I considered joining the bluerinse set and investing in some false teeth.

DROWNING

Diana Costaras

0

Socially Responsible Inuestment

You've probably heard it all before - environmental

we own shares in, we can instead invest our money in

corporations. In general, however, Australia does lag

destruction this, social injustice that Most of us would

one of the growing number of Socially Responsible

other parts of the world - such as North America and

like to do something about it, but it just seems so hard

Investment products, whose managers continually

Europe - where a range of action groups continue to

to make a difference. Governments of the world seem

monitor corporations, and only invest in those with

raise public awareness of the importance of Socially

content to bury their heads in the sand, while

sound financial, environmental and social performance

corporations take over. If only there was a way to make
these corporations more accountable. Fortunately,
there is.

•

We can continue to hold shares in these

companies, but tell them to lift their game. This can be
done by banding together to form shareholder groups,
and introducing resolutions at general meetings. It can

Although it appears self-evident, many people seem to
forget that the corporations of the world are owned by
their shareholders - you and me. Even if you don't
directly hold shares in a company, you are likely to be a
shareholder of some of Australia's biggest

also be done by directly communicating concerns with
company management. Providers of a number of Socially
Responsible Investment products will do this as a
warning to companies whose environmental or social
performance becomes unsatisfactory.

corporations through any managed funds you invest in,
or simply through your superannuation. So even if you

•

would never actively choose to buy shares in a

that are dedicated to the development of sustainable

company that mines uranium, clears old growth

technologies such as alternative energy or recycling,

forests, or manufactures armaments, chances are your

there are a number of Socially Responsible Investment

investment or superannuation managers are already

products that invest solely in these types of companies.

investing your money there for you.

If we am interested in investing in companies

While the concept of Socially Responsible Investment

So as owners of the corporations of the world, if we
don't approve of the way they are operating we have a
few choices:

Responsible Investment. One such group is the CAAT
(Campaign Against Anns Trade), which has recently
published the names of pension funds, superannuation
schemes and charities that hold investments in British
arms companies. "It is wrong that organisations
promoting social good at home, earn money from
investing in companies that sell weapons into conflict
areas and openly seek to divert resources away from
development abroad", says CAAT's Richard Bingley.
With a similar objective, the Australian Conservation
Foundation has recently produced a report called "Where
is Your Superannuation Money Going? An Environmental
Perspective". It looks at a number of major
superannuation funds, and the companies they invest in.
It then discusses the environmental performance of these
companies - which is often poor - and suggests ways
people can make sure their superannuation money is

dates back as far as the 1970s, it has only started to gain

invested in more environmentally responsible

wider acceptance and popularity over the past few years.

companies. The report also gives an overview of the

New socially responsible managed funds and

growing field Socially Responsible Investment. It can be

superannuation options become available in Australia

found at: http://www.acfonline.orq.au/docs/

companies by selling our shares in them. If we don't

each month, and there are now a number of significant

publications/rpt0020.pdf

have time to monitor the performance of the companies

shareholder groups for prominent Australian

•

We can disassociate ourselves from these

Kipling Zubevich

David Bussau teachinem how to fish...
David Bussau was born in New Zealand and

International now has initiatives in 23 countries around the world and has a realistic

raised in an orphanage. By age fifteen he

goal and an already implemented plan to provide two million jobs per year by 2004.

owned his first business enterprise, a hotdog

This all began a few years ago with a single person making a simple decision.

stall outside a Wellington rugby stadium,
and by thirty-five he had built a fortune

I believe that Bussau in many ways embodies this edition's theme, "heroes". Bussau

that placed him amongst the highest

had perhaps everything a person could ask for, had built this everything out of nothing

echelons of Australia's affluent. Shortly

and created for himself a position from which any ambition could be realised. Yet here

thereafter his interests shifted. In a

the rags to riches tale takes its twist. We live in a society that has evolved to such an

drastic move Bussau took all he had and

extent that should a person follow certain paths and signposts they will inevitably find a

put it into a trust to fight poverty.

promised 2.3 Toyota'd happiness. Bussau was in the end game, the big leagues,
advancing on a path of power, progressive wealth or even, if he so chose, a long and

As he worked he became aware of a cyclical rut that was the lot of the very poor,

idle retirement. But he stopped - and one might argue - turned back in the other

which he felt that neither basic infrastructure nor generous charity could help them

direction. A decision I consider to be brave. Bussau took what he'd built for himself

transcend. He realised that a person - a people needed to do this for themselves,

and used it as a foundation to build something far bigger for many more. This can be

they just needed an opportunity.

described as nothing less than noble.

Bussau provided loans for twenty would-be entrepreneurs and observed remarkable

Bussau has in his lifetime found success. He has clearly demonstrated a relentless

results. After a while not only was each loan fully repaid but the businesses

will in the realisation of his endeavours, often in the face of adversity. This is called

flourished and grew. More importantly the people had a newfound dignity and

strength. Bussau was basically a guy who had a gift and used it to help others. This

confidence, a product of their newfound independence and wellfounded hope. Thus

is... well... simple and universal. Bravery and courage, nobility and virtue, strength

as Bussau describes of his seachange "the seeds were sown in the jungle", a

and will, a humble example - these are characteristics that have always made for

purpose grew forthwith and would, very soon, bear fruit.

writers the greatest heroes. But what of wisdom? Every hero must already have or

In the mid-eighties Bussau's endeavour, established now throughout South East Asia,

this vague bio I'd like to quote a tidbit of Bussau's wisdom. Over a scratchy

attain in their adventures wisdom otherwise they ought die trying. Well, to conclude
merged with an American organisation sharing similar goals, headed by Al Whittaker a

telephone connection between Sandringham and Bangkok he described what he

man whose own story shares much common ground with Bussau's, to become

believed he was really fighting at the end of the day. Not merely poverty, nor an

Opportunity International. Opportunity aims to answer the call of the impoverished by

economic system designed to segregate the rich and the poor, but 'indifference.

giving them a hand up not a hand out, and has to date provided millions of people with

Indifference of the world to acknowledge that God blesses some with wealth not only

micro-loans, perhaps just fifty Australian dollars, which allowed them to start their own

for their own benefit, but so they might use that for the benefit of the whole world.'

business. The loans have a 96% repayal rate and a single businesses will not only
support a family but affect on average an additional five people. Opportunity

Andrew Smith
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on screen
:: Panic Room

attractive cast, led by Stuart Townsend

survivalist Dodos!) slyly satirical and

and Margaritte Moreau, but is lumbered

pleasingly frank about the more adult

the film charts the rocky relationship
between two men wrestling with their

with a disjointed and messy script.

aspects of the story, giving some

own demons and angels.

The Vampire Lestat (Townsend)

you can't go wrong with this voice cast:

Eli (writer/producer/star Dan

awakens after 100 years of self-

Ray Romano as Manny and John

Bucatinsky) is an amiable 20-

unobtrusive pathos to the story. And

imposed entombment, choosing to

Leguizamo as Sid! Dennis Leary's in

something crime reporter with a love

reveal his presence to the world (a

there too! But the show is stolen by

for Planet of the Apes and collecting

strict taboo for his kind) by-ahem-

Scrat, a much put upon squirrel whose

action figures. Tom (Richard

becoming a Goth-rock star. This act

tribulations with an acorn give Ice Age

Ruccolo) is a schoolteacher with a

arouses the attention of many parties,

its best laughs. Give him his own

fear of commitment and tendency for

including a obsessive paranormal

movie now!

malapropisms. Set up by Tom's

researcher, (Moreau) a cadre of angry

friend Jackie (Sasha Alexander) and

vampires, and worst of all, the titular

Paul Ryan

"mother" vampire (the late Aaliyah).

Eli's straight pal Brett (Adam
Goldberg), their pairing proves the old
adage about the path of true love

This latest effort from acclaimed
director David Fincher (Fight Club,
Seven) should go down as one of the
best thrillers of the year. Using genius
levels of cinematography and working
with a great cast including Jodie
Foster and Forest Whitaker, Panic
Room will no doubt set the standard

Condensed from the second and third
Chronicles, the joins show as plot
threads are dropped and picked up
seemingly arbitrarily. It's really rather
puzzling as to why the filmmakers took
such a difficult storytelling decision
when each of the books could have
made satisfying enough films on their

for thrillers to come.

own. Despite this, Queen is still fairly
Meg (Foster) and her daughter Sarah
(Kirsten Stewart) are spending their
first night in their new elaborate New
York home. During the night three
burglars break in and Meg and Sarah

entertaining, and provides a welcome,
if imperfect return visit to Rice's
complex vampire mythos, and a twohour round of "Spot the Aussie", if
you're so inclined.

go straight into a technologically

What choices do people make when

:: Ice Age.

Director Gabriele Muccino explores this
acclaimed film to leave Italy in 2001 The Last Kiss (L' Ultimo Bacio). Eight
characters grapple with one another to
determine whether they will part ways;
amongst them an expecting father
fearful of losing passion, an obsessive

is a funny, heartfelt and absorbing

eighteen-year-old blonde, a middle

comic drama. Bucatinsky's script

aged couple faced with constant

(reworked from his play, where the

banality, and a seductive chap in dread-

leads were a straight couple) mixes a

locks who advocates casual sex.

compelling set of characters with witty
commentary on ethnicity, cinema (the

What could become a textbook
collection of vignettes instead turns

to outsiders, dial for help and nobody

out to be a soundly performed and

can get in. The problem is that what

highly compelling story. This is not

the burglars want is in that room.

Hollywood. The characters are too

The plot may sound a tad weak, but it

narky and the constant argument

works like a charm. Not only does the

scenes tend to get a bit messy,

film feature brilliant performances

especially when knives are involved.

from Foster, Whitaker and Jared Leto

Prepare to be glued to your seat, either

(the later two being burglars), but the

out of interest or frustration. Why?, you

cinematography is something to

Ice Age is a pleasing and straight-

will constantly ask yourself. Why does

remember. In one instance, Fincher

forward computer-generated family

pubescent Francesca have to go

takes the camera through a kettle

flick. It's a welcome, if low-key

running in flimsy dresses without a

addition to the recent crop of CGI kids

bra on? What happened to the

comedies, such as Shrek and

characters that they can only talk at the

Panic Room is simply a masterpiece

Monster's Inc, and as such shares a

volume of constipated elephants?

and adds to a stellar career by

lot in common structurally.

Anyway, if you like a bumpy ride
with a few good laughs and

Fincher.
Kit Atkinson

The plot line (furry critters find

engaging characters, The Last Kiss

themselves unwittingly caring for a lost

will keep you satisfied.

impending Ice Age) is very similar to

Mammoth and Sid The Sloth is
This long-in-coming sequel to 1994's

straight out of the former. Not that this

Interview With the Vampire is a

actually matters much. This sort of

mixture of the good and the bad. It

familiarity makes Ice Age a

certainly looks great, both in

comfortable viewing experience. It's

production sheen and it's very

often hysterically funny (dig the

are priceless) and family. This is
clearly a labor of love for all involved.
The terrific cast of largely unknown
actors are supported by amusing
turns by Christina Ricci, Lisa Kudrow
and particularly Doris Roberts,
hilarious as a clinic receptionist. All
Over The Guy is a wonderful piece of
cinema that you simply must check out
as soon as possible.

Paul Ryan

» » » Andromeda
giveaway...
Developed from notes and premises

Alex Roginski

Roddenberry, this is a serviceable new
additon to the growing pantheon of

the latter while the relationship
between lead beasties Manny the

digs at In and Out and The Birdcage

by the late creator of Star Trek, Gene

human baby against a backdrop of the

:: Queen of the
Damned

Produced on a shoestring budget, this

question in the most critically

can watch the rest of the house, speak

handle which is a visual delight.

never running smoothly...

their relationships enter a crisis point?

Paul Ryan

advanced, security conscious room:
the Panic Room. From this room you

:: The Last Kiss

instalments of Anne Rice's Vampire

Sci-fi TV. To win the first two volumes

:: All Over The Guy

of Andromeda on video or DVD,

All Over The Guy is an excellent indie

two other Roddenberry series. Drop

flick that stands head and shoulders

entries into the Lots office by May 8th.

(thanks to Force Video) simply name

above recent Hollywood examples of
Gay cinema. Told largely in flashback,

• -J J*—* jf M M/ '*^3 ^ ^ / *•* JJJ ^*J ^^2
and Steve Ditko's creation was that Spider-Man's one of

the page to life. It was a collaboration, I didn't do

us. He's a kid is that is from our world. He grows up

anything on my own. It was all meetings and

from a lower middle class background and this

rehearsals with Sam and the people in the cast

average kid that we identify with has something

depending on which relationships we were working on.

extraordinary happen to him. And through a hard

I found Sam to be very open to everyone's ideas and to

journey he becomes a hero.'

everyone contributing. And you know, the best idea
wins.' It's a viewpoint shared by his leading lady. 'I'm

Like many other recent films, Spider-Man was affected

attracted to the whole idea of Spider-Man.' says Kirsten

somewhat by the events of September 11, but not as

Dunst. 'It seemed like a wonderful thing to be a part of.

much as had been rumoured. 'Very little has changed

Sam was like a nine-year-old boy, he really loved the

about the movie because of September 11 most

character'

probably because we were finished shooting the bulk

Spider-Man, the beloved Marvel Comics superhero
leaps to the big screen in just a few weeks. The teaser
posters tell us to "Get ready for the ultimate spin", and
judging from the stunning trailers playing for the last

of the movie before September 11.'

He couldn't resist telling me every psychological detail,

A teaser trailer, released last July depicted Spider-Man

every little repercussion!' says Dafoe of his early

foiling a robbery by netting the villain's getaway chopper

meetings with Raimi. 'Besides, it's kind of fun to go into

in a web strung between the Twin Towers. 'It got a big

those dark places as an actor that you can't in real life'

cheer from the audiences. After September 11 we

Dafoe not only impressed the cast and crew with his

didn't feel it was appropriate to use that footage for a

acting, but also with his suprising flair for

big cheer moment. We did feel conversely to that it was

snowboarding; for scenes involving the Green Goblin

proper to leave in all the twin tower footage in the rest of

flying on a jet-powered board, Dafoe often did his own

the picture' Raimi mentions 'We wanted to honor the

stunts. 'Willem was amazing!' Ziskin laughs.

twin towers but not to use it as a moment to get a
"whoop" from the audience.'

Described by Maguire as a 'big, fun event film', Spider-

couple of months, this should be one hell of a ride. On

Man opens in Australia on June 6th. And don't expect a

April 2nd the publicity push began in earnest with the

long wait for a follow-up. The two leads are both

movie's first-ever press conference, held at the Sydney

signed for Spider-Man 2, which is already green lit and

Town Hall. In attendance were director Sam Raimi,

being written as this goes to print. As for Raimi's future

stars Tobey Maguire, (who plays the title role) Kirsten

involvement, he. had this announcement, which

Dunst (Mary-Jane Watson) and Willem Dafoe (the

prompted gales of applause: 'I've signed up for the

Green Goblin). Also joining the conference were

sequel. I'm already working on it as of last night'

producer Laura Ziskin and Marvel Entertainment
Paul Ryan

president AviArad.

Arad, credited as executive producer, has worked hard
to get a movie version of Spider-Man up and running for
ten years, battling legal wrangles over rights, creative
issues and budget dramas. The fact that his work has

With Raimi's wilder movies mixed with more sedate

paid off in Spidey's fortieth anniversary year is just a

material like A Simple Plan and For Love of the Game,

total coincidence. 'We've been planning this for forty

a unique filmmaking philosophy becomes apparent. 'I

years and it just happened at the right time.' Arad

like particular material. I never thought of these as cult

smiles 'It just happened this way! ' Arad looks forward

films, they just never quite did that well! I just hope for

to it's prospects over here. 'Australia was always a

the stories I'm interested in. Ones that really frighten

spider-man country. It has been for a long long time!'

the audience or make them laugh. And theres a small,
sick part of the audience that really likes them!'

Raimi, whose comic book sensibilities have been
displayed to good effect in cult films such as The Evil

When you've made a solid career playing gentle

Dead and Darkman, demonstrates an enthusiasm for

outsiders in films such as The Cider House Rules,

the project and a respect for the character that should

what prompts you to pump up, don tights and beat up

please die-hard fans The great strength of Stan Lee

bad guys? Well I thought I'd do something closer to
who I am' says Maguire deadpan. Maguire undertook a
gruelling fitness regimen to get in shape for the part. 'I
did about five months of preparation and physical
training. I was working out six days a week a
combination of gynamstics, martial arts, yoga, weight
training, bike rides, running...'. Does he still keep it up?
'No. I've been eating a lot of donuts....'
As for the process of breathing life into a much-loved
pen and ink creation, Maguire looks at it this way:
'I think that the characterisations were for the most part
there in the script. We just tried to bring what was on
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» Playing Games With Meat.
Shannon Sleeth still eats meat, which comes as
something of a surprise after watching her
documentary short The Meat Game. The film, which
examines a family of Poowong abattoir workers,
features some frank and highly graphic footage. 'The
first time I went there' she tells 'I was quite shocked
and vowed never to eat meat again, but you kind of get

Real Lifi
OnFi

over it after a while. By the time we were shooting I was
so focused on getting the shots I wanted and the

Over the past four years the Real Life On Film Festival

pretty sure she was manipulating her subjects.' The film

information that I needed that it didn't bother me much.

has provided a forum for documentary works primarily

which depicts the director's love triangle with two asian-

It's more matter of fact and with my crew, they were all

centred around human rights issues. This year, things

american men was accused of staging certain scenes

meateaters too, it was one of the criteria we brought

are different, with a broader scope in subject matter,

for dramatic effect. 'In the end there was so much

them in a couple of times before we shot so they could

although the level of cultural diversity is the same.

discussion that it made the film worth selecting.' It

get used to it.'

'Great documentaries that aren't on social justice

raises the question of editorial subjectivity, which is a

issues are still worthwhile,' states Hilary Blackman, the

contentious issue in documentary filming. Blackman

director of this year's festival 'We're got a much broader

looks at it this way: 'I say accept the subjectivity. Make

spectrum this year, whether it's about cute furry

documentaries that are openly creative.'

Reflecting upon the footage, depicting bovine slaughter
and meat working processes, Sleeth is candid but
unapologetic. There's no way you can avoid the fact,
it's not pleasant. It seemed like I was cheating the
actual characters if I was making a film about them and
what they did and then sort of went "oh well, I won't
actually put any of that stuff in it". The experience of
observing the process still carries an air of unreality for

animals or fashion. It doesn't have to be about
homeless people or medical disorders to still be

by the festival. 'We may contact a filmmaker whose

highlights of the festival is a film about New York's

work we know and like and find out what they've done

homeless, Marc Singer's acclaimed Dark Days, which

lately.' Blackman states. This has resulted in some fine

is the festival's opening night film.

inclusions this year, such as Lalee's Kin: The Legacy of

Achieving a broad level of diversity is very important to

Maysles, and Down From The Mountain a celebration of

Blackman, a Monash alumnus. As the only

the music featured in the Coen Brothers O Brother

documentary festival in the Southern Hemisphere, the

Where Art Thou?

Cotton, co-directed by award winning filmmaker Albert

her; 'It's quite hard to associate it from a piece of steak
on your plate and think "how can I not associate that
with what I've seen?"'

Shot in two weeks, but not looking it, The Meat Game
follows a young slaughterman, Daniel Hagan and his
father, stepmother and two sisters, all fellow workers at
the abattoir.

The way I met the main characters' she

recalls was at the pub one night. I met one of them
[Daniel] there and he introduced me to his family and
that's how I discovered the connections of who worked
in the abattoir, so how the film unravels is similar to
how I met the people as well.' This helped determine
the film's focus after the relative ease of getting access
to film in the abattoir, thanks to Sleeth's cousin, one of

For the overseas documentaries, all films are solicited

powerful and engaging.' That said, one of the true

festival maintains a strict selection process. All films
have to be from the last twelve months to keep the

The goals of the Real Life On Film Festival are not just to

subject matter contemporary and topical. For local

entertain and inform but to encourage people to change

films, the festival run ads requesting entries, which are

their views of documentary film. 'We try to encourage

then judged by a nine-member selection committee

more tolerance for diversity, which take it back to the

'It's a great opportunity to do something for the

roots of the festival. The goal is to get more people in so

Australian film industry.' Blackman feels. Of the

that we have the money to make next years festival

seventy-five local entries this year, just fifteen made the

bigger and better' says Blackman, her passion for the

cut, half of those being shorts. ' We need a good

festival strongly shining through. ' If I can get two percent

number of people involved in the selection process,

of the Melbourne CBD who never watch ABC or SBS to

and we don't always agree' Blackman comments.

come in and watch, I'll be a very happy girl!"

This worked in favour of one local entry, Melissa Kyu-

The Real Life On Film Festival runs from 2nd to 8th May

Jung Lee's A True Story About Love. 'There was a lot of

at Treasury Theatre.

the management at the plant.

The family's response to the film was of great concern
to its director. 'That was probably the most important

discussion about just how authentic that one was. I was
Paul Ryan

thing to me because I got to know them well over four
months going down there every weekend' Sleeth
remembers 'But then I thought "what if they don't like it?

episodes. I think Angel is a hottie. He's going to be my

I've just used them to make this film!" In the end, it all

boyfriend soon. We're going to stroll hand in hand

worked out. 'They were absolutely wrapt with it. We

through the night, and be star-crossed lovers doomed

used a really small camera and I think they thought it

to be apart. I can't wait.

might be a really amateurish school production. When
they saw it they were really happy with it how they came

I watch Buffy every week to get the lingo. Buffy doesn't

across. They're now looking to come and see it again!'

talk like normal people, she always has exactly the right

The film, which was Sleeth's VCA graduate project, has

took at me strangely when I talk.

snappy comeback. I'm working on it. So far people just
received growing recognition, winning both the 2001
John Harrison Script award and the Erwin Memorial

Soon I'm going to go to America, where I'll visit my new

Scholarship for Special Achievement. The film and it's

house. I'm going to sit outside for a while and take

growing acclaim may pave the way for bigger projects

Buffy is my hero. When I grow up, I'm going to be just

photos with my new Nikon camera. It has a huge

from this talented young filmmaker. 'I've got a few ideas

like her. I'll have a wardrobe full of kick-ass skirts, flirty

telephoto lens. I want to make sure I get really good

up my sleeve1' she promises.
Paul Ryan

little tops and a leather jacket or five. Next week I'm

pictures of Buffy so I know exactly what I have to do

going to dye my hair blonde, then I'll get it cut into her

when I become her.

perky little bob. I also heard about an operation where
they remove bones to make you shorter. I'd better get

I hope there are lots of vampires in Sunnydale, so I can

that. I need to lose about a foot.

kick some ass. Oh, but I'd better be careful not to mess
up my new blonde hair.

I have all six seasons of Buffy on DVD, and three
seasons of Angel, even though Buffy is only in a few

Charlotte McCubbin
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Freakishly Happy

f

The world, as we know it or think we know it - is filled with

Adelaide Fringe:
a personal account

people travelling on all roads of life
A veritable highway of individuals
simply doing their own thing...
whatever that may be. For some,
Tolkien or their Melways is the Bible.
But to others, their guiding light is the
individuality of their own freakishness.

JTESTACLESEi

Indeed, the label "freak" is used so

1 And

often today to describe those among

j

us who do not quite fit into the

]j

<rfl S u c k o f [

JROM E|

normative. For the players of
The Happy Sideshow, the term is well suited. Shep Huntly thrusting various body
parts into dingo traps; Captain Frodo and his gut-wrenchingly malleable body that
dislocates itself upon command; The Space Cowboy who.swallows a sword to its
hilt; and the enchanting Tigerlil with her dominatrix like whip routine and chastity
belt meets angle-grinder finale. These four very scary people, together, made The

52 Pick Up

||

Forum's audience cringe, wail, scream and cheer riotously, thirsting for more.
Teasing Shakespeare with
Testaclese & ye Sack of Rome

Labelled as 'Australia's Premier Freakshow', one wonders what other voyeuristic
exhibition could possibly exist to compare to The Happy Sideshow - a world

The Fringe Festival is approaching in Adelaide. The weather's hot. Teachers

where agony is met with nonchalance and a strained smile. This is a group who

need relief. Teenagers need some culture injected into their TV-addled minds.

shares a penchant for pain... and plenty of it. It is no wonder that something as

Who you gonna call? Monash Student Theatre as it turned out.

avant-garde as this sold out at the Edinburgh Fringe and Livid in 2001. For the
humble reporter, however, there was a debate as to the better spectacle... those
whom he had come to see perform, or those sitting next to him.

Our play, The Right Message was picked as an education project linked to the
Fringe and it led to nine glorious days in the fabled City of Churches. Over this

Tim Wallace

time, some of the best and brightest acts in drama, comedy, art and physical
performance were on show. It was that time of year when men dressed as
spiders, women who could bend themselves into shapes resembling spiders

Dislocate:
Risk Reduction

and smart-mouthed Canadian jugglers were a perfectly common sight on the

In terms of pure theatre, there were some excellent shows on offer. The
demented trailer-trash black comedy Killer Joe was an immediate standout. A

Opening night of this exciting show was truly an all

saga of cross and double-cross, with full frontal nudity and a disturbing use of

ages event with exclamations from children in the

chicken thrown in, Killer Joe boasted razor-sharp performances, brilliant set

audience providing added entertainment. In a new

design and Tracy Letts' sensational script. A definite must-see, you can catch it

concept by the Alexander Theatre the audience

in Melbourne. Also scoring highly was 52 Pick Up a unique two-hander where

entered free of charge and performers Kate Fryer,

the order of scenes is determined by a deck of cards. The cards are scattered

Geoffrey Dunstan, Ryan Taplin and Rudi Mineur

randomly and each card corresponds to a scene, giving it a Pulp Fiction type

essentially busked for their wages. I hope they

structure, with the added thrill that no two shows ever play out the same. Full

were rewarded handsomely as I imagine everyone

marks too for Testaclese and ye Sack of Rome, a screamingly funny

thoroughly enjoyed this neat little performance.

Shakespeare parody, performed by three American comics.

Dislocate was born three years ago of performers

As for any duds, the wooden spoon went to 3 Dark Tales. An audience favourite

Geoffrey Dunstan and Kate Fryer, and has

that left this theatre boffin utterly cold, it told three morbid (but mind-numbingly

presented several indoor and outdoor shows

predictable) stories using physical movement and silly voices. In other words,

since. Their latest, Risk Reduction is one man's

it's "Mr Bean Goes Pretentious". Only for those who consider shrieking in Italian

experience in freeing himself of a mundane

automatically funny.

lifestyle. His life prior to meeting the "new girl at the
photocopier" was governed by Mr Muscle, a hired

The main base of operations for the Festival was appropriately named The Hub,

help who got him out of bed, undressed him and

situated at Adelaide University, and proved a consistently lively meeting spot.

even waxed his ears! Secure, routine and safe.

Singers, dancers and performance artists kept the crowds entertained inJhe

But meeting this outrageous gal (Kate Fryer) turns

grounds at regular intervals. Best of all, The Famous Spiegeltent set up shop in

him ga-ga and when his car breaks down all hell

Rundle Park for the Festival, playing home to such diverse acts as The Ennio

breaks loose; he has to catch a tram (a three person-high

Morricone Experience, (a hilarious performance of Morricone's spaghetti

piggy back).

western themes, interspersed with line readings from Sergio Leone films), The
Stiff Gins and urn... Troy Cassar-Daley.

This basic story was acted out amid multi-media, trapezes, tall
metal constructions, a giant swing, and revolving doors, and the well-sculpted,

Nine days of a month-long festival is wonderful, but still not enough. Performing

agile and strong bodies of the performers themselves. Dislocate is physical

to High Schoolers of varying attention spans and temperament is a small price

theatre at its best - watch out for any upcoming productions and see these new

to pay when you get to experience a festival as wonderful as this. Here's to next

age circus performers strut their stuff.
Emily Booth

Paul Ryan

in

review

Moving Through Stillness

grasp. Angela studies the opposing landscapes of her

Life x3 blends cruel observations with high comedy in a

life: conscious/unconscious, social mask/self, dream/

witty examination of the four characters' most personal
desires.

Still Angela is a premiere theatrical production

reality, death/life, lost/found. As the play progresses,

exploring the rich metaphor of two landscapes; one

Angela blends these opposing forces and somehow,

imposed upon the other. Jenny Kemp, writer and

manages to be still in the hum of life.

Natalie Mendelsohn

director, presents an incomparable, distinctive and
ingenious work. Absent conventional structure, what

Still Angela

remains is a myriad of images, thoughts, dreams and

Playbox: The Merlyn Theatre, Malthouse

desires fighting for stage play; an overwhelming yet
Kate Bonaldi

intruiging experience.

Angela, waiting for her birthday, leads the audience

For more information on Melbourne Theatre Company
productions, check out WHAT'S ON, page 19.

LIFE X3

through changing landscapes: the kitchen, chess

Geoffrey Rush and his wife Deidre Rubenstein star in

board, the Simpson Desert and a forest. In doing so,

the hilarious and poignant story of Henri, an idealistic,

we traverse the depths of her personal landscapes.

struggling astronomer and Sonia, his hard-as-nails

The play opens with a spotlight cast on the young adult

corporate wife. The couple are putting their son to bed,

Angela, alone, reciting a list of her life. The light then

when an unexpected knock at the door throws them

focuses on the middle aged and old aged Angelas.

into disarray. Hubert, Henri's arrogant friend, and his

Kemp presents the complex interplay between the

wife, Ines, have arrived for dinner, a day earlier than

Angelas like a choir. But through Angela's monotonous

expected. In the spirit of Sliding Doors, the same story

recital, we are aware that something eludes her. Like a

is played out three times, each time with subtle

spider, she has created a complex web, but has

changes to the interplay between the characters, which

somehow managed to become tangled up in her own

has a dramatic impact on the outcome of the evening

threads.

and their futures. With each scenario the evening
degenerates even further as the tensions between the

By exploring the two landscapes of her life, Angela

couples escalate, and ulterior motives for the dinner

comes closer to finding what it is she has failed to

become apparent.

Bringing the House down
Twelve months of Australian Political Cartoons.
The opening of Bringing The House Down, an

jock from his school, 'I'm gonna beat you up, hang on a

Another highlight of the evening was the presentation of

exhibition that formed part of the Melbourne

minute, that's funny, ok I'll let you off

the people's choice award to Peter Nicholson for his

experience forTennille and I. A little apprehensive

Cartoonist Jo Waite,

pleaser. Other favourites included the "Secret Men's

beforehand, upon arrival we were pleasantly surprised

describes her reason for

business" by Alan Moir. One visitor to the gallery

by the relaxed yet inviting atmosphere and greeted with

becoming a cartoonist: to

described this cartoon as one of the 'most powerful

a choice of red or white wine - to help us truly enjoy the

protest and reach the

images he had ever seen.'

art.

masses. 'In uni I was

"Queue Jumper" image, which was an obvious crowd

International Comedy Festival, was an amazing

always protesting, but at the

Cartooning as an occupation isn't always taken

All the works on display had

same time getting arrested.

seriously or considered to have subversive meanings

featured in major national

There had to be something

however the work presented at the RMIT gallery was

newspapers and magazines,

that I could do to make a

both 'entertaining and light-hearted yet deeply moving,'

involving such themes such as

difference. People didn't

said Suzanne Davis, RMIT Gallery Director. When

the September 11 attack,

seem to pay attention to

asked what she thought students in particular would

refugees, the Tampa crisis, the

protests. Then I discovered

get out of the art show, she replied 'we hope that the

war on terrorism and Ansett, just

cartooning.;

entertaining value of cartoons would bring people in to
the gallery but once inside they would then discover a

to name a few.
Cartoons don't seem to have much of a purpose and
Cartoons and cartooning conjures up thoughts of little

their meaning is short, but they impact on a deeper

quirky drawings that you sometimes get a laugh out of

level and subconsciously inform and sometimes

over your morning coffee. This is what we were

persuade. 'Cartoons don't require much thought to

expecting, nothing too serious. Instead, we were

understand. They're not like an article that you have to

confronted with people seriously interested in the

sift through to get the meaning. Generally you look at a

motives behind the cartoons - the art of cartooning. We

cartoon and you get the meaning,' says Bruce Petty of

asked cartoonist Matt Golding why he followed this

The Age. 'Cartoons are fun, that's what they're

career and what he hoped people would get out of

supposed to be, but you can get away with so much

cartoons. 'I started drawing early on, in high school,

more if people think it's funny. It can be the strongest,

just messing around. I was never any good at football

most overpowering political statement but if it's funny, it

and so instead found that I could draw and make

makes an impression.'

completely different level to them.'
Admission to the RMIT Gallery, Swanston St, is free!
Mat Rogers & Tennille

people laugh. It stopped me getting beaten up if
people thought I was the funny man.' As he quoted a
HUTS MID
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what's on

» Don Giovanni
I was transfixed from the opening bar of

dinner. He offers Giovanni the choice of

Mozart's score and Music Director

repenting, or going to Hell - Giovanni

Simone Young's first signal to her

chooses the latter - good riddance.

orchestra. The three hours flew by
packed with drama, comedy and

Rosamund llling was fabulous as

triumphant performances.

Donna Anna, her voice full of passion
and grief for her father. Her fiance, sung

Jeffery Black returns to the role of Don

by David Hobson, rather limp though

Giovanni, who can be described as

when compared with John Pringle as

nothing less than a serial rapist. Black

Leporello, Giovanni's servant. Ali

did, however, get a few laughs when he

McGregor made her major role debut as

quipped, 'Staying faithful to one woman

peasant girl victim Zerlina and she had

would be betraying the rest'. The

some sweet highlights. Other

production begins as the Don escapes

performers were also impressive - the

from Donna Anna's bedroom and meets

passionate and comical atmosphere

her1 father, the Commendatore, whom

created provided an amazing

Giovanni promptly murders. The rest of

experience, and the audience's

the plot follows Giovanni's exploits and

appreciation was evident.

flight from Donna Anna, her fiance and
Emily Booth

several duped maidens, all of whom
have sworn revenge. Giovanni does not
discriminate: women of all ages, class
and shapes are targeted. The
spectacular ending drew gasps from
audience as the huge set crashed down
and the ghost of the Commendatore
accepts Giovanni's challenge to come to

» Faust
involving a feast for the eyes and ears
the answer. Faust was first performed in
Paris in 1850. Now, in. 2002, Claries
Gounod's acclaimed opera returns,
sung in the original French (with
subtitles provided). Faust is a tragedy in
the purest sense but the beauty of the
form is paradoxically uplifting and
inspiring.

The performance has a distinct moral

The brilliant music performed by

resonance yet conveys sympathy for all

Orchestra Victoria fills the State Theatre,

facets of the human predicament. Faust

and cannot help but have a moving

(Konstyantyn Andreyev) is the lone,

effect. As the music ebbs and flows, you

existential man, disillusioned by the

feel yourself rising with the crescendos

wastage of his life. In an attempt to

and moving through the same emotions

become the sole master of his fate, he

which drive the characters. If you want to

relinquishes his soul to the devil in

walk away inspired by the human

return for the satisfation of a desire - to

capacity to create, think and feel, then

experience the full passion of love.

Faust is for you.

Ironically, instead of fate's master, he

Riedel), while seductive and obsessive,
also brings Faust much lamenting,
suffering and, ultimately, tragedy.

> The Messenger
Must a stalker be a threat?
Must a victim be weak?
Must we adhere to stereotypes?
And how.do you know when it's over?
> The Mentor
A surreal and entertaining take on a
serious situation. Julia's trying to
help but Carly's already
listening to too many voices.
> The Graduate
Dale is about to graduate and it's time to
look for a 'real' job. But he isn't sure he
wants a real job and he definitely isn't
looking forward to having to find one.
Meanwhile the interviews are stressful
and absurd, and the interviews about the
interviews are just ridiculous.

» Scissors, Paper, Rock
The Keene/Taylor Theatre Project
The return season of a much-loved
production that tells the story of a family
ravaged by the pressures and
consequences of unemployment.
@ fortyfivedownstairs, 45 Flinders Lane,
Until 12 May
Tues 6:30pm, weds-sat 8pm, Sun 5:30
Bookings: 9328 5870.

appeal to you? Then perhaps Faust is

awaits him with Marguerite (Deborah

> Nothing But Night
"When I want to see stars, they light up, if
I want to be left alone..."
A doctor and a patient. Optophobia.
Fear of opening one's eyes. A simple
concept, no simple solution.

» Poppies
Footscray Community Arts Centre
Powerful physical theatre and circus
performance as part of the 2002 Next
Wave Festival
The Pit Theatre
15-26 May
Wed 9pm, Thurs-Sat 8pm.
Tickets: $13.50 Concession,
Bookings: 9489 8787.

Does three hours of pure escapism

becomes its servant. The love that

» M o n a s h Players Short Script Festival
4 one-act plays written and directed by
students for students
3-4,8-11 May
7.30pm at Student Theatre
Tickets: $8 Players member,
$10 concession, $12 full

Kate Bonaldi and Ellyn Cook

» Reckage
The Tar Machine and the Great Divide
Another exploration of the concept of
family. Thought provoking, experimental
theatre - expect some black humour.
@ Chapel off Chapel, 12 Little Chapel St,
2- 26 May
Wed-Sat 9pm, Sun (no show 12,b) 6pm.
Tickets: $14 Concession
Bookings 8290 7000

» Proof
David Auburn
Starring Rachel Griffiths.
Melbourne Theatre Company
Playhouse, Victorian Arts Centre.
21 May-22June
» Post Felicity
Ben Ellis
"Sassy, surreal, satire"
Playbox, The CUB Malthouse
Until May 4
Tickets: $13 - $18
» Svetlana in Slingbacks
"a comic suburban space Odyssey"
Playbox, The CUB Malthouse
Until May 18
Tickets: $30 - $40.50

> Paradise
Until 5 May
Weds-Sun 6:30pm,
> My True Colours
8-12 May
Weds-Sun 6:30pm,
> The Dunny
Until 11 May
Weds-Sun 6:30pm,
>The Understudy
1-11 May
Weds-Sun 6:30pm,

Thurs-Sat 8pm

Thurs-Sat 8pm

Thurs-Sat 8pm

Thurs-Sat 8pm

All shows $10 - $11 Concession,
Bookings and details 9347 6142.
» Spartacus
State Theatre, Victorian Arts Centre
Australian Ballet
30 M a y - 1 0 June

opera

» Lohengrin
Wagner
State Theatre, Victorian Arts Centre
Opens Friday April 26"\ 5 shows only!
Tickets: $ 3 5 - $ 1 5 6
» Sweeny Todd
State Theatre, Victorian Arts Centre
3,5,8,9,11 May
Tickets: $35 -$156

v l ICIII l U w l
»

Astra Concerts 2002

Melbourne's Astra Chamber Music
Society concerts are just delightful.
Conducted by John McCaughey they
combine unusual or unjustly neglected
works from the past with fresh new
choral and instrumental music.
Programs are always varied: the voice
and instrumental recitals well
developed, though quite informal.

» Richard 3
Playhouse, Victorian Arts Centre
25April -11 May
Tues- Sat, 7:30pm, Mon, 6:30pm
Matinees: Sat 4, 11 May, 1:30pm.

>Cities of the Mind (2002)
by Martin Friedel
19-20 May @ Gasworks Theatre
> Stefan Wolfe's solo piano Battle Piece
(1943-47), with Heinrich Schutz's

» The Waiting Room
Melbourne Workers Theatre and
Platform 27
A hard-hitting production aiming to
expose the racist myths about refugees
Trades Hall,
Cnr Lygon & Victoria Streets, Carlton
15 May- 1 June
Tickets: $20/$13/$10
Bookings: 9326 8371

German Requiem (1636).
25 August @ North Melbourne Town Hall
»

Wolpe, Busoni, Brahms and

Schoenberg, amongst other works in
October and December
All shows, Students: $7 per performance
Bookings: 9326 5424.
Ellyn Cook
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»THE COMEDY ZONE
The Comedy Zone is a showcase of four
hot newcomers to stand up, hand picked
by Comedy Festival scouts. The show
featured 15 minute skits by each
comedian and audio visuals,
interspersed with staged gags. The
2002 line up:
§ if.

I

> Danny McGinlay
With an exuberant energy that took the
audience along with him, Danny was
able to turn a painful personal
experience into an hilarious story; you
don't know whether to laugh or cry. The
girl who broke up with him will never be
able to live it down.

> Courtney Hocking
Ever imagined a love child between
Britney Spears and Jerry Seinfield?
Courtney uses a range of different
styles, from interpretive dance to a
satirical discussion of current affairs.
> Damien Lawlor
Described as having an "absurdist"
style, Damien included poetry readings
with topics ranging from unrequited love
to stolen buckets. His performance
ended with one of the highlights of the
night - viciously funny out-takes of
bloopers from his show. Damien might
be an acquired taste but, given a
chance, can prove his worth.
> Jackson McLeod
The dry witty style of Dave Hughes,
Jackson delighted the audience with
recollections of his spruiker days at
Rebel Sport, trying to flog anti-crocodile
tennis rackets. Asking the audience if
we wanted to hear the sound of his
chest hair, and thereby proceeding to rub
the microphone against his hairy chest
is definitely one moment I'll never forget.
Young, energetic and with lots of
potential, you know these guys will go
far. Look out for them before they
become big stars.
Tien Phan

» Peter Helliar
Thinking Out Loud

» Cops on Heat
The Fugitive
This hilarious five-piece comedy show
relies almost entirely on audience
participation to create the performance.
The general storyline is, however, based
on the old movie The Fugitive. It begins
with the audience allocating specific
characteristics to the main characters
(my audience picked the "baddie" to
have Turrets' Syndrome, the policeman
to be obsessed with stripping and the
"love interest" to work on a fish farm!).
Then we were asked to pick the murder
weapon and the location of the crime
(like Cluedo, but better!). Franco
Cozzo's Furniture store was the
amusing location, given that the actor
was from Sydney and had no idea who
Mr Cozzo was!
The best part about The Fugitive is the
fact that it is obviously impromptu; hence
the acting was even more brilliant.

Striking tableaux, dramatic monologues
and intense lighting gave this
performance a surreal edge. The everinnovative Noels employ virtually no
props, save for the occasional steering.
wheel and cowbell. They have an
uncanny ability to weave a multitude of
characters, scenes and musical
performances into a tight narrative with
no more than three on stage at a time.
Irreverence, gangland shenanigans and
some good old dick fart jokes are the
flavour of the night. It's madcap
mayhem with plenty of high jinx. Goons
with IQ's as big as their shoe size,
trigger happy cops who take the law into
their own hands and bad ass Christian
grandmas spitting out enough foul
language to put hair on a sailor's chest
are in good supply here.

Antonia Stathakopoulos

Woon-Weng Wong

» Fat and Skinny
Lab Rats
A Warner Bros
cartoon was
brought to life in d ^ ^
y\
Lab Rats, a 2001 «
' J
Fringe Festival
^ B B ^
Award winner.
Fat and Skinny are held captive at the
Museum of Genetic Oddities, and the
audience is invited to observe them in
their natural surrounds.
A highly entertaining, and fast moving
production, Lab Rats was certainly
something different to the stand up
down at the Melbourne Town Hall, and
well worth the trip down to the Carlton
Courthouse.
Fat, played by Jason Geary from Micallef
and Skinny (Krisztian Bagin) show an
incredible amount of energy and
stamina to get through their physically
demanding performance We were
treated to some fantastic slapstick,
a couple of great songs, and excellent
comic timing. Mystery boxes, feeding
time, romance and a bit of nudity (with
cushions and mops) kept the audience
entertained.
fl^

If you're looking for a show involving a
thought provoking, in-depth satirical look
at politics and other deeper and more
meaningful subjects,' see Rod
Credit must be given to Rick Brown for
his use of live sound which was spot on,
Quantock. If you're more Into the music/
comedy thing, try Tripod or Paul
^ k ' I incredibly effective and made the
| performance much more enjoyable. A
McDermott However, if you just want to
slight criticism would be the repetition.
switch your brain off for a while, and
However, this is a minor criticism, and
listen to somedne jump from topic to-'
the overall package was very enjoyable.
topic and divulge their own witty and
hysterical views on the matter, Helliar is
definitely the man for you.
j * *VMSWinston Tan
Although slow to start, Helliar's hour
long stand-up routine turned into one of
the most hilarjous things I have seen.
From the insanely annoying paperclip in
Microsoft Word, through to the Attacks on
September 11, to Stephen Bradbury and
text messaging, the blonde gtiy from
Rove[Live], and creator of Bevan the
musical was incredibly funny as he
rambled on. There were some perfectly
timed in-jokes and a barrage of -.-; .
,
completely random insights into his life.
Ben Gordon

swingin' downtown nightclub. The local
cops are down for a drink; and all are
happy. However, such a serene milieu
cannot last for long...

. » The 4 Noels
A night at Fat Willy's
What do an overweight mafia boss, a
sultry Puerto Rican songbird, a washed
up booze hound detective, an
incompetent police commissioner, three
rapping Christian grandmothers, goons
in ill-fitting,suits, a gangster accountant
and a talking crab have in common? ,
They all come together for a night at Fat
Willys
The show opens in grand style with a
musical performance from the local
swing band jazzing it up at Fat Willy's

» Hung Le
Survival of the Phattest
Having high expectations for this show, I
left a little disappointed. While Le's act
had some delightfully original and
scathing observations on the state of
Australian politics it was lacking
somewhat in the delivery. His
vaudevillian karaoke act relies so
heavily on a confident, clear
performance that much was lost by way
of poor diction in the musical numbers
and at some points a very tentative
delivery of jokes. The content was
hilarious, however, and I would still
recommend him to those of a cynical
persuasion. Hopefully Le's nervous
delivery didn't continue past the preview
lows so that his act could reach its
omising potential.
Megan Fitzgerald.

» Screaming in America:
The Bill Hicks Project
Screaming in America was part of the
Comedy Festival, but don't let that fool
you r- this play was included inthe
Festival due to its subject matter rather
than its style. It has its comic moments,
but it's a long way from hilarious.
Written, directed by and starring Robert
Raid as Bill Hicks, Screaming in
America looks at Hicks' influence on the
world, and more specifically on Alice
(playedby Anna den Hartog), a lonely
young woman writing letters to the dead
comedian rather than communicating
with her living father.
Weak moments in the script and
performances were compensated for by
the great design, incorporating media
forms sudi as TV screens and radio.
Original Hicks quotes projected on a
side wall were particularly effective,
encouraging the audience to think
further about the ideas raised. The subplot of three ICQ users endlessly
arguing about Hicks' life and influence
give extra depth to the show, broadening
the focus beyond the character of Alice.
•k^

^B

Catherine Moore

Check out other Theatre in Decay
productions around Melbourne

» Scared Weird Little Guys
Darn funny short men.
These guys make fun
of more religion and
sex than you can poke
a banjo at, but they are
really, really funny.
The Scaredies (John
and Rusty) have been
performing in the USA,
Canada, the UK and, of course,
Australia, since they formed in 1990.
They are not just comedians. Their
show is a crazy music fest, their
comedic talents and musical aptitude
merging to create wacky songs such as
the love ballad "It's the Little Things I
Love"... the things that drive the other
men away. John and Rusty are both
talent musicians, playing the guitar,
mandolin and banjo and everyone's
favourite, melody pops.
The Scaredies don't shy away from
turning anyone into comedic fodder, from
the Taliban and the Governor General to
those folks in Orange, NSW. They called
it "taking the pith". The show finished up
with the Scaredies' old time favourite
crowd-pleaser; 1001 ways to play The
Artist Formerly Known as "Kiss"...some
of which were Jazz, Rap, Techno,
Reggae and Indian. Even Rusty himself
couldn't hold back the giggles during the
"African Tribal" rendition.
Charlotte McCubbin

» Wil Anderson
Wil by Mouth
Wil Anderson certainly sees the value of
making a grand entrance. He riverdanced onto stage in the lower town hall
theatre, wearing a kilt. This guy has
energy to burn. A hands free
microphone suited his style of bouncing
around the stage, talking at a million
miles an hour.
In my interview with Wil, I asked him how
much of his humour is in delivery and
how much in content. He obligingly
answered the question with a load of
irrelevant drivel. Now I am answering it
for him. Wil Anderson is an exceptionally
talented stand up comic, whose clear
strength is in his energetic and
engaging delivery. He started off the
show with a parody of Steve Irwin, the
Crocodile Hunter. Although it was
probably the best impression next to Eric
Cartman's, it was still yet another
Crocodile Hunter joke. Pretty unoriginal.
I felt this way about a lot of his gags, but I
was in stitches throughout them all. Wil
cleverly linked many of his stories and
jokes together, and made some fairly
bland material very funny.
Charlie Syme

» Richard Herring
Christ On a Bike!
Richard Herring often jokes about being
a child-nerd with no friends. Having
seen his current act I believe him.
Beginning well, his show quickly lost
momentum when he asked a front row
audience member to put his chips under
his chair as the rustling noises were
distracting him. We all waited in
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anticipation for the nasty but funny
comedian-picks-on-audience-member
comments to come, yet found, with
disappointment, that Herring was quite
serious. This level of professionalism
seemed far below that of your average
international act.
While the show had some very funny
moments, a generally clever act was
often spoiled by incongruously crude
jokes indicating that Herring was unsure
of his audience.
The show was worth seeing for his
disturbingly accurate recitation of the
entire "begat" section of the Bible and
some very funny observations about
Christianity, but it was hardly sidesplitting.
Megan Fitzgerald

»

The Trade

1 <* i iV
More than just a comedy show, The
Trade combined laughs with a poignant
view of life as a working class Australian
male. It was a slick performance. While
never transcending conversation it was
fast moving and constantly engaging.
The acting was first class and the
characters were stereotyped enough to
be funny yet believable.

Three painters arrive at work and spend
the day bickering, philosophising and
learning about themselves. The
dialogue is that of your average tradey,
but infinitely wittier.
Different from your usual Comedy
Festival fare, The Trade is intelligent with
moments of hilarity and a guarantee that
you'll walk away feeling 100% happier
about being a human being.
Ben Sutton

» Lano and Woodley
Glitzy
Lano and Woodley are back and better
than ever in Glitzy, a show with
extravaganza. Fans of the duo will not
be disappointed. Lano and Woodley
have an unlimited capacity for stupidity,
and their slapstick, rubber faced antics
are as funny as ever. Also this year they
reveal their previously unheralded
musical talents.
Even better than Basher, this show will
have you laughing 'till your guts hurt.
Lano and Woodley are probably the two
best physical comedians in the world,
and as good homegrown talent they
shouldn't be missed. A highlight was
Woodley's death defying ladder stunt at
the end.

» Down Town Brown
The Future of Rock & Roll
Nobody's brought 70s sex-funk to
electronic-something-now-music the
way the "PSF Factor" has. Nobody's
taken disco kung-fu beyond the level of
proficiency of the Capital T. Before the
"Contender", I'd never seen anybody play
a synth while hanging upside-down by
their legs from a pole connected to the
ceiling, or seen a guitarish MIDIcontroller used in quite so many
politically incorrect, phallic, glam-rock
ways. This is Down Town Brown. This
is their sound.

Still, none of this detracted from the
^
quality of the music - and Down Town
Brown are nothing if not high adrenaline.
With no geriatric interruptions after the
half-time interval, the entire crowd was
worked up into dance-mode, and made
enough noise to bring them back for two
encores. It's good to be brown; go see
them.
Gareth Davies

But what does it have to do with
comedy? I wasn't sure either but in their
sex-driven, smartarsed way, The Brown
are really funny.
The sets were interspersed with skits
where The Brown, disguised as old
men, paid out their own band, then
performed a bush band song, a slowshoe shuffle, acrobatics... While these
skits were funny, they couldn't match the
impact of the regular Brown personas if anything, they seemed to break the
momentum of an
otherwise powerful set.
The booty-shaking of a
typical Brown gig was
constrained by the
cramped upstairs space
at Bar Open.

Michael McCormack
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and lived happily ever after
wonderful qualities that make him such a hero - either

Life is a narrative. From the moment we're bom we learn

rescue us (and take us) and all our dreams will come true.

way, his fury does not contain the same wickedness as

from the world around us how to act and what role to play

If instead a womyn is powerful, whether through magic,

a womyn's.

in different situations - what we can call 'life scripts'. When

money or influence over others, she is a wicked, lonely,

So, then, the moral of the story is this:

we court somebody, buy them flowers, try to say funny

twisted witch (at times, literally). It appears as thoug

Power in men is good, but power for womyn is bad.

things to make them laugh, we are basically following

you give a womyn a little power and that inevitable female-

Helplessness in womyn is good, whereas

scripts that we have learnt from those that exist around us,

evil, whether it be in the form of jealousy, desire, selfishness

helplessness in men is bad.

and which we now position ourselves in and individualise

or vanity, will come bubbling to the surface. Unless of

Come on n o w . s o m e of the womyn in fairytales are so

...womyn in fairytales are so
passive they aren't even
conscious!

And if these are the gender roles available to me, then

passive they aren't even conscious!

for ourselves as we 'replay' them in our own lives.
We use these 'life scripts' in every interaction we have
with others. Why does a womyn, when she is having an
argument with a man (or womyn) tend to slap them when
she gets mad? Why doesn't she pinch their nose or do
the hokie pokie? Because slapping is part of the 'life

I'd rather not be a princess in a fairytale, waiting
passively for a man wearing an outfit that causes heat

course your power is used to make other womyn beautiful

script' which she has learnt as being appropriate for her.

(to catch their future husbands) which is then okay.

We learn and see these 'life scripts' all around us.

On the other hand, human-men are basically all good.

Vanessa Nguyen.

From the drama that is everyday life, to what's in law,

They are the heroes - noble, brave and good. They are

religion, culture, media, books and... fairytales.

powerful, but their power is good. Or they are fathers, gc

Growing up very few of us have escaped hearing or

loving wholesome fathers, not twisted evil (step) mother

'learning the scripts' of fairytales.

From an early age through these fairytales we learn th

So what do fairytales tell us? Fairytales tell us that good

gender roles in society that will be echoed

womyn are beautiful, and bad womyn are ugly. If womyn are

continuously throughout our lives. For

good, if we are beautiful, innocent and helpless, if we cook

example, when a womyn is mad

and clean for men (be they dwarfs or the human-kind), if we

she has PMS (a biological,

wear glass slippers that rub against our skin and give us

inherently female evil) whereas

blisters to be attractive, if we wait patiently (like Rapunzel in

when a man is angry he is

her tower), if, above all else, we remain passive and stupid

genuinely pissed-off or

then a knight in shining armour will surely come along and

working off some of those

Ember Swift: FreakO
Ember Swift is a Canadian singer who writes songs concerning many political issues. Being a left lesbian feminist, Ember Swift's songs are influenced by this perspective. I have chosen to analyse the song 'Freak'
Mass Culture is a representation of the dominant discourses in society and as a result, enforces the status
quo.

Popular culture resists the status quo and endeavors

stroke to come and rescue me. I'd rather rescue myself.
It's better for my mind, body and soul.

&SS&&0*

to gain recognition of subordinate discourses within Mass

chal commercialized society by firstly, effectively boycott-

Culture.1

ing public transport in favour of 'riding a bike', and sec-

'Freak' embodies Popular culture in that it conveys anti-

ondly, more radically, by "kicking cabs HARD" in order to

establishment messages.

absolutely and contemptuously reject marginalisation.

It also encompasses femi-

nist and lesbian subordinate discourses within its lyrics.

Ember Swifts Radical Feminist Separatist approach is

This musical composition is non-conventional as it is non-

finally compounded by stating that "a compassion-free

formulaic in structure and it also possesses stereotypical

urban community does not have to include me". This com-

circus music qualities, drawing links to circus freaks2.

municates absolutely a desire to dissociate and effec-

Ember Swift discusses though 'Freak' the subordination

tively separate Feminism and Lesbianism from Mass

from a personal level, therefore, her freaks are feminist

Culture in an.attempt to negate the subordination and con-

women, and lesbians. She describes her freak as being

versely domination of the Status Quo over women and

a "spiked-headed, punk girl", depicting her at the time this

lesbians.

was written. This is also highly stereotypical of feminists

The song ends with the ideology of a separate cultural

and lesbians, making her freak recognizable within many

forum, where the freak and consequently all freaks are

societies.

dominant as "it's really the freaks who control the culture".

Mass Culture is depicted in 'Freak' as being unsympa-

In closing, Ember Swift declares that "there will be no for-

thetic to women and lesbians, in that a "city of averted

gotten falls" in this separate culture, where freaks are pro-

eyes" ignores the fight of "bleeding" and "bruised" subor-

tected from the unsympathetic hegemonic group.

dinated women and lesbians against the dominant ma-

Ember Swift writes personally on Feminist and Lesbian

jority. This goes further by stating that the "majority is the

discourses and empathises with subordination gener-

majority no matter where you are" and therefore, subordi-

ally. Her song reflects the dominance of capitalist media

nation of groups, not necessarily women and lesbians,

and patriarchal societies in determining worth of Femi-

exists globally.

nism and Lesbianism. Taking a radical viewpoint, Swift

'Freak' conveys strong messages of feminist and lesbian

advocates virtual Separatism as a viable option, where by

denounciation of and uprising against this inherently pa-

marginalized groups can dominate their own culture.

triarchal, "compassion-free urban community" called Mass
Kylie Lloyd

Culture. The lyrics aim to politicize and empower women
who empathise with and are invisible in 'apathetic', apolitical and anti-lesbian/feminist societies. Apathy to this

1

freak's cause is demonstrated in the "Toronto Star", which

Routledge, 1989). NB: A very simplistic definition, but is

deems that Feminism/Lesbianism subordination "is re-

further defined indirectly as the paper progresses.

John Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture (London:

ally not that compelling"; hence her fight is not lucrative
enough to warrant attention. Instead, the capitalist media,

2

notorious for it's Patriarchal nature, is more concerned

as the Lyrics are more politically loaded. After all, I only

with making money in "another business day".

Ember

Swifts lyrics encourage resistance against this Patriar-

FEHTUIES

I am not discussing the musical composition of 'Freak'

have 500 words to work with! If you want to hear the song,
the album is called Permanent Marker.
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Dealing with
depression
Depression affects almost everyone at least once in

everyday, getting plenty of rest, exercising, and changing

their lifetime. It is commonplace for people to

the routine aspects of your life may be a positive and

experience sadness, hopelessness and become

simple way to deal with depression. Ignoring and not

overwhelmed due to certain challenges in their life or

acknowledging these feelings that may not "fit" with the

sometimes, for no evident reason. It is when these

image you see of yourself may lead to these

feelings of sadness become intense and prolonged

uncomfortable experiences becoming worse. Allow andj

and affect your ability to find pleasure in life and a

encourage yourself to experience these feelings in a • j j

profound loneliness sets in that depression can

safe and secure place (cry on a friend's shoulder or

become debilitating.

smash an antique vase if you

Sufferers of depression can experience feelings of guilt,

Write a journal and keep a'

shame, helplessness, reduced sexual desire, insomnia

and feeling, -this helps to gel

or excessive sleeping, lack of energy, poor concentration

into a coherent, understandable

and neglecting one's responsibilities. These feelings

support system of people who can pr<

are often appropriate and understandable coping

encouragement, and reassuring suppi

reactions to certain difficult challenges in your life.

and creative way to release inner erridti

When these experiences become more prolonged,

frustration and sadness. And doi

when they significantly interfere with your ability to gain

who has to cope with depression

pleasure from life and thoughts of hurting yourself begin

alone.

to manifest then you need to make a conscious effort to
Ring Community Services

change your situation.

appointment with a counsel
One essential step in the process of dealing and
recovering from depression is to understand its causes
and influences. Basic changes to a person's lifestyle
such as treating yourself to something that you enjoy

023 > >
State of
Emergency

while the local Centrelink (Morwell) has come under fire
for years of slow processing of student claims. The student union this year has handed out more food vouchers
for students up to April 2002, than for the whole of 2001.
At Peninsula, Nursing is facing a restructure and redundancies, whilst Arts is closing on the campus all together.
up-front full-fee payers. Students are already contributing

ment's commitment to increasing

$1.6bill more to their education than they were in 1996.

an average of $2.3 bill per year for the next decade. After

$800mill of this comes from additional HECS contribu-

all, what's an increased retention rate or couple of thou-

tions, $600 mill of it from international student fees, and

sand more teachers and nurses when you could have a

the rest from postgraduate and upfront fees for domestic

big fuckin' bazooka?!

students. Your average Vice-Chancellor earns a 6-figure

Brendan Nelson, Federal Education Minister and the con-

sum, and is therefore clearly in an authoritative position to

genial face of higher education reform, has revisited the

pontificate on how far the meagre student budget can

brilliant idea Voluntary Student Unionism, and the destruc-

stretch.

tion of student organisations as part of the "reform pack-

If it wasn't for the phoney "war on terror" and the desperate

age".

desire of our government to keep brown people off our

Since 1996, the Howard government has cut in excess of

shores, there would be a hell of a lot more money for

$1 bill, out of higher education, resulting in the kinds of

social spending, and we would not need to compromise

things we see at Monash everyday:

on the provision of health care, or spending on education.

At Clayton, lack of car-parking and inadequate public

Students have declared a STATE OF EMERGENCY, in the

transport have meant that students cannot even access

face of federal budget cuts.

lectures because they are driving round the campus for

On the 13'" May, the day before the federal budget is handed

an hour. Law students are taking lectures in the Alexander

down, students, unions and community organisations will

Theatre and the cinema, neither of which have desks, be-

be rallying in the city.

cause of overcrowding. Some Computer Science students
miss out on weeks and weeks of tutorials because of
computer system failure. And then, there are the broom
cupboards...
At Gippsland- The Psychology department is being moved
from the campus,

Batman Park, Cm FBMtort* Spencer Street, City at
11am. Mehh-ayi: 1A, A11

VCs think the solution is deregulation of fees - i.e more

On April 9m in the Age, Robert Hill reiterated the governthe defence budget by

Saturday May 18

JOIN US ON Monday, MAY 13"\ toTAKEACTIONAGAINST
THE FEDERAL BUDGET!
And remember kids, big fuckin' bazookas are only funny
until someone gets hurt (and we have no funding for hospitals to make it better)....
Liz Thompson, Education Public Affairs Officer

RALLY FOR
OUR FORESTS
omentum is gathering for i n end to (0991119 m 0,< '
growth forests. In (ho load up to the neit
Victorian election, the Bracks governmnnt will b»
making critical decisions on whether to protect or
destroy old growth, boi tronbark, and rodqum forests
as well as water catchmonts such as Goolengook, the
Olways, Melbourne's water catchments and the
Wombat forests. There has never been a more critical
time (or Victoria's loresls.
To j o i n the Monash contingent, contact the
MSA Environment Department - 9905 5710

M
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The history and future of

radical politics
Lot's Wife interviews Eric Aarons,
former Secretary of the Communist Party of Australia
About 60 kilometres from Sydney, on a 14 acre

against fascism. Despite the tumultuous nature of

left no question that its sympathies rested with the

property on the gorge of the Georges River, Eric

these times, however, Eric does not believe that

Czech socialist leader, Dubcek, in his attempts to

Aarons resides in a two room cottage. Eric, who

there was any prospect of actual revolution. 'It was

build socialism with a human face. As Eric

prefers these peaceful environs to his once hectic

largely a defensive struggle', he insists. Despite

remembers, 'We left no doubt where we stood and

lifestyle as a Communist Party activist and once joint

this, Eric remembers this period as one of rising

struck out after that on a course independent of both
Soviet Union and China and their various satellites'.

National Secretary, spends much of his time

confidence and hope within the movement. 'The

consumed by research, writing and sculpture. The

important thing was that virtually nobody else was

gardens surrounding his cottage are notable for the

doing anything except the Communist Party. The

sculptures, which have been the focus of Eric's

Labor Party was completely at a loss as to anything

marginal, Eric eschewed sentimentalism,

powerful creative energies. Amongst these is a six

to do which again strengthened the view that

supporting the Party's dissolution in 1991, and to

tonne granite sculpture of a Diprotodon, a

perhaps the future belonged to us'.

place its assets into a cultural foundation - the

prehistoric, giant Australian marsupial which once

Of course, such hopes were gradually eroded during

SEARCH Foundation, for safekeeping. The CPA's

shook the world with its thunderous footsteps. I

the post war years. The prestige of the Communist

dissolution left a vacuum in Australian politics that

cannot but think that old Communist activists such

Party, which had risen to an all time high during the

has never really been filled. When asked what

as Eric - part of a movement which shook the world

later stages of the Second World War, was shattered

prospects there are for a renewal of radical politics in

with its radical, politics and uncompromising zeal -

with the dawning of the Cold War, and the onset of

Australia, Eric is caught between despondency and

are themselves part of a dying breed.

McCarthyist hysteria in Australia and overseas. And

hope. 'Marx himself said that the traditions of past

yet, with the defeat of Menzies' proposed Communist

generations weigh like a nightmare on the minds of

Although he concedes that the Communist

Party Dissolution Act and other successes, Eric and

the living'. For many people then, Communism is

movement has all but breathed its last in Australia,

his comrades soldiered on in the hope that the crisis

irretrievably stained by the crimes of Stalinism, its

Eric still recalls with pride the principles of a

would pass and that the tide of History would once

worthwhile legacy buried beneath the nightmares of

movement, which he embraced politically and

again turn in their favour.

purge trials, omnipresent repressive state

As the Communism became more and more

socially for most of his life. When asked what the

apparatuses and the denial of national and minority

Communist Party stood for, he replies earnestly,

rights. Yet Eric seems to accept that the Left can

'Perhaps first of all our internationalism, that is, our

neither wholly reinvent itself, nor detach itself from

opposition to all forms of racism, discrimination and

past traditions. 'In certain respects', he concedes, 'it

colonialism. We were the first political party in

is true that there is nothing new under the sun.

Australia to oppose the White Australia Policy and to

[Most] of the moral/philosophical problems have
been there all the time'. While radicals might want to

take up indigenous rights.'

draw from the Marxist tradition to find ideas and
inspiration today, however, Eric is adamant that

When the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) was

Eric Aarons - a chip off the old Communist Bloc

formed in 1920, Eric was only a toddler, and his
memories of this period are particularly scarce. His

Indeed, the CPA continued to play a leading role in

recollections of the Depression and pre-war years,

many struggles during the post-war period, and was

Marxism is far from having all the answers. The
most glaring absence, Eric asserts, is the lack of any
clearly articulated ethical grounding, although he
remains convinced that Marx himself was driven by a

however, remain fairly vivid despite the fact that he

to become renowned around the world for its

was still but a very young man. As he recalls, 'I think

courageous stand against both Stalinism, and also

the Communist Party really came into its own during

the rampant US war machine in Vietnam. Eric

the Great Depression'. He points to their vigorous

recalls addressing a factory gate meeting as early as

Asked if he has anything further to say before we

defence of the unemployed during the Depression

1964,

conclude our discussion, Eric pauses for a moment.

when the rate of unemployment had skyrocketed well

had arisen in Australia, predicting the eventual victory

above twenty-five percent, and the determined

for the Vietnamese communist forces. 'One worker

do it all again and then again.' As Communism

eviction battles which were fought. Other struggles

said that the Americans had never been defeated

fades, probably irretrievably, from the Australian

also, of the Communist-led waterside workers to

before and wouldn't be now, but it turned out

political landscape perhaps we ought to draw

prevent the export of pig iron to Japan in 1938: the

otherwise as we know'. The principles of self-

inspiration from the past, but also heed the lessons

conflict that earned Robert Menzies the ignominious

determination, which inspired the leading role taken

of history, for Marxism is still something from which a

title "Pig Iron Bob". With particular pride, Eric recalls

by Eric and his comrades in the anti-war movement,

new generation of radicals can draw strength.

the commitment his father, and others, made in

were applied with equal vigour in 1968 as Soviet

joining the International Brigades in Spain to fight

tanks rolled into Czechoslovakia. At the time, the CPA

long before a significant anti-war movement

powerful moral impulse.

'Study and learn, think for yourselves, act, and then

Tristan Ewins
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Julian Burnside QC:
Accidents happen
Julian Burnside is today one of Victoria's most celebrated

write it olf, like the Germans during the Holocaust. It's all

As a student, Julian remembers the Monash youth of the day

Queen's Counsel and crusader for refugee rights. Thirty-five

pressed back into that part of the conscience which refuses to

galvanising in Vietnam moratorium marches, which he attended

years ago, he wanted to be a management consultant. The

deal with the issue.'

as a photographer for Lot's Wife. While he was not an
activist. Julian remembers 'lots of sit-ins and lockouts.

lawyer who 'was never an activist' says that the journey from

Students arc far more conservative nowadays. Back then,

conservative law student to committed human rights

'This is a profound moral issue - as profound as the Stolen

campaigner has been a 'series of accidents'. While initially

Generation and the events that led to the Holocaust. Our

Monash was seen as a breeding ground for activists." Those

making a name for himself in the field of commercial law, Julian

children and grandchildren will ask. 'what did you do about it?"

who forget history are doomed to repeat it: The next big

met a turning point in his career when representing the

I want to be able to say that I did everything I could. We need

student movement after the Vietnam War was over? 'Car

Maritime Union of Australia. 'I'd had a conservative

to help these people to escape from persecution, and give

parks.'

upbringing, and 1 think 1 worked on the assumption that

them hope of a better life.'

governments were essentially benevolent... it never occurred

Possessed of a great passion for the arts. Julian sees current

to me that a government could be involved in such breaches of

Julian sees parallels between the plight of Indigenous people

its own legislation as it was in the MUA case.' This

and the violation of refugees'human rights. 'Notions of

faculty at Monash, as 'a manifestation of a larger trend; a

experience, he says, changed his view of the world. 'I guess

fairness arc irrelevant until you acknowledge the equal

move from the liberal arts towards things that have an

I'm a late developer, or maybe a slow learner!"

funding cuts in tertian education, especially those to the Arts

humanity of the people to whom notions of "fairness" and

immediate practical or economic benefit. Anything soft

"unfairness" apply.' He also comments on the Government's

anything not worth a dollar straight away, is marginalised.

Now heavily involved in human rights campaigns for refugees.

success in dehumanising refugees. He sees a clear policy that

We've turned technical colleges into universities by changing

Julian feels that '...the starting point of the problem is that

has prevented the public from associating human faces and

their names, and we're turning universities into technical

most people in our society don't care at all. The point is that

histories with media propaganda, labels and rhetoric.

colleges by changing the curriculum. Training helps people
make money: education makes them civilised.'

refugees are human beings ... people must acknowledge their
humanness and the fact that there are limits to the way you

The refugee crisis, according to Julian, is a symptom of wider

can treat other human beings. John Howard has more ethical

inequality. 'Gross inequalities between rich and poor become

concerns for stem cells than he does for refugees.'

unsustainable as the world shrinks. If in any group of people

Aamer Rahman / Jessie Macneil-Brown

there is a subgroup with absolutely nothing, then their conduct
'The present government is morally bankrupt and they don't

threatens the rest. It must do, because if you have nothing,

mind leading the rest of the country into that same condition

you have nothing to lose. September 11 showed that if you

of moral bankruptcy. I am convinced that no Australian

have people desperate, powerless and anxious in the hills of

government could get away with treating any other group the

Afghanistan, they can strike the heart of New York.'

way this government treats refugees. The only reason their

'Globalisation is anew laissez-faire economy. Closing borders

treatment of refugees is tolerated by so many people is that

to refugees around the world while actively encouraging global

refugees are regarded as children of a lesser god, and that the

business is a recipe for disaster. If the global movement of

ordinary rules simply don't apply. It is a case of public

capital is free but the global movement of people is restricted,

denial - [the current treatment of refugees] is so far removed

the system is hopelessly asymmetrical and will fail.'

for further information contact:
www.julianburnside.com
Spare Rooms for Refugees:
www.spareroomsforrefugees.com

from what we understand about Australian behaviour that we

Howard demands: 'Brits go home!'
In a desperate attempt to boost his tepid approval ratings

By NATALIA KOWALCZYK

back to their pre-election high. Prime Minister John Howard
has decided to get really tough on illegals residing within
Australia. On Tuesday the Prime minister announced that
"All Brits should go home." Canberra sources reveal that
Howard has secretly been annoyed at the 50,000 illegal British
who over stay their visas in a desperate search for the cast of
Neighbours.
"The problem is, is that England keep sending us the
dregs of their empire" Howard stated, "these are deluded
people who barrack for the Lions, think Ramsay street is real
and sometimes even wear skirts, pretending to be Scottish"
he explained exasperated.

only clogging up Bondi, but also stealing jobs in the service
industry. "It's their accent and 'European' experience that
gets them the job," complained an embittered local waiter.
"Really they can barely carry a plate. They're only here
because they think that Australian women are easy."
Sources suggest that several thousand British citizens
have applied for political refugee status on the grounds of
'London being such a hole'. The immigration department has
subsequently been comparing the 'standard of living'
indicators of Kabul, London and Baghdad and declared that,
though the Brits had a case, it was unlikely to be strong
enough. However Australia, who is reluctant to tolerate their

"We can't put up with such Euro trash, its not like
we're their colony anymore." Howard later conceded that if
the dregs were American, his reaction would be less severe.
Sydney sources report that the British louts are not

red, loud drunken presence anymore, is currently looking for
a small, collapsing Pacific Island nation to bribe so that their
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The first Monash affinity group meeting was early in the after-

ing themselves severely, we urged them to go back, they kept

noon. This was proceeded by the convergence

coming, still yelling 'FREEDOM', it was then that we under-

spokescouncil, where it was decided that for the first action,

stood their desperation. They used pillows and blanket to

we would walk as close to the detention centre as possible to

cover to razor wire and after much effort and little resistance

let the detainees know we had arrived.

from the Protective Services (APS) guards, a bar in the fence
was broken, allowing refugees to escape.

Six months after visiting Woomera for the firs! time, I had all but

The action began promptly; we walked around the roadblock

forgotten the atrocities I had seen there. We arrived on the

500m from the centre and proceeded to arazorwired fence

We hurried the refugees back to our camp; some were hid-

morning of Good Friday, and despite initial fears of being un-

approximately 200m from the perimeter of the detention cen-

den, some blended into the crowd and one woman was

able to set up camp, we were able to pitch our tents with little

tre. There were no police in sight. Many of us began to shake

blockaded, preventing the reinforced police force from arrest-

resistance from the police.

and climb on this fence and, when the fence began to give

ing her. We respected the escaped detainees wishes;

way, the protesters pulled it down. Sand bags, which were

whether it was to return to the detention centre, to remain in

found in the field beyond the fence, were used to hold it down.

the camp or to attempt to be smuggled out somehow, en-

Onwards we marched. We reached the concrete com-

suring that they understood the risks. Money was pro-

pound where the detainees were held. The compound

vided, clothes were changed, beards were shaved and sup-

was fortified by two fences adorned with spikes and razor

port was provided to give them the best opportunity to achieve

wire, with more razor wire between the fences. The detainees

freedom. It must be remembered that such is the despera-

held banners with simple requests for freedom. They

tion of these people that the slim chance of freedom and even

chanted FREEDOM' and 'ACM are mafia', repeatedly.

the prospect of imprisonment in Australian jails seemed
better than their lives inside the detention centre.

Finally the Australian Protective Services Guards arrived on the
scene. Several of those inside began to climb the fence, slic-
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As a Jew v.

at any 1<
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e appalling treatmeni of asylum
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turned his back on the Jews of Rome during the Holo-

sd as an unfortu-

caust, I found comfort in the fact thai

itadigm to reiterate the message of Passover.

varying faiths could unite to share th

. te of

in Woomera we sensed the despair of innocent chil-

place like Woomera

dren. women and men through their fears, their testi-

hope, not only as a Jew but also as a human being

If nothing else. I felt a ser

monies of emotional and physical abuse and their des>tertce at Woomora is the governdfttani innocent and despairing refu>h suffering that is inflicted on these
basis, Geneially. in the form of tearig, sleeping pills in food and
.i!ar beating of men. women and children at the
••' Australasian Correctional Management
guards and F ederal Police during protests

perate pleas I

me. this meant more than a

violation of human rights, it was reminder of the Israelites' pitiful cry for emancipation

As the detainees

freedom', the famous words of Moses 'Let my
people go' resonated through my mind

Experiencing

this disgrace in light of Passover brought me to the

At the Holocaust commemoration nothing was emphasised more than never forget the atrocities that befell
our people

Retrospect seemed more powerful

through actions than thought

It is paramount thi

that, since such inhumanity is present in our ba
caring Australian Jews (whose grandparents sort ref-

realisation that this Jewish festival is a way of affirming

uge on our friendly shores") must nof onl,

that liberty is the immutable right of every human being

with asylum seekers but also take affirmai
ensure that world will never forget the erro

Jesus, or perhaps Rev

Our plan for the first day of action was to let the detain-

Martin Luthei King would have done. The image of

ees hear our shouts of support

Jesus as a radical and loving man who challenged the

however, we had to tear down a perimeter fence

power structures of his day does not contradict the im-

hindered us from walking through the buffer zone to the

age of welcoming refugees and freeing the captives

detention centre

In order to do this,

Initially reluctant. I recalled the Nu-

remberg laws of 1933, which enshrined racism by segGlen Haywood

regating Jews from the rest of the population

Not unlike the asylum seekers in Australia, we
sorted refuge from persecution and oppre
Kerence now being is that we learnr
lesson of the consequences of
cheek'.
Ronen Becker

Those

breached the laws to show great kind-

Contact

MonashJewsForRefugees@hotm.<
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shocked, unable to comprehend the goings on of Good Friday. We organised another action, this time to give toys to the
children inside the centre. We marched up to the roadblock
and presented the police with the toys and marched back.
We are uncertain whether the refugees ever saw the toys.

<***•! A*#re ^ H
Sunday's action involved a march around the perimeter of the
centre. Police horses were used to disperse us. Those who

* * • * * t ACM

ventured away from the crowd were beaten and arrested because they were easy targets. I was surprised at just how
young many of the APS guards were. Some of them were in
tears, maybe because they were scared, maybe because of
their conscience. Nevertheless, others did their best to
damage our spirit.

1i

We left on Monday afternoon with mixed feelings: of achievement; some refugees were able to escape their oppres-
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sion, and underachievement: there are still thousands of
oppressed asylum seekers in detention centers willing to try
anything to achieve a little freedom
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On April 12 of this year, Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez, was ousted
by a military coup following massive
popular protest. Two days later, he
had regained control of the country.

This domestic discontent came to a head when

The Democratic Unity party also miscalculated the

Chavez vowed to crush a general strike called by

level of Chavez's popularity within certain sectors of

Venezuela's largest business and labour groups,

the population. On April 13, major upheavals and

culminating in an opposition rally on April 11 where

riots errupted within the sprawling slums which

hundreds of thousands of protesters took to the

make up half the city of Caracas. Protestors clashed

streets of Caracas, the nation's capital, and marched

with police, resulting in around 40 deaths and

peacefully to the presidential palace. National Guard

hundreds more injuries. In the early afternoon of the

troops set up to defend the building fired tear gas,

following day, Chavez supporters called for a

and snipers and gunslingers fired indiscriminately

demonstration at the presidential palace. By 6pm,

into crowds and at civilians cowering behind utility

100,000 people had gathered in the streets

poles. The following day, Chavez was sacked by the

surrounding the presidential palace. This time,

military as top military officers demanded his

Chavez's own paratrooper battalion remained loyal,

resignation, and an interim government established.

and took over the presidential palace. With support
for the ousted president mounting, other major

However, the coup leaders, members of the

battalions across the country, driven by junior

Democratic Unity party, made fundamental

officers, sided with Chavez.

miscalculations following April 11. Believing their
Hugo Chavez, a former paratrooper and populist and

support to be complete, they simply ignored the other

flamboyant leader, took power with a left-wing

members of their coup coalition, and placed only

coalition in 1998. Chavez sees himself as another

their own in the new government. The Venezuelan

Simon Bolivar who, in the 19th Century, led a war of

Labor Union Federation, one of the main moderate

independence against the Spanish in South America.

opposition players, was excluded from the new

Chavez has alarmed Washington by aligning himself

cabinet. Pedro Carmona, head of Venezuela's

with Cuba's Fidel Castro, and visiting Saddam

largest chamber of commerce and former oil

Hussein in Iraq to discuss OPEC oil matters,

executive, was installed as transitional President, to

prompting a two-day meeting in November, 2001, to

rule by decree until next year, when new elections

discuss U.S. policy toward Venezuela.

would be called. Meanwhile, the cabinet, comprised
of mostly conservative elements of Venezuelan

Hugo Chavez with his karaoke buddy, Fidel Castro.
As support for the transitional regime evaporated,

Venezuela, the world's No. 4 oil exporter, has 77

society, suspended the 1999 constitution and set

Carmona resigned to prevent further bloodshed.

billion barrels of proven oil reserves, and is the

about dissolving the legislature, the attorney

Around midnight of April 14, Chavez was released

second largest oil exporter to the US, behind Saudi

general's office, the Supreme Court, the national

from custody and restored as president.

Arabia. An average of 1.5 million barrels of oil is

electoral commission, and the state governorships.

exported to the US each day. These revenues are

High-level members of the Chavezgovemment were

Since his reinstatement, Chavez has extended an

desperately needed in Venezuela, as oil generates

arrested, while others went into hiding.

olive branch to his opponents, offering a national

Several generals, under pressure from the excluded

four-day outbreak of violence surrounding the coup

categorised as poor. At present, 2% of the

opposition members, withdrew their support for the

and proposing a truth commission to investigate the

population control some 60% of the land. There is

transitional government and began protesting

civilan casualties accrued during those days.

high unemployment, and urban wealthy and middle

against the new regime, calling for changes to the

class resentment.

sweeping "democratic transition" decree.

some $30 billion each year. But despite the country
being rich in resources, 80% of Venezuelans are

dialogue to heal the political tensions that led to the

Richard Houlihan
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ARGENTINA
GREED, GLOBALISATION & INJUSTICE
The people of Argentina are angry. They are living

Piqueteros

through one of the worst economic crises they have

The Piqueteros (picketers) are made up of unemployed

can still purchase services and goods. Within each
assembly are various committees, which focus on
things like health, youth issues and cultural events. The

ever known and, according to the latest statistics, the

and low paid workers. The movement is particularly

country has 16 million people (out of 36 million) living

strong in the outskirts of Buenos Aires, and in poorer

below the poverty line. The largest middle class in all

rural areas. They are calling for the resignation of all

such as outside the house of a politician that lives in

of Latin America is disappearing, and unemployment is

the politicians currently in parliament, as well as

their neighborhood, or the local branch of a bank.

at about 25%. In a country which considered itself to be

various state governors, andlK|fnew elections to be

more European than Latin American, there are children

held so a government that represents the people can

dying of starvation every day. The Peso (Argentina's

be elected. They also demand the implementation of

currency) is in free fall, and prices for basic items such

various social services, such as unemployment

as food are going up, while wages are coming down.

benefits. Apart from traditional protests, the Piqueteros

assemblies sometimes organise their own protests,

are also known for occupations and for blockading
So what went wrong? Throughout the 1990's, Argen-

highways.

tina was held up as the International Monetary Fund's
best student. It had followed its directions to the letter,
privatised all government enterprises, opened up its
economy and structurally adjusted its budgets. It is
partly because of this enthusiastic embrace of economic globalisation that Argentina is now bankrupt, and
the biggest loan defaulter of all time. The IMF and the
United States' treasury are now distancing themselves
from the economic disaster that is Argentina, insisting
on more of these destructive structural adjustments
before any help arrives.

Cacerolazos
This is the movement of the middle class, and is
mostly active in Buenos Aires. It began when the
government imposed what is known as "El Corralito".
"El Corralito" was imposed because the banks were
afraid of people removing their money, so the government froze deposits and only allowed people to take
out a certain amount of their money each week.
Deposits that were made in American dollars (a
common practice in Argentina) were given back in

Demolition of the Bunge & Born grain elevator, a
candidate for national trust, is one consequence of
Argentina's economic crisis.

pesos at an inferior exchange rate, or not paid any
interest, something the Argentinean middle class saw
as outright robbery of their money.

The popular uprising currently occurring in Argentina is
unprecedented in this proud nation's history. The
people want change, but the politicians still aren't

The cacerolazos are characterised.by protests in which
the people are banging pots and pans. This movement is also calling for the resignation of all politicians,
along with the Supreme Court judges (all personal
friends of ex-president Carlos Menem), as well as
calling for the banks to return their money.

Argentinian President Fernando de la Rua resigned
earlier this year after putting his country into
economic meltdown.

Neighbourhood Assemblies

listening. As the economic situation gets worse, the
atmosphere in the country is growing more heated, and
the situation may explode if politicians keep listening to
the IMF and the USA instead of their own constituents.
The future looks uncertain for the Argentinean people,
but at least they have begun to fight for real democracy
and justice, which has eluded them for so long.
Pablo Brait

Since democracy at the top has failed so miserably in
Argentina, people are beginning to rebuild it from the

W R I T T E N ON A WALL IN
BUENOS AIRES:

bottom-up. The neighborhood assemblies are groups
Also to blame is the incredible corruption that exists

of people who live in the same suburb, meeting at night

among Argentina's political class. Carlos Menem, the

or on weekends on street corners, in cafes and in

president throughout the 1990's, is also an arms

pizzerias in order to discuss their problems and how to

"If hunger is law, rebellion is justice"
"They piss on us and the media tells us it's

trafficker and was rumoured to have been involved in

solve them together. The neighbours help each other

raining"

the murder of his own son. Senators openly take

find jobs and buy cheap food. They have even set up

"Bin Laden, don't forget CitiBank"

bribes in order to pass legislation, while money for

bartering systems so people who don't have any money

"IMF or Independence"

government programs constantly goes missing, often
ending up in Swiss bank accounts, and high paying
jobs are given to relatives and friends. Politicians from
both big parties are now so hated among the people of

MhCM&B) imm'iVJM
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Argentina that they cannot be seen in public without
being abused, threatened and even beaten.
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The Argentinean public is not taking all this lying down.
On December 20'" of last year, a massive, spontaneous, nationwide protest forced the president to resign
(though the opposition leader was eventually put into
power, without elections being held), and various social
movements have sprung up calling for change.
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heroes: noble champions for a just and decent world...

Faten

Kate Gordon
Science (2"d year)

Chamseddine

lis (2"" year)

"Mother Theresa, John Paul II.

"My husband, just cause he's cool.'

Philip Moon
Law

Katie Lewis
Arts (2nd year)

"Marlene Dietrich. She has a great

Martin Luther King, and Gandhi.

presence on film and she likes to

They are people of truth, faith,

dress up as guys and so do I. "

"Winston Churchill. He is a proven
leader."

peace and love."
Narita
Business Systems/
Law
(2nd year)

Menaka Bandara
Computer Science
(2* year)

"Che Guevara. He's the vanguard of
the proletariat"

"Enrique Iglesis, because he has an
awesome voice & he's totally hot!"
Ed's note: ???@M$???W

"Tim Roth & Aundre Lorde. They are
gutsy, fascinating people who do what
they like."

Nia Daves
Commerce/ Law

"Jon Bon Jovi. The pants, just the

"My Dad, because he has qualities

Intentions], because he is almost

pants."

which I admire and would like to

the penguins
\J

Y\^ Wednesday 20'" March 2002 on page 9 of The

Herald Sun news pictorial an article stated that a

Rich Scully
Arts/Law

{3d year)

"Sebastian Velmont [from Cruel
everything I strive to be."

"I have no hero. I have never really
thought about who I should look up
to."

Tash Biggs
Arts
] (3d year)

Phanuma Kol
Engineering
(3rd year)

sher Glass
Science/Engineering
(1S< year)

Sai Ho
Performing Arts
(S" year)

"Duffman, because Duffman says a
lotta things."

achieve"

OJUL

coming

Cong in Vietnam in preparation for the day. And that day
has come.

giant iceberg has broken off the coast of Antarctica, it's
size predicted to be from Melbourne to Geelong and

Using fine chiselling instruments and sawing

Ballarat. Scientists naming it B-22, believing that

technology the penguins have detached their giant,

global warming had triggered its detachment. This

floating naval base off Antarctica and are heading our

Fig. 1.1: Common propoganda

may seem like no big deal but I must insist it's a

way. Soon B-22 will be on our coast and while all the

circulated by penguin authorities

matter of national security. That was no global

fun tourists will look and say "oohh how pretty" like the

warming out there. The penguins are coming.

Horse of Troy they will emerge and invade! Hidden

Unknown to those scientists was the tiny fact that

with tiny weapons of war attached to their flippers.

inside this iceberg of death are millions of penguins
Antarctic penguins are planning an invasion of our

Missiles and rocket launchers on their backs. Not to

home Australia. B-22 is really a giant naval base for

mention great machines of destruction. Sumersable

the penguin colonies of Antarctica and is slowly but

tanks and hovercrafts armed with machine guns.

surely heading for our shores. For years penguins
have been practicing military manoeuvres here on

Be aware P-day is upon us! Hide your children! No,

Philip Island and preparing for a ground assault. Stock

better yet take them to the northern hemisphere. There

pilling ammunition, supplies and heavy machinery in

is no-where to hide! There will be no survivors! The

huge underground networks, reminiscent of the Viet

penguins are coming!!

.1.1: Intelligence photo o t
the invasion force.

Johnny More

" I used to think
J?

i
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Matheson Library
Matheson was influential in shaping Clayton campus.

In one year. 115 empty

hectares were transformed into a university, as Matheson oversaw 57 major
building projects and housed the administrative staff in the garage and

Rest in Peace
Sir Louis Matheson 1912-2002

for Monash by
drinking my way
round town than
by sitting in my
office trying to
run the place"

bedrooms of his house until completion. His geniality and leadership skills
extended to assisting the improvement of education in Victoria and Papua
New Guinea, activities in the CSIRO and involvement in the Royal
Commission investigation of the collapse of the Kings Bridge.
Matheson's accomplishments were soured during the '60s and 70s as the
university came under scrutiny for its anti-Vietnam activism and protests by
student leaders. Often the brunt of scathing criticism by both the press and
students alike, the media argued he could not control the activities of the
university.

Matheson was drawn into the student protests of the ig67-72

period and labeled the enemy by activists, as headlines screamed
'Administration building occupied again!' and 'Who is running Monash?'

Menzies Building
The Menzies Building has become an icon in its own
right. The 'Ming Wing' was built in three stages
commencing in 1962, 1968 and 1973 and
foreshadowed a misplaced conception of Monash
being a high-rise metropolis in a suburban botanical
ISir Robert Menzies

landscape. The Financial Review predicted in 1964 that1
Monash would have the most beautiful campus in

Monash University

Australia. However, by the late '60s, the Menzies had

When John Monash died in 1931, overworked and

became the eyesore of the southeastern suburbs. The

exhausted, more than 300,000 people lined the

rooms are like cells, all measured to exactly the same

streets to his funeral. He was an over-achiever, and

size as specified by the Tertiary Education Commission.

his CV ranges from being a leading general of the

Originally planned with two parallel slabs set 50 metres

First World War, to Australia's first doctor of

apart at ground level, the idea failed as engineers

engineering. Founding manager of the State

misjudged the effect of wind tunnels. Rumour has it that

Electricity Commission and first Chairman of

the Menzies makes the second worst wind tunnel in

Directors of Luna Park Ltd, Monash excelled in

Victoria. The South Wing was tacked on to stabilise the

learning, with degrees in Arts, Law and Masters in

swaying building. Automatic sliding doors were

Engineering. He was also fluent in German, French,

installed to prevent doors swinging into students' faces.

English and Hebrew, as well as being a passionate

The Menzies building remains energy deficient; during

musician.

winter there are always stationary escalators as the

his less than successful venture of pushing to have

However, Monash is more renowned for

power required for all the escalators and heating would

the MCG reduced to a circle. As a student in 1883 he

cause a blackout. Keep an eye out for the door leading

helped found the Union at Melbourne Uni, and in

Lawrence

Hargrave

Sir John Monash
The Hargrave-Andrew Library
Lawrence Hargrave was a famous inventor of flying
machines as well as an explorer, astronomer and
inventor.

Professor Rod Andrew was the founding

dean of Medicine at Monash, a pioneer in malaria
control and an activist against Australia's government
in Vietnam.

nowhere between levels nine and ten. Former Dean of

1902, campaigning for more government money for

Robert Blackwood Concert Hall

Arts, Marian Quartly, said 'the crowded classes, dirty

the university, asked prophetically, 'shall we raise

Robert Blackwood was the General Manager of the

windows, smelly toilets and stalled escalators in the

fees, and make higher education only a rich man's

manufacturing firm Dunlop, and Dean of Engineering at

Ming Wing are not quite life threatening, but they have

ambition, or shall we practically shut down the

Melbourne Uni, before being plucked from obscurity

worked to strangle pedagogic growth and innovation.'

school?'

and made the first chancellor of Monash in 1961.

in our lives

he importance of
You'd be surprised, but the Lord of the Flies gets a bad

The closest example of Satan's work can be seen as

generic beats. How do you think these clean-cut

rap in today's society. I know this might shock some of ,

close as Monash University itself. Go down to the

fellows and lassies got there? By sucking long and

you, particularly those of us who are intimately close to

Campus Centre and grab a bite to eat at the West End

hard at the love juice of Satan, if you know what I

the Eater of Souls' charity work, but the Great Beast

Cafe. Who do you think provided us with such

mean...

continues to be vilified despite his PR department's

scrumptious, edible food? Hell's Kitchen of coursel

And I think you do. I'm onto you.

best efforts.

Open up any newspaper, and you'll see plastered

If s so obvious how much Satan does for us, that

Most people tend to focus on the slipups t h a t '

before you our courageous, fair-minded heads of

sometimes it makes me want to kill you all and swim

happened early in his career, the whole uprising

government telling you about this great country and the

deep into your guts to make you understand! But

against Gee Oh Dee, the killing of his fellow angels, the

great things ft does. Who do you think put the leader of

instead I usually just have a cup of tea. Made with

Great Fall from Heaven, but let's face it, without the Fall,

[insert political party here] where he is today?

blood.

mankind would never have come up with the idea of

Beelzebub did of course! When [insert political figure

Anyway, I call to you, the reader, to cast aside the

parachutes.

here] didn't want td;do what the population of Australia

prejudice of our forefathers, and recognize the good

But should we be so blind to his recent achievements

wanted but rather "act in its best interests, even if the

that the Lord of Evil has done for us, or spend an

in light of their effect on today's society? Shouldn't we, '.>. people will never be able to figure those interests out,
who do you think gave him the power to do so? The

in our enlightened age, pay tribute to He who has given

so much to us, such gifts of charity, the least of which is

Pestilence that lurks in the Pit, silly!

inspiring the melodic whimsy of Ozzy Osburne and

Switch the dial of a radio onto any station and you'll

Cradle of Filth? I believe we should.

hear (too) many high-pitched teenagers singing over

ETERNITY having your flesh EATEN by the DEMONS of
the UNDERWORLD.
The decision is yours!
Damien Eames

Pick yourself up fry

aga/n

The theme of this edition is "heroes", so what

up after you? Well maybe they do, I don't know your

hardship. Like many fathers, he has ensured

better opportunity do I have to tell you of a

parents.

that his kids had a good education and sound

couple of the heroes in my world. My mum,

upbringing.

Unlike my mum, he has

like all the mums of the world, is one of the

My mum didn't enjoy cleaning up after me and my

most remarkable people I know, for she is an

siblings, that's for sure. I was one of those kids that

support. I have never heard him complain,

unsung

another

still wet the bed when I was eight and cried about it

though. He's got a quirky sense of humor

remarkable person in my life, a hero in his

(oh my God, I can't believe I just wrote that). So I had

and is emotionally retarded, but he is a very

a weak bladder and was a bit of a wimp, so sue me.

good man in my eyes.

heroine.

My

dad

is

own lunch-time, much of the time but a hero
nonetheless.

remarried, hence he has had two families to

Regardless of what you think, my mum had to put up
with it. She encouraged me to hold on. So I did, and

That's my parents in a nutshell, a hero and a

I know it might seem a bit odd writing about

my bed-wetting problem disappeared. On top of this,

heroine that were once a partnership, but

my parents in the student newspaper, but

she had to look after my three naughty older brothers

found they had conflicting interests. Through

I'm sure most of you can relate to what I'm

and my cheeky younger sister. She has done this by

all of that, though, they have always had a

saying. They may be painful to listen to

herself since 1984.

common interest in their children. For that, I

sometimes, but their hearts are made of

honor and applaud them.

gold. Why else would they bother bringing

This doesn't mean that my dad has not been there to

you up through childhood, adolescence and

support her and the kids. Since my parents divorced

ultimately into adulthood, if they didn't care

in 1984, he has provided constant financial support

about you? Do you think they enjoy cleaning

and another place of refuge to turn to in times of

I'm sure your

parents deserve a pat on the back as well.
William Wright

-?A?ER PROJECTA

Aimed at providing students with writing pads that are both dirt cheap and
environmentally friendly.

^ f c T h e booklets are made from 100% reused paper (single-sided) and are
available from the co-op bookshop for 65 cents each

(Monash Association of Debaters) invite you to our
annual "Vice-Chancellor's Debate." This public
event has been held annually since 1995. Each

A

The paper used in these booklets come directly from students (that's you!).
Beside photocopiers in the libraries are small green boxes for students to

year a topical issue .is chosen for debate.

place their unwanted single-sided photocopied paper into. Each piece of

Leading thinkers involved in the issue are invited

paper you place in a green box helps in a small (yet significant way) to

to speak.

reduce forest destruction.

This year the topic is "That human embryos
should be used for stem-cell research."

^ f e The paper project is one of the many activities run by the Monash
Environment Group. Have a chat to one of the friendly hippies in the MSA

Confirmed speakers are: Dr.Alan Trounson

Environment Office (upstairs), or just pass by and drop some paper into the

(Monash Institute for Research & Development),
Assoc. Professor Julian Savulescu (Murdoch
Institute), Angela Ballantyne (MAD), Margaret
Tighe (Right to Life) and Dr. Nick Tonti-Fillipini.

: .DATE: Wednesday May 8th

VENUE . South 1 Lecture Theatre, Monash
University,'Clayton Campus.

box just outside the office.

Chris Clark

v..
WHOLEFOODS RECIFE - RED LENTIL DHAL
Dhals are a very popular meal at Wholefoods. Any lentil or bean cooked with lots of vegetables and
spices makes a very healthy and nutritious dhal dish. Combined with brown rice it is a balanced
meal that is very affordable for those on a tight budget.

COST! Free!

TIME: 6.30pm for 7pm start.

Proudly sponsored by The Vice-Chancellor of
Monash University, Professor David Robinson.
This is a fantastic opportunity to hear expert
speakers in the environment of a forum. There will
also be a question/answer session directly after the
debate.
If you have any queries, please contact:
Jasmine Moseley (Publicity Officer, Monash
Association of Debaters)
Monash Association of Debaters 9905 1509
Jasmine Moseley.

IIFE

4 cups water

V* tsp turmeric powder

4 tblsp oil

Small pieces of mixed vegetables

1 small can crushed tomato

1 medium sized onion chopped finely

2 cloves fresh garlic crushed

Vi inch piece ginger grated

1 tsp cumin seeds

1 tblsp of curry powder

2 green chilies (optional)

4 curry leaves

Juice of half a lemon

Freshly chopped coriander

Salt and pepper to taste

Simmer lentils with water, Heat oil in heavy bottomed pot, add cumin seeds. Fry
onions, garlic and ginger until brown Add green chilies, curry leaves and curry
powder. Add all the veggies and tomatoes. Cover and simmer for 15 minutes.

Ph. 9894 3873 or

campus

2 cups red lentils

Check on the lentils every now and then. Red lentils generally cook very quickly (1520 mins) Add the cooked lentils and lemon juice to the veggies and stir well
Garnish with finely chopped coriander leaves
.Serve with rice

Rctivitas
Its the Omnia [HIIPro
FOP Activities)

way

help
Monash
Car/bus hire
Holiday packages

Welcome to the wonderful world that is Activities.
Thomo and Jemma here reporting on what's been
going on around campus! First of all was Comedy
Week, which started on the 15th April. Tripod came
out and performed a fantastic set to a packed out
Main Dining Room. Mixing in some new stuff with
some old stuff, they had the whole room laughing
their heads off. The next day saw Abby Collins with
her amazing acrobatic skills and keen crowd
participation. Once again, laughs were aplenty.
That night was the comedy night, where Michael
Chamberlin, Meshel Laurie, Greg Fleet, the 3
Canadians and The Happy Side Show performed.
Greg Fleet compered the whole thing, who was
amazing with the people. Unfortunately Michael
Chamberlin didn't go down well with the crowd, but
this was soon made up by the other acts. Meshel
Laurie had the crowd laughing with her Ricki
impersonations, and then the 3 Canadians came
up, who definitely got the crowd going with hilarious
antics and jokes. Then along came the Happy Side
Show. And what a show they provided. Swallowing
swords, lifting beer kegs with nipples, dingo traps,
and nailing tongues to tables were some of the
amazing things they did. The night was a huge
success.

Best flight deals
Getaway breaks
•Adventures

CALL US NOW
QUOTE RATE CODE

The next day was the campus comedy competition.
Dave Grant came out and ran the show for the
students, who was damn funny and got the students
into it. The student comics got up on stage and
gave it their best, with "Not another bloody Yank"
coming in second place and "The Comedy

Implosion" coming first. Congratulations from
Activities go out to these two acts.
Coming up on the agenda is Union Night
number two. Featuring the hugely successful
"George," with supports "Art of Fighting" and
"Dave Larken," this night is sure to be huge.
It's being held in the Main Dining Room of the
Campus Centre on Wednesday 22nd May at 8
pm. Tickets are only $15 for students and
$22 for non-students. There's also a fully
licensed barfor your drinking pleasure, with
great drink prices all night. What else could
you ask for???
,,—
Just a couple of little reminders! Don't forget
about Unsigned Wednesday's. If your in a
band and you want a gig, come see us and
we'll do our very best to get you out on stage
in front of the masses. Also, there's the CUB
Green Ringpull Competition. Just collect the
little ringpulls off the top of the cans and hand
them into us. When you do, you'll
automatically go into the draw for lots of great
prizes. If you happen to have collected the
most amount of ringpulls for the week, we'll
give you s slab of beer. So make sure you
get those ringpulls in.
That's it for the time being. Don't forget to
buy your ticket for the George Union Night,
keep partying, and have lot's of fun.
Thomo & Jemma
Activities Chairs 2002

ringpull draw in the bar
may 9 th @ lpm

MINIS

1300552112

heaps of merchandise and beer to be won

H S S ^ K^^^A IfifSs^M
everyone who submits at least 20 ringpulls
enters the random draw and has the chance to
win a slab or other vb prizes
ntry slips available from activities (near the bar)
entries must be submitted by tuesday 7 th may
A
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Picture this, game-geeks: it's 1995, it's 3am on a

The task of resurrecting abandonware is championed

games since they have stopped selling them ...it is

school night (gasp!) and you're trying fruitlessly to

by a ring of sites dedicated to providing what license-

illegal to distribute them so long as copyright holders

persuade Death to behave in Discworld. Fast-forward

holding publishers no longer will. The most notable of

have not released them into the public domain."

three years - more homework, better graphics card -

these is Home of the Underdogs (HOTU), specializing

However a sharp distinction should be drawn between

and there you are again, taking rough corners and

in underrated or overlooked gems and hosting almost

abandonware and gratuitously reproduced

dropping mines like no tomorrow in Wipeout XL. Ah,

three thousand games. It is also home to an extensive

contemporary releases ("warez"). The latter, argue

sweet misspent youth.

array of guides, ranging from advice on running specific

abandonware proponents, cannot be morally justified.

titles to general instructions for tweaking new

Their aim, on the other hand, is to make available what

machines for old games.

otherwise isn't, and to prove their goodwill, sites like

student. Yet many of us have a 486 DX2 skeleton in

Enthusiasts should be aware that, as with other digital

titles. They also comply extensively with notices issued

the closet and can remember all too vividly how

copyrighted material (i.e. MP3s), there are legal issues

by copyright-holders' lobby groups like Interactive

effective it once was for electronic entertainment.

involved. Strictly speaking, abandonware is software

Digital Software Association (IDSA).

Enter abandonware.

piracy. As HOTU concedes, "despite the fact that

These days, it's all about high-end specs and game

HOTU actively link to online stores stocking featured

consoles - expensive luxuries for the cash-strapped

publishers no longer derive revenues from these

Should abandonware sites be legal? The issue is
controversial, as the software establishment remains

Abandonware, in loose terms, is software that has
been discontinued by its publishers because it is

resolutely opposed to the duplication of any copyrighted

considered "out of date." Mostly, the program in

product, whether it is profitable or otherwise. While you

question runs just as well as it ever did, but has been

think about it, cast your mind back to your teens, have a

superseded by newer, flashier releases, and is

look-in on your old 486 and spare a thought for

therefore no longer profitable to market. As a result,

gaming's forgotten heroes!

some thousands of titles from the last two decades of

James Gorman

development are relegated to game limbo.

Abandonweb:
Where the old games go to die...
• Home of the Underdogs - http://www.the-underdogs.org
Interactive Digital Software Association - http://www.idsa.com
The Abandonware Ring - http://www.abandonwarering.com
Abandonware : Why Nobody Ever Wins - http://www,mobvaames.com/featured_article/feature=7/

connnrio RAD ZQWUVR: rccrrcofioe
If you enjoyed the story line and gameplay of the original

drive C&C vehicles, like the Mammoth tank, NOD

the game. The plot pretty much consists of "kills" and "bio

C&C, then I think you'll like this game. Remember the

buggies, GDI humvees, med tanks, light tanks, etc.

them ups".

little guys you sacrificed into battle? Well, now you're

The weapons consist of a pistol, automatic guns, rocket

one of them. Actually, you're a "commando", with more

launcher, C4, flamethrower, chemical weapon, and

The plot is easy to follow, but at the same time allows for

than just a silenced gun and C4.. Please keep in mind I

others. My favorite is the "ion beacon", which takes a

discovery and options on how to destroy certain things.

have not yet played Medal of Honor or Max Payne yet. I

few seconds to set up, and a few more to detonate. But

guess it could use more diversified strategy... But then again,

mention this only because a lot of reviews compare

the results, well, remember the ion canon? It causes

is a commando good for anything else?

this game to those. My review might be a little scoped.

the ion canon of a satellite to hit that same location

But because of this same reason, it might be a little

where the beacon was placed. Just make sure you

Graphics: The graphics are good. The game isn't graphic

more fair (it's just my opinion, don' hate me please).

aren't around when it hits. There are other "treats" which

or explicit at all (no blood nor body parts flying all over the

Gameplay: The game is based on a C&C commando

I won't mention just in case you are planning to play

place). But the level of detail of the land, vehicles, and building

codenamed "Havoc" whose job is just that; to cause

is good. Almost everything looks like the original C&C, except

havoc!

much bigger and highly detailed. You can go inside buildings
and blow them up from the inside out. The buildings are big
and become almost mazes once inside. But that only makes

The game is played in 1st-person point-of-view. You go
around gunning NOD troopers down and placing C4

it better. What I like best about the game is being placed in

explosives in critical locations to blow buildings,

the middle of the action.

vehicles, and even other troops up. Remember C&C?
Well now you actually get to see the trouble your poor

Sound: The music is decent. What I like most is to hear the

commando actually goes through. For the most part

screams of troopers being run over by a tank, or being burnt

you get reinforcements (troops and tanks), but they get

with the flamethrower. It's not the pain they're going through,

themselves killed pretty quick and easily. But don't worry,

but it brings back memories from the original C&C (the

there's always clips and extra ammo lying around. The

screams and yells are almost the same).

A.I. is a little too easy. NOD soldiers take time to react
and shoot. On a different note, you get to hop on and

Using the first person perspective, Command
& Conquer Renegades adds a new dimension

compared to its predecessors.

A
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CSIRO: Monash's
Area 51 ^
Quick quiz: which scientific research organisation invented

the problem'.

because we've lost sight of having our own research

the black box flight recorder? a life saving anti-influenza

Collis' work is a most pertinent piece as Australia goes

effort'. The book is based on hundreds of interviews and

drug? built one of the world's first computers? developed

forward to face the new century with advances in science

tells the stories of the men and women who were bold

cheese making methods taken up worldwide? and, in

and technology ever sought after aspects of

enough to believe that they could, and should, put Australia

1999, produced a revolutionary new car powered by

existence. His articulate narrative history is lucid and

at the forefront of scientific achievement. It follows their

hydrogen fuel cells and built from all new materials? Of

honest, going right back to the reasons a country like

triumphs and frustrations, giving us a rare window into

course our very own CSIRO.

Australia had a reason to develop the CSIRO, '(in) the

their former knowledge gathering and problem solving

Brad Collis is the author of the newly published Fields of

debate leading up to Federation, the necessity for a

laboratories, from which we can learn so much about the

Discovery Australia's CSIRO and was interviewed recently

national scientific institution was considered absolutely

scientific breakthroughs that have been made for us, and

on 774 ABC Melbourne's Afternoon Program by Derek

important if this country was going to stand on its own two

the responsibility we have to continue to support and

Guille. We bring you part of what Brad had to say and why

feet as an independent economy' and the role and purpose

encourage that rich tradition, it's why the CSIRO is so

he thinks those dedicated souls at Australia's CSIRO are

an institute of national scientific investigation still has in

important, it is potentially the difference between Australia

some of our unsung 'heroes'. 'It's an extraordinary body

Australia today, 'the CSIRO essentially was set up to be a

being a victim of global change and a participant in global

of people, they created the modern agricultural industry

research institution for the public good1 'They are there for

change'.

that this country boasts, and the work continues now in

Australians...in a very holistic and community driven way.

This is not just a book for scientists who now walk the

terms of its environmental sustainability, through the

They are not researchers working for the profits of a

path cut by these early investigators, but a history of which

CSIRO Australia is the pioneer of radioastromomy, the

particular company. They are there for Australia'.

the entire nation should be proud. As Collis puts it, 'We

exploration of the cosmos...right through to the plastic

On the current state of funding Collis says, 'There is the

talk about bush legends and sporting legends, and

money we use today'. In the interview Collis outlined the

real fencing wire fix it approach sometimes', 'a lot of the

maybe its time to make some space for the person from

consistent success the CSIRO has had for many decades

best scientists are probably spending far too much time

the CSIRO'. Fields of Discovery is published in hardcover

solving needs 'while the big multinationals and politicians

now hustling for funds than doing research because the

by Allen and Unwin, r.r.p. $49.95.

fought over who was going to make the most money from

funding for CSIRO has plummeted and that's really sad

human

Ellyn Cook

S T U D E N T PURCHASING
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Inlet® Celeron® Processor 1.2 GHz
128MB PC-133 SDRAM
20GB 7200 RPM HDD
52 x CD ROM
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
Integrated 8MB video
Internal Speakers
Keyboard and Mouse
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
Acer 15" Monitor
1 Year R.T.B Warranty

Fi'rfliYiiiflil-lVifM '•'•"'•*••'••'" )
Intel® Celeron® Processor 1.2 GHz
256MB PC-133 SDRAM
20GB 7200 RPM HDD
52 x CD ROM
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
Integrated 8MB video
Internal Speakers
Keyboard and Mouse
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
Acer 15" Monitor
1 Year R.T.B Warranty

Intel® Celeron® Processor 1.2 GHz
256MB PC-133 SDRAM
20GB 7200 RPM HDD
52 x CD ROM
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
Integrated 8MB video
Internal Speakers
Keyboard and Mouse
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
Acer 17" Monitor
1 Year R.T.B Warranty

$1365 $1421 $1534
inc GST

inc GST
[ExcetefilQutfHy)

Intel® Penf um® IV Processor 1.6 GHz
256MB PC-133 SDRAM
20GB 5400 RPM HDD
32MB SIS 305 Video Card
52 x CD ROM
1 44MB Floppy Disk Drive
Internal Speakers
Keyboard and Mouse
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
Acer 17* Monitor
1 Year R.T.B Warranty

LEARNING
with technolomes

m
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£°

inc GST
Portable

Intel® Celeron® Processor 1 GHz
14.1" active colour screen
128 MB RAM
10 GB hard disk drive
Internal 144 FDD & 24X CD-ROM
Built-in global 56Kbps fax/modem
Built-in 10/100 LAN
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
TravelSlim Carry Case
1 Year R.T.B. Warranty

iaikZ33 Printer HTHI.Uiimrl
2400x1200 dpi
UptD 9 ppm black
Upto 5 ppm colour
USB ports
PC, Linux & Mac compatible
Accu-Feed™paper handling
One-dick printer driver
software installation
1 Year LexExpress
Exchange Warranty

$1860 $2549 $187

Learning with
Technologies is
pleased to offer the
student purchasing
shown to students of
All Government,
Catholic,
Independent
Schools, TAFFs,
Universities and
Adult and
Community
Education centres in
Victoria.

r

UPGRADE OPTIONS

All bundles

From 52x CD to CD-RW (Acer 2410A - 24x10x48)

$124

From 52x CD to DVD ROM (Acer DVP 164 OA 16x)

$94

include

Additonal CD-RW(Acer2410A-24x10x48)

$263

Geforce2 64MB MX400 Graphics Card

$159

FREE
DELIVERY

Gelorce3 64MB Graphics Card

$510

From 17' to 19" Monitor

$255

56Kbps Internal Fax Modem

$49

From 256MB RAM to 512MB RAM

$159

From P/S mouse to USB Optical Mouse

$12

Extra 128MB RAM for Notebook

$122

Offer valid till
31st May 2002
or while
stocks last

-

Inc GST

To order, download the order form from http://www.lwitht.com/studentprograms.asp
For more information, please contact Learning with Technologies
We also provide student pricing on a wide range of other computer equipment, give us a call

Tel: 03 °876 7322 Fax: 03 9876 7522 Email: enquiry@lwitht.com
C2000Acer. Ire Al righis reserved Acer and the Acer logoare registered trademarks and Aspre. Verton and AcerPower are trademarks of Acer Inc Product specScaions and recommended relai press
are subject to change without prior notice. All other products, brand natnes, company names and logos are trademarks ol their respective companies

we hear you

037 > > 1200 Techniques: International hip-hop
One of the freshest faces on the hip-hop scene

finding that he is "not ocker enough for some

in Australia is 1200 Techniques - DJ Peril,

mcs".

Kemstar and mc Nfamas - who punch out a

expression, Nfa feels that some Aussie artists'

would ever consider a Public Enemy S1W-style

unique blend of rap, electronica, rock and break

attempts to intentionally carve out some kind of

crew onstage, Nfamas replies, "Nah, that's not

beats that screams energy.

'original' or 'national' sound are artificial. Hip-

really our style. If anything, I should learn how to

hop, he says, should be universally accessible,

dance."

As hip-hop is an appropriated form of

Frontman Nfa says that their fusion of 'infinite

and trying to take any kind of 'Australian' hip-hop to

styles' can draw an odd crowd - everyone from

the US would be like "selling ice to Eskimos."

When questioned as to whether 1200 Techniques

families with toddlers to die-hard gentlemen from
Frankston. The group has supported such
critically acclaimed international acts as Jurassic
5, Ozomatli, and the infamous boy-band of rock,
Linkin Park. Supporting a rock act proved difficult
for the group, who were faced with a crowd
expecting stacked up amps and heavy riffs.' At
other times, the London born mc has even found
himself dodging coins thrown by crowds who have
been less than impressed. '...I thought I was a
werewolf dodging silver bullets...!'

While 1200 Techniques have a number of upbeat
party anthems, they are unafraid to blend everyday
politics into their lyrics. We've got some bad, bad,
rough neighborhoods - I grew up in one.' With a
father from Sierra Leone and an Australian mother,
Nfa has found a number of musical influences in
his life, ranging all the way from classical music to
old school hip-hop like Afrika Bambaata, Public
Enemy, De la Soul and A Tribe Called Quest. He is
"sick of hearing the term 'Aussie hip-hop'" and

>>LASH:
How do you describe most chick bands? I

The girls formed the band in a Perth high school.

radio gems. The fact is there is a lot more talent

suppose you would think along the lines of the

"We used to get bashed for it by the nuns. Too loud

here than they are given credit for. 'We're happy

Spice girls or the All Saints. What about most rock

and all that. We used to practice every day before

[with the album] because we wanted it short, sweet

bands? Wailing, heavily distorted guitars, rock

school, recess, lunchtime, after school and every

and in ya face! 'That was one of the best times of

anthems and guys in tight leather jeans. You

Saturday. We used to really love playing music. We

our life and yet such an emotional time. All those

probably wouldn't combine the two in many

were about 1 3 - 1 4 ."

instances. Imagine that! A bunch of guys strutting

lyrics were from our hearts. They mean so much
and we've got a message and we hope that people

their non-existent vocal abilities and dancing like

Taking their name from an Effigy song, they went

cheerleader dropouts! Or has that already

from garage band to releasing a top song "Take

see that message in their own way in each song.'

happened? If you combined 4 chicks that could

me away" which was on high rotation across

When asked whether they care about trash that has

rock out like any of the best then you would

Australia. "It was a long hard process for us girls. It

been said about them, Michaela responds,

produce LASH.

started with getting interest from an indy label after

Because we are a commercial band more we don't

winning a WA comp. ...It's been a roller coaster

care. We dress how we want. We all have our own

ride."

individual look and we don't go on stage trying to be

Lash found themselves suddenly thrust upon an

all have our own styles and we are just a band, and

someone else - a Courtney Love or a whoever - we
unsuspecting public, much like many

we want to be seen as a band. Not a girl band

manufactured chick bands from overseas, '...we

that's been brought out. That girl thing has been

copped a lot with the manufactured thing. We can

pushed out too much. We never wanted that, we

understand that because we did come out of

just wanted to be seen as a band. Live, we are

nowhere. No one knew our background. But I think

pretty much rock. The pop on the album made it

if people dug a little deeper they would see that we

radio friendly. I don't care what people say because

used to play at pubs with our parents watching.'

I love what I do, and I am who I am and I dress, I
sing and play the music how I want, I love it and I

Copping stuff like this for being an all-girl band is,

hope other people love it.'

sadly, not an unusual sight. 'You get the "girls can't
really do it.(rock)' The album has now come out so

by Johnny Moretti

we can see if they can do more than a few poppy

music

A
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' The Royal Tenenbaums (Soundtrack)
| The great thing about this soundtrack is that, like the movie, it's intelligent, interesting and unconventional
; Featuring songs by The Clash, The Ramones, Nick Drake and Bob Dylan and peppered with samples from
; the original score by Mark Mothersbaugh, it creates an interesting atmosphere and is extremely digestible.

It

; is obvious that director Wes Anderson worked closely with Mothersbaugh, even before you read the CD
[ sleeve, and the range and appropriateness of all the compositions is sublime. However, judging by the
' omissions, it is also easy to conclude that Anderson did not have the same input into the soundtrack. Some
of missing songs include: "Look At Me" by John Lennon, "Me and Julio" by Paul Simon and a great version of "Hey Jude". All in all this
is still worth the $25 bucks and the trip to JB Hi-Fi, especially if you have seen the movie.

Waz Ng

Adventjah: Volume 2 2002
As someone who most closely associates 'trance' with hypnosis and thinks that 'acid' is something with a
E pH of less than 7, I was pretty impressed with the latest addition to the 'Adventjah' series. 'Adventjah' is an
P annual rave festival which tours the country, bringing together the cream of DJs from around Australia and all
: over the world. Each year they release a compilation of some of the most popular tracks from the festival,
spun by some of the event's most respected artists. This album is a double CD set, the first disc being mixed
i by Dave Lea of the renowned UK superclub, Slinky, and the second put together by rising Queensland DJ
Miss Tracy. While the music is slightly difficult to listen to in a non-rave environment, it's impressive enough to have inspired me to
try to get back into the club scene that I've abandoned since my underage days of 2-3 years ago.

SLOAN
Pretty Together

•

By Will Marshall

Simon Nugent & The Forefathers: More About The Benefits of Hindsight
Picture this. You're at a party and there's a group of people congregating by themselves a little way from
the stereo. You wander down to take a look, and there's a small group of people perched on milk crates
I making music. Guitars, hand drums and egg-shakers are being played while everyone's singing along as
best they can. This is the kind of vibe on this record. You put it on, and it's as though the lads are there in
your living room playing for you. The standout track is without a doubt "Runaway", an emotive piece of
' music with great attention to dynamics; it would be a corker to close their live set. All in all, a mixed record

with decent songs, although you'll have to be patient in finding them.
Thank goodness that rock'n'roll is being saved for our children. Hopefully
they'll recognise the difference between those who are self-consciously
raising money err, I mean, rocking
hard, and those who are going about
'saving' rock music the right way by
writing interesting, different and/or progressive songs that do something different with the same ol' instruments.

Andy from Fort Mary

Lash: The Beautiful and the Damned
This is an album for two sorts of people. Those who love rock and roll the way they used to make it and those
who want to have fun with music, not sit and analyse it to see how great it is. Not that you would need to with
this album. From the word go you are hit hard with the catchy rock riffs from two of their great singles, 'Take
me away', and 'Don't ever make my mind up'. Being a great mix of distorted, guitar driven rock with pop
melodies and chick vocal harmonies it's amazing that the combination, who's parts are not unique in
themselves, would sound so fresh and new while being familiar and welcoming like an old band that's been
doing it forever. In all it's a great album to just listen to if you're in the mood to be a rock star for 40 odd minutes and let your hair down
These chicks are beautiful but I'll be damned if you don't enjoy this!

For every twelve bands out there ripping off, say, Velvet Underground and
Iggy Pop or Black Sabbath, or whatever is hip' right now. there is approximately one one-hundredth of a band
making music like Sloan- sure, they've
got their influences, on this record
still Beatles and the Who, except now
they've added a hint of, in my
housemate's

words

Pulp

and

Fatboy Slim: Live at Brighton Beach (Southern Fried)
In front of a 15,000 strong crowd in his hometown of Brighton last year, Fatboy Slim (aka Norman Cook)
delivered one of the best DJ sets of 2001. So popular was the set that Southern Fried Records decided to
make it Fatboy's 4th LP release, and finally let the rest of us know what the fuss was about. Better known as
a producer, Fatboy is often overlooked as a DJ, but his talents are evident here as he mixes big tunes from all
variations of house music. He begins with some funky house, dropping tracks such as Kid Creme - Austins
Groove & Minimal Funk - Groove Thang, then shifts to a vocal sound with Santos - Pray. He then turns tribal
with Love Tattoo's - Drop some drums, and further lifts the pace with Santos - 3-2-1 Fire. Watch out for Fatboy's use of samples from
his previous albums; it's what makes this stand out as a class set.

Shaun Whittaker

Blondie. It's a bit more downbeat for
Sloan this time out only the first cou-

Gomez: In Our Gun

ple of tracks are really rocking, but their

Gomez has always been the master of creating fine old-school melodies. On their third album they combine

more introspective side is still inter-

their penchant for catchy, guitar tunes with samplers, fuzzy bass and swampy horns. However, on tracks such

esting (there are a lot more first per-

as 'Army Dub', Gomez let their experimentation get the better of them, the beats, samples and crazy sounds

son references on this than previous

overshadowing the basic tune. Yet Gomez fans should not despair, there are still great hook-driven tracks on

releases ) In sum: they ve got better

the album. 'Sounds of sounds', an old-style Beatles influenced song and 'Ballad of Nice and Easy' are

melodies than the White Stripes write

possibly two of their best ever tracks. This is ultimately what Gomez should perhaps stick to. Their dabbling in electronics is too

better songs than Black Cat Music,

inconsistent to always produce great tracks whereas their simple melodies and fantastic vocals always seem to find a way to soar

and have better hair-cuts than their
major-label buddies

And harmo-

nies!!! Lets hear it for the next resurgence in rock vocal harmonies Yay1!'

I New Found Glory: New Found Glory
I New Found Glory's self-titled album isn't revolutionising punk music, but then again it clearly isn't setting out
to. This album is, however, extremely listenable melodic punk, reminiscent of innumerable bands (The
I Ataris, Sum 4 1 , Blink 182, etc.) NFG do the pop-punk sound just as well as anyone around, despite the
typicality of both their music and lyrics. Songs about girls, relationships, girls, and urn... did I mention girls,
make up NFG's sound. From the cover art featuring among other things a discarded Britney Spears concert
• ticket, an Atari joystick and coloured condoms to the ever-changing bright colours of bass player lan's spiky
hair, there is little originality to be found anywhere in NFG's bag of tricks. Despite this, the teen demographic to which they are clearly
aiming for are lapping it up (judging by the way they were received at the recent Vans Warped tour.) While New Found Glory are
definitely a talented band with much potential, and this album is very well made, if they are ever going to have enduring popularity they
are going to have to mature, both lyrically and musically.

Dylan Williams

Natalie Hendry

open, gracefully gesturing rock salute, as
Good single, good record, good band.

Marc et Claude

guitar until three and a half minutes in,

B.R.M.C.

Tremble

what seems to be a drum machine (why

Andy from Fort Mary

ingly distorted, and goes for (shock! horror!) over five minutes. Bo Bo is no better.

there's not really much else to it. Those
after something slightly more

Its x>nly saving grace is that it is a minute

From the same label that brought us the

alternative will like the remixes. Safi Duo

and a half shorter.

similar formula is used here with a killer

Better Life EP

loop being aptly supported by strong vo-

Standard tame rock cd. Every track has a

cals. Has risen to No.4 in the UK charts,

different feel, which is good because

and is destined for success here. Watch

some of them are just plain disappoint-

out for the W.O.S P remix in clubs around

ing

town.

Dylan M. Williams

vs. Fairlite's remix adds a touch of
uplifting rhythm Overall, there's nothing
overly thrilling about Tremble",

Sonic Animation

although dedicated Et Claude devotees
will probably love it.

Super Showbiz Star
One part Where's Your Head At, one part

Jennifer Maschmann

rap-pisstake, throw in some Depeche
Mode keyboards for fun and you've got

though, so be warned. Check it out if you

Shaun Whittaker

want well played, well written music

Joel Purton

Kram, why?), Janet's vocals are annoy-

cals are backed up by a decent bass, but
Lasgo

Alice Deejay's smash "Better off Alone", a

you've almost certainly heard before.

Trance lovers should be impressed. Vo-

Something (Positiva)

Vega4

Individual tracks are pretty long

This double A-side is barely recognizable
as Spiderbait. Arse Huggin' Pants has no

we pledge our allegiance to B.R.M.C

the latest single from Sonic Animation.

Pink
Don't Let Me Get Me

Think of it as Theophalus

Jimmy Eat World

There's nothing more hip than manufac-

younger, more energetic (and frankly, fun-

Thissler's

The Middle

tured self-hate, especially from a lesbian

nier) cousin, and reserve a place for it on

Jimmy Eat World smile when they sing.

icon that previously danced seductively

your next party mix.

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club

The Middle made me smile too. "Every-

over motorbikes in studded black leather.

Whatever Happened To My Rock' n'Roll

thing will be fine" equals smiles. But the

Pink used to be cool, but this single

When I say rock'n'roll, you say attitude.

single video (included on the cd) doesn't

marks a hopefully brief dapple in "heart-

Foo Fighters

Got it? Or maybe you could say

make me smile.

Girls with super long

felt" "acoustic" "music". The anxious, "I

The One

fashion ..hey, perhaps cocaine, or even

legs and boys with muscles larger than

can't do nothing right" should read, "My

This new single from US rock/alternative

leather. When I say Black Rebel Motorcy-

their brains does not equal smiles.

producers and stylists are on the wrong

group the Foo Fighters is a good song,

cle Club, you say "Rock'n'roll! We've

Jimmy Eat World tell me to "try everything

track."

heard it all before". But do you think we

I can". They should try putting black haired,

care? Slowly, ever so slowly, the masses

lanky indie boys with bruises from jump-

raise their fists to the music, slowly reach-

ing-off-amps-at-band-practice in the

Spiderbait

ing skyward. Gradually, the fists begin to

video. Then I'll be smiling.

Arse Huggin' Pants / Bo Bo

James Gorman

but after picking up my copy of Nothing
Sam Szoke

Left to Lose, and not finding it there, I realised it's not a step forward, but instead

HMV R E C O M M E N D S .

•

just more of the same jam.

•

Charlie/Lenny

SIA

Introducing fresh and funky Australian singer/songwriter SIA.
Sia's unique style is funk infused hip hop, topped off by an
incredibly soulful and distinctive voice.
The debut album
HEALING IS DIFFICULT
includes the new single
Taken For Granted
and bonus track the Different Gear mix of
Brink To Get Drunk
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there would be British influences due to the fact that I
used a lot of English musicians and mixers/
producers/ programmers alike' said Lloyd, '...it has
been noted, with the addition of BJ Cole, as taking on
a certain American flavour, but to be quite honest i
don't really mind where it sits just as long as it sits
somewhere.' Alex Lloyd is currently on the road,
playing all over the country. As with most Australian
boys in rock n'roll, he has been known in the past for
getting into the touring lifestyle and living the rock star
life to the fullest. However, on this tour Uoyd plans to
settle down a bit and get more professional, I am
slowly culling my extra curricular tour activities - the
ones that involve no sleep and excessive sleeping
and [I] am always looking for a new approach' admits
The success of the track is by no means an indication Uoyd. 'If s important not to get too over-excited at the
that his creative talent is waning "Green* is one of the beginning of the tour so you still have enough energy
to ptay as good a show at the end as you would at the
best songs of the year and superbly shows off his
talent for writing songs with melodic verses that break beginning.' If Lloyd's past shows are anything to go by,
Mo emotional minor key choruses: 'I've always been his concerts should be energetic, emotional and
highly enjoyable. You can call Alex Uoyd many things,
a believer of buikSng and creating a sense of
but half-hearted is not one of them His work isn't
anticipation. The quiet before the storm' . White
always
perfect, but there is enough talented material
"Green* may not have been the commercial success
on
show
to overcome any weaker songs His ideas on
that was 'Amazing*, it does show that Lloyd's songmusic,
influences,
five shows and the large majority of
writing talent is as strong as ever. Lloyd's explanation
his
songs
show
him
emerging as one of Australia s
of 'Green* shows symptoms of so many songs written
premier song-writers and/or producers with a very
on the road, 1 started writing "Green* in a hotel room
bright future. Uoyd can only get better, at his last two
in London and finished it in a hotel room in WA and
albums have proven. The consoSdation of his
hadpler%oftirnepnc*torecc*Q!rsgtoworkoutthe
considerable talent should be a very interesting thing
arrangement' stales Lloyd The strong line was
to watch indeed.
originaBy based on [aj guitar Ine I wrote. We also got
m a very cool Scamfinavian woman who provided
layers of very eeriefemaleback vocals m (he style of
Jeremy King
The Cardigans.*
Alex Lloyd is faced with an old conundrum: how to
make critically acclaimed music and be commercially
successful at the same time. Achieving what few
artists have been capable of, Alex Lloyd has managed
to successfully negotiate the two spheres, even if the
ride has been bumpy. "Amazing", his most
commercially successful single - by no means his
strongest work - almost seems to be pandering to the
pop sensibilities of the Australian market. The
single's success culminated in its rise to number one
in the Triple JJJ Hottest One Hundred SUB, Lloyd
stands firmly by his work, i was very happy and blown
away when Ifoundout it was number I on the JJJ
Hottest 100. "Amazing* is as good a song as any I
have written

The production on 'Green" is a work of briSance with
i s rseart tuggmg chorus and catchy verse. However,
the production on Lloyd's tracks can be somewhat
excessive, overshadowing the songs themselves.
Uoycfs aax-sfcc performance of "My way home* on
Tfte Panelforexample proved far superior than me
eighties fccfmg version that appeared on Sack the
Sen. Lloyd notes mat llfne moments right certain
songs done w * dMerent arrangements can be more
Sfcig for certain sjtuaaons Fwefoundwith most of my
songs "hey iMHtHb' are! to acousfc guitar." When
c-uened about production Uoyd is sightly more
nessant aorftneMg fnat, pruducBorv ss probably more
so based! on "he iJyturtjblwju aaftough i always try to
do Vat best for • » song and I do believe in most
cases the song Stat •".IL at. "fie end of the day." Yet me
production of las atourras, done parity by hansetf, is
"""""Mag but
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Simply present your University I.D card at
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Captain Careers
A student asks: "/ know there are lots ofjobs in government departments for graduates. How do I find out more?"
Working in the public sector can involve working

The Australian Public Service (APS) offers structured

for federal or state government departments and

training and career progression across various

Service (VPS) closed on the 19m April. If you want to

agencies, as well as at local government level.

departments through the Graduate Development

find out more about a particular department check
out www.vic.qov.au an access point for the state

Applications for graduate entry to the Victorian Public

Finding a job that appeals to you requires a bit of

Programme.

research and investigation, as there are

are available, offering opportunities to applicants

government sector. Alternative entry may be

numerous ways of entering the public sector,

from all discipline areas. Some examples are: Law

available, with jobs advertised in newspapers, on

including graduate recruitment opportunities.

and Economic graduates could be interested in

departmental websites or via recruitment agencies.

If you managed to attend MONSEACS Career

Generalist and specialist positions

applying to National Office for the Information

For example, the Office of Public Employment, in

Economy; Centrelink offers jobs to IT graduates;

conjunction with TMP Worldwide (recruitment

Information session on "Opportunities in the

Family & Community Services, Australian Defence

agency) provide jobsearching facilities under

Public Sector" in April you would have discovered

Organization and Department of Agriculture,

www.bigredsky.

that employment in the APS and VPS gives

Fisheries and Forestry seek graduates from all

graduates the opportunity to research, be

disciplines. .

Local government can be a source of interesting

involved in policy development and

work although no structured graduate development

implementation and to serve the Australian

Vacancies are still being advertised, with more

programme is usually available.

public. Conditions include security of tenure,

details available on MONSEACS website

have an employment section on their website. Also

competitive wages and recreation and study

www.monseacs.adm.monash.edu.au.

leave opportunities. You would also have learned

positions are based in Canberra for the training

Many

Most local councils

check The Age newspaper and local newspapers for
job advertisements.

that it is a requirement to be an Australian citizen

period. Some departments have formed a

to gain permanent work, and you would need to

consortium allowing you to apply for a number of

The application process and closing dates for

pass medical and security checks as well as be

departments using the one application

applications may vary so it is important that you

proficient in the English language.

www.naa.net.au/iobs/aro will tell you more.

check information thoroughly.

A student asks: "What tips do you have for completing on-line applications?"
More and more employers as part of their

Some advice for completing on-line applications:
•

recruitment procedures are using on-line
applications. It is a cost effective method for
employers to screen applicants by making direct

•

application forms. Get full details about this and

Research the employer and job as you

other MONSEACS activities by visiting

would for any application

www.monseacs.adm.edu.au.

Use preview options to read the

comparisons between candidates on key areas

applications and draft your responses.

Captain Career is just one of the

of importance to them.

Sometimes on-line applications do not give

at

counsellors

MONSEACS.

you the option of saving progressively, you
Typically an application may include sections on:
•
•

have only one option - submit!

Personal/biographical details

•

Summary of academic progress,
employment history and extra-curricular

•

counseling

to receive

career

at any campus or visit our

application

website at:

It is OK to use bullet points in responses;

www.rnonseacs.adm.monash.

edu. au

some application forms have strict word

activities
•

Make an appointment

Keep a printed copy of your completed

limits

Commentary on specific issues e.g. why
do you want to work for this

•

organization?

Use action oriented language in your
descriptions as responses may be
scanned for key words

Additionally you might be asked to respond to

•

Use standard font type and size

behavioural questions, identifying your skills and
approach to situations. E.g. tell us about a time

For further advice attend MONSEACS Career

you have demonstrated leadership skills? What

Education Information Session on May 7, 2002. It

was the outcome?

will cover on-line applications and employer

MONASH

MONSEACS
website: www.monseacs.adm.monash.edu.au

Online Job System

• Careers Counselling

I Careers Education Workshops

• Tutoring

phone: 9905 4170
fax: 9905 5725

email: unijobs@adm.monash. edu.au
A
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Stepping in Front of the
Firing Squad

:: Careering
into the
Unknown
with Cat

That First
Interview
H£tWO0$:
As uni students we've all had our share
of crappy jobs. I'm no different-I've
sold shoes, I've answered phones, I've
waitressed. Well, that only lasted four
hours, but that's another story... In my
latest incarnation I'm working as a
recruitment consultant. As such, I feel it
is my duty to my fellow students to let
you in on a few inside tips which may
help you land that perfect job.

I

I promised in this very column in edition two that I
would talk about the wonderful service that MONSEACS
(Monash Student Employment and Careers Service)
provides to all students at Clayton and other
campuses. What timing. The theme for edition 4 is
'Heroes', and to many a student that is struggling
financially. MONSEACS could definitely be classified as
some kind of hero'.
The beauty of MONSEACS is not only that they're
located conveniently on campus, but that they provide a
range of services. These services include an online job
search engine, career education workshops (including

Sell Yourself

First Impressions Count

ones on how to write a resume and interview skills),
career counsellors and, of course, Captain Careers!

Once you land an interview, make sure it's a good one.

An interview is your first and only chance to

They also have information on jobs overseas and

They say that first impressions are formed within three

demonstrate why you should get that job. Be aware of

nationally for those who have just graduated and

seconds of meeting.'A poor first impression can skew

your experience and what you have to offer. If you don't

information about companies for those who seek it.

the interview against you and be the difference between

have any experience, go out there and get some! Many

They cater for everyone, whether you're looking just for

getting the job and not. Be on time - if you're running

uni courses offer industry placements and internships,

some casual or part-time work or for something bigger,

late, apologise but don't make excuses... they'll have

and employers are often willing to offer students a

such as a job overseas.

heard them all before! It is also important to be aware

week or two of work experience. Volunteering is another

of your personal presentation. Appearance is often

option, with volunteer experience being looked upon as

If you are just looking to earn a little extra dough (and

taken into consideration, particularly when applying for

favourably as paid employment. You need to be able to

let's face it, we could all use a little bit more money.

customer service or front desk roles, so dress

demonstrate that you have something to offer.a new

couldn't we?), and you think you could tutor, or baby sit,

appropriately. Tie back long hair - some people tend to

employer.

or do a bit of gardening, then fill out the appropriate
paperwork and MONSEACS will pass on your details if

hide behind long hair which may indicate to an
interviewer a lack of confidence. And guys, stubble was

something comes up. It's really just that easy! Or check

trendy in the 80s, but to an interviewer it just looks

out the website for part-time or full-time jobs from a

messy.

Search Far and Wide

whole range of industries. The site is updated regularly,
so it's worth visiting every so often, just in case

Be Polite

You will have to work hard to find your perfect job. Don't

something new turns up that really grabs you're

rely solely on one source. Make use of all the

attention. It also has links to other search engines, and

resources available to you - newspaper ads, the

search engines for jobs overseas.

internet, the uni careers centre. Be aware that the vast
Make an effort to be friendly, but not overly familiar with

majority of jobs aren't advertised. Use your networks

your interviewer. It can appear unprofessional to be too

and let people know you're looking for work. You don't

casual - remember, this is a formal meeting. I have

necessarily need to ask everyone you know if they have

been addressed as 'buddy' by a potential candidate,

a job for you, but you might ask whether they can

which did nothing for his hopes. And don't swear.

suggest anyone else who may have some ideas.

Seek out MONSEACS. They re located in the west
extension of the Campus Centre (Union Building for
those hacks out there), on the ground floor. The phone
number's 99054170, and of course they have a
website

(www-monseacs. adm.monash.edu.au).

Contact them, they're lovely people. Everyone needs to
look for a job at some stage in their university life, and
what better place to start than at MONSEACS.
Cat Jones

CBREERS

A
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7,
"The Zine Scene"
Ever wanted to make your own zine but didn't know

Welcome to Five Words, Lot's Wife's, very own writing competition. Use the Five Words as a starting point for
inspiration, with the best poem or story (600 words maximum) winning a prize. For edition four, the Five
Words were: wings, moon, child, blood, clap.

how? This two-part workshop with Adam Ford will
walk you t W l B j ^ ^ e r y t h i n g you need to kgow about
zine creafflon, promotion and distributionTTpm cut
and pasApollagsfito scamrjgjna free s t u n Learn
the s e c r e t ^ f f ^ ^ n n e s « n e , aimbecomayour own
publisher.^jgMlfFend o m e " ! i 8 o f l d workshop you
should have your own zirtBjjjjjJred and ready to sell

Five Words for edition five: rage, coin, sign, light, key {deadline 3 May)
Five Words for edition six: tear, chest, stage, point, time (deadline 5 July)
Attach your entry to a cover sheet and drop it into the submission box at the Lot's Wife office, or email the
Creative Writing sub-editor at: thelittlelisa@yahoo com
Congratulations to Matthew Newman who is this edition's winner. He will receive a copy of Voiceworks
magazine #48 thanks to Express Media.

Where: Condell Room, Melbourne Town Hall
When: 2-§pm Saturday 18 & 25 May
Cost: Frej
BookingsfNew vfcve F^tival ((

Silent Army Book find wWBite launch
Sit down on a couch and read a comic book. Use
the photocopier and work on an experiment with the
unlearn
gures praq Used by Braddock
pet with various artists
Coalitio
horts.
from the
discussi
investig

• Comri Indium and hear
state o | \ustralian B e l i e s while
the different t | bhniques u p d to make

small press books.
Where: Linden St Kilda Centre for Contemporary Arts,
26AclandSt
When: 2-4pm Sunday 19 May
Cost: Free

&

What if I'm not convoluted enough?
Pick a word
What if I'm too convoluted but it's still not art?
Fine
Wow
Pick five
That was deep
Pick a nose
What if I'm not deep enough?
Bad pun
I'm not crying
Fine then
I'm not sharing pain
Pick a good one
And I'm not hurting
Pun that is
So maybe I'm not worthy
And so was that
Now that's sad
As was that I suppose
< >
(Ah! That pun felt good)
Shit that's convoluted
So do I by the way
Fuck off! It's art
Take that any way you want
It must be convoluted
And me
Otherwise it isn't
Just don't forget;to applaud afterwards
Art that is
A pat on the back
Or convoluted for that matter
A slap on the thigh
I suppose
A clap over the ear
Or at least it's bloody wordy
Whatever dog!
Does that count?
I want to obli
As a word that is?
So stay
Well it bloody well should
Because I
I'm counting on it
Which, by the way, is pun number five So do you?
I want to know
So long as we're counting (six)
At least I think I do
And while I'm counting
Which is probably why I don't
I'm being childish (seven
Which is probably why we're nol
Childish-?
Bh?
V\
t:^g5
Me?
o that's it
i
Niow I have too many puns to courit
No I'mi not
And a fair bit of ambiguity
Yes I ai
(That was a good one)
No I'm!
Yes I am
arl
Biut ultimately I've gone nowhen
Which is a shame '
I know/ you are
W
It's customary to have a direction
You said ^6B%e
So I'll pretend I do
But what am I?
For you
Good question
And me
What did you say?
And to whom it may concern
Too much probably
Don't worry
I always do
Don't question my direction
And so do you
Cause believe me
If I knew who you were
As far as I'm concerned
Which I don't
I know
How can I?
The child's on the fence
Definitely
I don't even know who I am
Spreads his wings, flies to the moon
I think
You won't tell me
A clap - blood hits floor
A lot
Smart arse,
Me or you?
About what?
JaSoN GreeN
Don't ask
I can't tell you,
I can't tell
Or I wouldn't be a smart arse
trying to fix or change something, only
And if I could
Too much of an arse
guarantees and perpetuates its
I'd know
Don't give me that cheek
I
existence
And if I knew
It hurts
I'd find a purpose
Remember
.,;•>
Crack a moon
But I can't
<
So I don't
Break a heart
<r
What's wrong sunshine?
So ultimately
.
I'm just winging it
What did I do?
Should I have done more?
Justine Figot
Fine then
The moonlight shines silver upon my skin
Bye then
Reflected in the tear that falls from my face
By the way
I surmise that I may never win,
\
You stink
As, absently, my blood I taste.
I
Fink
The resounding "clap" as he strikes me
Now who's being childish?
No longer chills my bones,
Probably me again
But it makes me feel like a child, unfree,
If I knew who I was,
And never a person of my own
Which, as I've already established in a convoluted
The moonlight is my only friend,
fashion, I don't
I am cold so far down below
Time for another pun
But I know that my pain one day will end
Urn
When my wings, now so itchy, will grow...
None
Damn
Gellibaby

<ir

.AS
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Bookings: M^8en^B3) 9209-6794

Meanjiiraoes/drugs magazine launch
'The triumph o r a y l e over substance abuse' is how
Marianne Faithful sums up her career. Meanjin
brings both style and substance to the subject of
addictive drugs, the debates over t h e i y j s w e and
control, and the subcultures assarfatedTOi them.
Where: Linden St Kilda Centre fcaContemBDrary Arts,
26 Acland St
When: 6pm Sunday 26 May

The Purpose and the Pun

^ ^ ^ 1

Comic book lifestyle exhibition
Three young talented Melbourne based comic book
artists, Kieran Mangan, Gregory Mackay and Michael
Fikaris, are exhibiting together for the first time in a
gallery space. They shrug the constraints of a
printable page and hit the walls with large scale
versions of their underground comic books; display
memorabilia, items of inspiration and their
sketchbooks; create a reading and website viewing
area; and encourage visitors to try their hand at
comic art and leave comments on the toilet walls.
Where: Linden St Kilda Centre for Contemporary Arts,
26 Acland St
When: Thursday 18 April - Sunday 26 May
Gallery Hours: Tuesday - Sunday 1:00-6:00pm

Pendulum magazine submissions
Looking for poetry (50 lines max), short stories (1500
words max), non-fiction (1500 words max).
Maximum five pieces per author. Deadline 30 May
2002. Send to Pendulum Magazine, c/- Chisholm
Institute, Berwick Campus, 71 Clyde Road, Berwick
3806. Submissions: hard copy or on disk; must
include a stamped, self-addressed envelope..

Sydney Writers' Festival
27 May - 2 June including four days of free sessions.
Contact the Creative Writing sub-editor for more
information.

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S to David Chin a
Monash student who was the winner of the Write On!
Competition (18-25 year old category), part of
National Youth Week. Read his entry at
www.youthweek.org

h B ^ ^ mj™5
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A Haiku
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Would You Please Use it in a Sentence
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The bus shelter was big and green and had a big ad
on it. More importantly, at the moment it was sitting next
to a bus. 'Don't even think of moving', he willed the bus
as he ran towards it, fumbling for his wallet. He hadn't
expected to be catching the bus this early. He
should've had a class later, and then taken the bus
home in the late afternoon when the moon was
becoming visible in the daylight. But he'd taken one
look at the tute sheet and left. It was mind-numbingly
easy, and it wasn't even marked. What did they think he
was, a child?

'Five words for Issue Four: blood, child, clap, wings,
moon', the bored student read. 'Ah, but it would be
cheating just to list them all at the start', came the
rejoinder from his thoughts. This presented an
interesting problem.
How do you use five words?
There was nothing for it. He'd miss his bus home
soon, and he'd be damned if he'd sit around here
another hour. As he walked toward the bus stop, only
half attempting not to bump into anything, he thought
about it some more.
_y

J

Of course, there was always the other alternative. The
artsy poetic piece. He could see the entries now:
miserable pessimistic essays on the darkness of the
human soul reflected in the moonlight, several lines
indented for no readily apparent reason. Clapping
children would doubtless grow up to be murdering
men. The author might even try to link this to some
overdone allegory.
He shuddered. 'No, not that either.'

He knew two things. One was that there would be a lot
of entries involving a vampire. The other was that
there'd also be a lot about a young person being
entertained. Possibly the kid was going to be
entertained by the vampire, although a more probable
scenario was that the kid was watching a vampire
movie.

/

He could feel the idea in his head. Waiting, as it were,
in the wings. And the bus was nearly to the station now.
And he had to walk home. He had no intention of trying
to think about this and cross busy roads at the same
time. Thinking is hard when the brain involved is
splashed across someone's windscreen
And then the idea came, like a rush of blood to the
creative brain. In his thoughts, he started to clap.
And then he went home, and wrote his story.
How do you use five words?
Sometimes, the five words are
different'.

will do something

Matthew Newman

y^

'No', he thought, 'I'm not going to do that'.

Moonchild
In the silent ashen remains of the soul, a child resides
quietly solemnly achingly... still
The child is formed not from blood nor bone, but
from that which is intangible and immutable
from that which forms shadows visions memories
Emanating from the transparent hue of the moon, discoloured
filtering down to meld the soul with the heart,
leaving dusk, to create a body of dust,
and a child is born... silent

/ /

With a slight ruffle of opaque feathers, sets of wings appear
to garner strength wisdom purity in the journey
they clap together in anticipation, to prepare
as the child awaits down below, in eternal slumber
to be awoken and given breath, to finally be... born

I am a child of the moon, however
See the blood I have poured out for you?
Are you not grateful that
I rejected wings for you?
I never saw the moon, for you .
Because I thought I'd see it in your eyes,
Your soul. Why?
It doesn't bum for me?
Now I cry, yes I draw the
knife stealthily across veins
Scarlet drops moisten skin
I'm sorry I was such a disappointing return
for your hard earned coin.
I will leave now
I clap my hand to my forehead as one last favour
To you. I'll die normally, with pain
Less passion.
I'll never see the moon anyway.
Felicity Giles

\)

I love her.
The clock struck midnight, and the child jumped out of
the warm comfort of her lilac embroidered quilt, the
heat escaping and simply dissolving into the air. It was
her first time seeing it, her mother always having told
her stories of enchanted lands with fairies and goblins,
inhabiting the mysterious silver globe. Her eyes
strained to peer through the glass, trying to identify any
shape of wings silhouetted against the silver
background, but all that she could see were giant
craters encrusted with a fairy dust. It was so beautiful
and it carried the ability to make you feel so peaceful.
Her eyes scanned the barren landscape and then fell
onto the surrounding sky. Soiprieone else, somewhere
in the world was seeing the exact same thing as her...
she wondered if they could see the fairies...?
She coughed.

Childbirth
For the moon who liveth in my heart
it serves well in a clean white plate
by the winged lake who moves to mirror it
If it ever bursts - shattering shrapnel
and there is the highlight where I clapped till I bled
for the fences to listen so not to stab the hen
It will not be so easy to comprehend that, the ink sausages now dangle fancily just above drapes
Where the child gave birth to the woman
lithography umbilical vein severed
as she sat with a detachment by the grass patch
So rejoice! I say, red carpet to bony Princess
For Love will lead us all to Death
e.t. kerwen

Blood sprayed onto her ivory nightgown, crimson scars
desecrating sacred ground. Her chest collapsing under
the pressure of an invisible pressure, enforced by an
unknown and unforgiving force. The clock struck
midnight, a cadayefous seal upon an inevitable
outcome. Her innocent lips quivering the letters of my
name, begging for words of comfort and solace; One
word to make her believeshe wasn't dying, but my legs
were leaden by the same unforgiving force that was
Consurning her.

|

She wailed, s
You could almost see her voice escaping her throat,
wrapping itself around the objects in the room before
finally settling on my ears, ripping my voice into i
harrowing abyss.

I did not understand what was happening, only that as I
took each breath I felt pain so immense it permeated
the stench of unfair lives. A fear so confined by the rules
of death and pain, and the calcifying truth that it could
only be conquered by the poison of life. All I could do
was watch her shrivel away, the disease slowly
infusing her body and taking her further away from me
with each breathe she took. I sit here wishing for one
chance to touch her face, but her skin is so pale I'm
afraid it will melt under my skin.
Her face is nestled gently upon the windowsill, the cold
winter breeze depositing droplets of alien water upon
her fragile face. The child's eyes flutter in
disappointment from the disturbance, but remain shut.
The moon is no longer at its zenith, but has drifted into
its place within the clouds, which are black and frozen
upon the marble landscape The clock strikes four
thirty...
The lock upon the door shuts with a quiet clap, like the
lock on a mausoleum sliding into place. The clock
strikes four thirty. She had died violently, the evidence
showing on her features. Her eyes dug into her face,
two mirrors of decay. My mind does not race with
thoughts, nor do tears streak my face. All I hear is
silence... all I feel is silence.
The wind outside is bitter, signaling the coming of
winter. It howls and creaks the decadent requiem of an
orchestra who plays only the sounds of aching chaos...
The moon slips into the ravenous clouds...
Anjana Chakrovorty
A

/
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Laughter and the Soundof
Teacups, Jan/Feb.

Hot off the Press:
New Book Releases

over, unfortunately distracting from

these two "difficult" women became a

whatever it was he was trying to say

seminal force in Australian publishing.

about modern life. "White Collar Worker"

From this small independent company

In general I'm not one for personal

Booklovers unite! Lot's Wife is please to

was far more effective in this respect,

were born many now established writers

zines. If there seems to be no point

announce that some exciting new books

combining Angela Costi's drone-like

including Helen Garner, Tim Winton and

other than 'this is how my life is', I never

have very recently been published!

voice with the metallic synthesised

Drusilla Modjeska with their new

really get interested. I've never had the

Stood Hunt is the latest in Ian Rankin's

sounds of Ingenuitas, in a day-in-the-life

perspectives on Australian life and

urge to read someone's diary. Anyway,

series writing as Jack Harvey. Ex-SAS

account. Favourites include Emily Zoey

history. Hilary is a wonderful storyteller,

Vanessa produces a zine on the twenty-

Gordon Reeve attends his journalist

Baker's poignant ode to all memories

engaging and delighting the reader with

third day of every month, and it describes

brother Jim's funeral, only to find that

and experiences involving wetness

fine and meaningful detail of her

in excruciating detail what she did on

everyone around is keeping a dark

("Wet"), and "I want to Fuck Henry

personal account of a fascinating period

that day It kind of revealed to me my

secret about the death. Trained as a

Rollins" (Richard Watts), both proving

in Australia. The book is also a story of

love of recognition - when she was

professional killer and diagnosed with

that skillful control of meter, expression

friendship between two very interesting

talking about stuff I knew (certain

an anger management problem, it's not

arid a sexy voice can make spoken word

women and their belief in the

bookstores, pubs etc..) I was riveted.

in Reeve's nature to give up hunting for

so much more fulfilling than reading

transforming power of words.

When she was talking about Sydney,

the truth. So when the murderers come

poetry off a page. Not to mention the

It concludes with an interesting reflection

where she lives, there were just a lot of

knocking on his doorstep, the story really

short but funny "I'm Learning Tai Chi",

on the current re-configuration of the

words on the page. Anyway, if you do like

takes off. Out now in Orion Paperbacks,

the densely woven "Onlywood", and the

worldwide publishing scene, the

the idea of reading another person's

RRP $16.95.

incredibly depressing "Deadpan". If you

implications of which we can only

diary, I suggest you read this.
Sjiunt

are prepared to weed out the duds,

ponder: 'In 1945 an average twelve-year-

For backpackers to South-East Asia or

Going Down Swinging has some great

old had 25,000 words in his or her

scholars of the region, A Traveller's

material and is definitely worth the listen.

Plan Dementure
Wrestling Ghoul

and White is a very comprehensive yet
oncise history (from c. 500 AD to the

Think liberal doses of seventies I
pop culture imagery. Think a pretty piece
of manga stapled to the middle. Think
well-endowed pro-wrestlers.

Issue four

is packed with Seriously Weird Shit

Available now, The Windrush Press,

Other People's Words is the charming

HilaryMcPhee

RRP $26.95.

story of how Hilary McPhee and Diana

Picador Australia

Gribble founded McPhee Gribble

RRP $35.00

For devotees of natural history/science,
Platypus The Extraordinary Story of How

editor's small-print ploy to pick up chicks

a Curious Creature Baffled the World by

and multiple photos of Willis from

Ann Moyal is the fascinating tale of how

Diff rent Strokes. Issue highlight - Kung

eighteenth century naturalists struggled

Fu subtitles: 'Greetings, large black

to classify the platypus; how its biology

person. Let us not forget to form a team

sparked fierce debate in scientific circles

together and go into the country to inflict

for nearly 90 years and how this animal

the pain of our karate feats on some of

continues to enchant us still today. Out

the giant lizard persons.' Ace. Cheers.

now, Allen and Unwin, RRP $19.95.

(www.Drettv-ualv.coml explores

his life: Rumblefish, The Twits and he
Other People's Words

Publishers in 1975 and the way in which

Ellyn Cook

Ellyn Cook

James Gorman

\2

claims he has only read three books in

perpetuated in tourist guidebooks.

good zine are here - anti-Smurfs rant,

Evolving from the fantastic "Kil

highly intelligent best friend who proudly

can't remember the name of the third.'

cliches of popular culture so often

bizarre read. But all the hallmarks of a

the Real Grrrls", Pretty-Ugly

Simon Hiller

Other People's Words
Hilary McPhee

present) and is far deeper than the

(reviewer's capitals), and it makes a very

Pretty-Ugly
Issue #1, Summer 2002

vocabulary. Now, apparently, they get by
with 10,000. My youngest son has a

History of South-East Asia by Barwise

Going Down Swinging
spoken word CD
2001's edition of Going Down Swinging
showcases the immense scope and
possibility of spoken word. But like any

feminist views by sharing stories,

other "mix" CD, variety trades off for a

opinions and "heavy petting" advice.

lack of consistency, and inevitably, you're

There are no we-hate-men "rants" -

left with the tracks you enjoy and the

heaven forbid if girls threaten boys - and

ones you always skip. For me these

most reviews are "yay-for-girls", yet

were tracks like "Mayday", whose

remain interesting critiques. There's

ambient rain, clock and eerie piano were

even a mention of Babes in Toyland and

a tad contrived (cue thunder effect), and

Suicidal Tendencies, so very awesome!

"You are My Godzilla", which was an

Although some reading is a bit dry,

exercise in miked-up vocal sound effects

Emily, a contributor, makes a good point

(a la annoying 8 year old). Phil Norton

about the pass the parcel themes within

managed to include every cliche

zines, which prompt readers to

belonging to the American accent in

contribute their ideas to P-U. The P-U

"This is an Emergency", from over-

collective prove feminism's relevance

enunciated sarcasm to over-

today, more than ever.

sentimentalised airport lounge voice-

FREE PUBLIC TALK
4 P.M. SUNDAY 19 MAY
www.dalailama.org.au (03) 9663 2953

Natalie Hendry
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The Carpet Wars
I was in primary school when the Gulf War erupted and

Christian, so im-possible! He see panty. Suddenly he

transporting you to a foreign world full of lively,

the first time I had heard of the Taliban was after the

become too crazy for Monica. Allah gives and forgives.

passionate, people trying to survive in a war-torn world

September 11 attacks. I'm embarrassed to admit that

Man gets and forgets'. (p147)

"'What did I do to America?' asked Jassim Zuweiby,
lying with his head bandaged in Yarmouk hospital after

my knowledge of Middle Eastern culture is limited to

an American bomb fell on him." (p202) Aimed at non-

the Disney cartoon, Aladdin. Christopher Kremmer's

Kremmer began writing the book early in 2000 and it

The Carpet Wars is a refreshing read, intertwining his

was virtually finished in August 2001, with the events of

specialists, Trie Carpet Wars reminds us that despite

love of carpets with the social and political changes in

September 11 providing an apt epilogue. When asked

the cultural gap between the Middle East and the West,

Afghanistan and the experiences of ordinary people.

whether he would have made so many references to

intrinsically we are not all that different from one

bin Laden had another terrorist been named

another.

You are transported to a foreign
world full of lively, passionate, people
trying to survive in a war-torn world

responsible for the attacks, Kremmer replies that bin
Laden 'was always around' even before the Trade
Centre collapse. Having worked as an overseas
correspondent for the last 10-12 years, there was a
feeling that 'no one cared about what was happening in

Says Kremmer in an interview with Lot's Wife, 'I'm more

Afghanistan', both after the Soviet Union invasion and

interested in how history has affected [ordinary people],

the Taliban takeover. To have Afghanistan as front-page

rather than about people making history'. He does

news after September 11, though in devastating

succeed in putting a human element, with a rich history

circumstances, has given the country leave to rebuild

and culture, to the faces of people we only see for a

and reinvent itself - particularly after the disbandment

couple of seconds on the news. Their perspectives of

of the Taliban. But what is left of Afghanistan to save?

what is happening in the world are entertaining. Of the

In the last chapter Kremmer speaks about the romance

Bill Clinton-Monica Lewinsky scandal, Habib says, 'A

of carpets, which has died 'somewhere in the web of

man can have two, three, four wives. No forcing. Men

materials, techniques, provenance and price'. (p399)

are like this, and Clinton he like it. But his religion is

The Carpet Wars is a highly enjoyable read,

The Carpet Wars
Christopher Kremmer
HarperCollins
RRP: $35.00

Lisa Pham

The Importance of Being

Earnest Malley

The acclaimed poet... oris it?
A number of scandals have rocked the literary world;

afternoon in a dilapidated office of the Victoria Barracks.

bombshell. Unfortunately, however, they struck too late,

typos in the Oxford Dictionary, PC in The Bible, and yet

Rumoured to have been aided by excessive

for while modernism had been deservedly slapped in

none have been as controversial as the scam that

consumption, the two men created what they thought to

the face, Malley's works had been so influential, that

came to be known as the "Em Malley Hoax".

be bad poetry; lines were lifted at random from various

few seemed to mind that they were fake. It was further

So it was that a lifetime of poetry was
created on a Saturday afternoon in a
dilapidated office of the Victoria
Barracks
Allow me to set the scene. In 1943, while Europe

documents that were lying around - from Shakespeare

pointed out that Malley's work was better than anything

to mosquito breeding reports.

that the two had published in their own names, and so,
while Max Harris blushed for a few weeks, the

What little effort went into the poetry was made up for by

deceivers suffered their own ridicule. The moral of the

the thought that went into the name and life of their

story? Don't try to pacify the penguins.

ave

pretend man; the French 'mal' for bad; Earnest
because they were not. His biography was a stroke of
genius; Malley, a mechanic and salesman had kept

battled it out and Switzerland waved a bleached flag, a

hidden his poetic talents. It was his sister Ethel who

battle raged in Australia between proponents of

found the poetry after Em's death, and sent it to Harris.

modernism and those who had been brought up on

His esteemed opinion was immediately made public,

William Blake and, quite simply, hated it. At the forefront

very public. It did not bother Harris that this unknown

of the revolution stood a man by the name of Max

poet had died young, nor that he had written on the sly

Harris, critic of modernist poetry, part-time modernist

the whole of his life, yet prepared a collection of works

poet and editor of the modernist publication, Angry

for publication, complete with 'preface and statement'.

Penguins. Although highly respected by people in his

Nor did it faze him that one of these notes read:

field, Harris was thrown into the Torrens River by others

"These poems are complete. There are no scoriae or

SOCIETY
OIOMIT»ICAUS
I'NrVUUOTATIIi SYMItNSIS

fcnoam

D*ct»r«te of Science
in Oxometrn;

unfulfilled intentions. Every note and revision has been

who were not.

destroyed. There is no biographical data." How
But couple of little-known poets took it a little farther

convenient.

than simply throwing Harris in a river. Lieutenant
James McAuley and Corporal Harold Stewart of the

Harris, despite these coincidences, loved the poems,

Australian Army Corps decided to play a joke - they

and dedicated the next edition of Angry Penguins "to

created their own poet complete with a biography of

commemorate the Australian poet Em Malley". Our two

works, and sent it to the unsuspecting editor

soldiers bided their time until the Ern Malley

So it was

that a lifetime of poetry was created on a Saturday

phenomenon reached its peak before dropping their

Em Malley's honour for Oxoplasm which appeared in
FACT magazine, 1944. 'Oxoplasm', said Oxometrical
Society President RN. Bracewell, 'Might be defined as
a term describing very pretentious talk'. Notice that the
Society's symbol is a bull.
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A new era dawns, as the Hawks rise from the Ashes.

Cricket at Monash took on a new look in
2001-02 with the merger between Hawthorn-Waveriey

(the Hawks) and Monash University (the Ashes) Cricket Clubs

forming the "Hawthorn-Monash University Cricket Club." The Hawks,

sporting the colours royal (Monash) blue and yellow, will now offer cricket at
all levels. Monash finally has feet in VCA Premier and VSDCA cricket, 40 years
after the late and great Sports and Rec. head Doug Ellis, tried to originally

In the VSDCA all 4 grades finished 9th out of 14, there's consistency for you. Our
Veteran's XI also missed the finals in D Grade ECA, and promptly blamed the poor
weather rather than their combined playing weight. In the Subbies, star recruit
Lachlan Bedingfield made the 1st XI in the middle of the season, displaying
admirable form as an all-rounder.

A fired up Tim Newcomb returned to the 1sts this

year and took a 5-wicket haul against our great rivals Noble Park, thus returning the
Byrnes-Richardson Shield to Monash. The Subbie coach John Murphy tried hiding
from the limelight by playing in lower grades, 'to keep an eye on developing players',

enter Monash in the VCA and was

he claimed. After some injuries higher in the club, he was quickly recalled to the ones

rejected.

to wreak havoc with his benders.
In Premier Cricket the 1sts had a tough
In the Intervarsity one-day challenge, last December, Monash defeated power

year with a lot of injuries, though this did
give opportunities to young players to

University sides Sydney and Queensland on the way to the final, which we lost to

strut their stuff at the top. Monash

Melbourne. Peninsula campus student and captain, Craig Entwistle, made a century

student, Andrew Powell was one such

in the final and was awarded player of the Series. Powell and Bedingfield also

player, who made a ton v Geelong 2nds

contributed with the bat in the final, but Lachlan 'sorry I didn't see that fielder there'

and 67 v Dandenong "Ists. Other 1st XI

Bedingfield, tried to make the game close by running out 3 of his team-mates. In a

notables were Psychology Masters

group match Hiroshi Ranasinge displayed misplaced heroism by charging

Graduate and former State Seconds

A Monash Hawke in fine form

player, Danny Bryant, who performed

Sydney Uni's opening bowler only to score seam marks on his
collarbone. Nyah!

admirably all year with his left-arm orthodox spin bowling, and Podiatry
student Oliver Wilhelm in his first year with the Hawks, captured 25 wickets

There you have it, ups and downs of another summer, but all

and made over 300 runs. The merger has meant that Hawks matches

great fun. As we look forward to season 02/03, work has

against Melbourne University CC can now be labeled "battle of the

commenced converting the old football ground into the

Universities." This titanic struggle took place towards the end of the season

new No. 1 cricket oval. There are also upgrades

with the 1sts narrowly losing at Melbourne University, and resulted in our Vice-

to indoor and outdoor training facilities that will

Chancellor handing the Ray Steele Trophy to the Chancellor of Melbourne

enable Premier, Subbies and Veterans together,

University. The season finished for the 1sts with a loss versus Melbourne on

to have access to a top class cricket venue in time for next

the hallowed turf of the MCG. Our two State representatives, Peter Roach

season.

**f-

(Club Captain) and Simon Dart performed excellently with 117 and 95
respectively. That loss meant yet again the VC was handing over a trophy, this

Phil Holt (committee), Graham Christie (Pres), and Sahitian Rajendran.

time the Bruce Church Trophy to the MCC President. There was hope of
salvaging some pride at the end of the season with the 2nds and 4ths

For more information on playing cricket at Monash visit:-

making the finals, but unfortunately both were defeated and knocked out in

http://monash:viccricket.asn.au for VSDCA and

the first week. After the season at the VCA awards night, Captain, Peter Roach

http;//hawwav.viccrtcket;asb.au for VCA Premier cricket.

was selected in the Premier Team of the Season for the third year in a row,
the only player in the whole competition to have done so.

Lets get down to making some money!
Hopefully none of the horses I tipped last edition have broken down, retired or
disappeared off the face of the racetrack and into a big chunky style four 'n twenty.
Melbourne racing will be a tough arena over the next month with many of the good
horses heading north, so lets follow them!
The sun and sexy sounds of Queensland's winter carnival beckon many I think that
David Hall's trump card "Royal Code" holds all the keys to the Brisbane winter He
has been, labeled the best horse to be trained by Hall, and has proven it with some
bloody good wins. I think races up to 1600 meters should suit this son of King's
It's tough to always come out on top in the sport of kings, but there have been

Theatre. Get on him.

many horses that continuously triumphed throughout their careers. I would
like to acknowledge one of my turf heroes. A horse that was a champion of not

Another potential money bank for "BrisVegas" is the evergreen sprinter Falvelon. At

only his era but perhaps of all time - and that won me truckloads of cash as a

his best he is the best sprinter in Australia, and has proven that on a world stage in

youngster, which helped me open my first illegal overseas bank account.

Hong Kong, winning back to back Hong Kong International Sprints. My mail is that he

My turf hero is the bloody good sprinter Schillaci. The silver bullet scorched

has overcome a hoof injury and will be firing on all cylinders for races like the

racing tracks far and wide during the early nineties, and stamped himself as

Doomben 10,000.

one of Australia's best ever sprinters. Schillaci won at group one level eight
times, from 1000meters to 1400. He was a tough horse, winning at group

Until next time boys and girls and students of the form, Good luck and good punting.

level over the course of four years. Often partnered by Damien Oliver, Schillaci

Stay away from Twister except on a Saturday night when there is a top chance you will

was one of the most respected sprinters of his era. As a youngster, I had

find half my footy team there. Stay away from slow horses and fast women.

great times watching him run, especially when he carried my 50 cents each
way.

MONEY MIKE
A
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The bells toll for women's surfing

Last month the

victory bell finally tolled at the
Bells Beach Ripcurl Pro, as Hawaiian

Andy Irons celebrated his well earned victory.
However, as the echo of one of the most prestigious
trophies on the pro circuit rang around Torquay, there
was a dullness to follow, a nothingness, an abyss of
shame, as female pro surfers were never.given a
chance to take to the water, as they have done since

"This in no way
means that Rip
Curl are not
100% behind
women's
surfing"

1963.

as that of Nick Mason, a Phillip Island grommit,
seem to reflect a common sentiment; that although
women get a rough deal, they also do not have the
depth of talent of the men. Yet paradoxically when
asked whether he would drag his arse half way
across the world and back to enter a competition
with minimal prize money Nick's response was a
direct 'NO!'.

In addition to the disappointing lack of women's
competition, the men's event did not produce the

This fact has been all the more cynical given the recent promotion of women's

crowds seen in the past, despite being the only sport where streaking is not

surfing by major sponsors Rip Curl who have, to their credit, designed a well .

considered an offence. Two individuals provided much entertainment by clambering

publicised 'Girls go surfing ' clinic for beginners. Yet at the elite level, women's

starkers out onto rocks, in Antarctic conditions, with a giant Australian flag

surfing still suffers from a dire lack of support, which is reflected in part through the

such Aussie patriotism did not prove to be enough to spur any of our surfing legends

disparity in prize money that continues to exist between the sexes. According to Rip

into the final, which also suffered from the ravages of poor conditions. Although the

Curl's executive director Max Wells, this year's women's tournament suffered from

quarterfinals were Aussie heavy, with 98' Bells Cham Mark Occhilupo, Joel

However

'...an increase in overall costs with the Australian dollar the way it is....' However

Parkinson, Taj Burrow and defending champion Mick Fanning, none of these fine

there appeared to be no lack of co-sponsors at the men's event, including Ansell, Life

young troopers proved to be a fitting match for the Hawaiian finals onslaught. The

Savers, Promite, Sun-Smart and new sponsor Toohey's Blue. Sun-Smart in

last round saw Andy Irons face fellow countryman Sunny Garcia in less than

particular pulled the pin on the women's tournament despite continuing to promote

impressive surf to come out a convincing victor. Yet the winner retained his sense of

the men's and grommit's comp. In this context the assertion by Max Wells that'

humility noting that 'I'm happy to be in the top five and I hope that this is where I will

...this in no way means that Rip Curl are not 100% behind women's surfing' requires

be at the end of the year'.

more proof before it can be believed.
Moving on from Bells to Newcastle, Mick Fanning managed to turn the once again
Whist it has been encouraging to witness the near doubling of female prize money in

'crap' conditions to his advantage, despite the general mess, difficult on shore winds

surfing recently, there still exists a gap of around $130,000 between the men's and

and one meter waves that closed out when they were paddled over. Watching 'flying'

women's pay packets, while the men's tour events have increased to twelve comps

Fanning surf, he can take those conditions and make it look so easy

and the women's have been cut to a disgraceful six. One must ask in this case

outthe Mark Richards pro from Brazilian Armando Daltro by a fractional 0.83. Aussie

Fanning took

whether the addition of an extra women's comp might be worth the expense of single

Luke Egan landed himself in some hot water after being visibly shirty' after the

male event (how revolutionary!), or furthermore, might such a sacrifice be worth the

judges' decision leaving him disqualified from the pro.

benefit of increasing women's prize money to equal pay, hence attracting more talent

Stay tuned as we follow the World Championship Tour to Margaret River next edition

to the sport. When randomly surveying some of the crowd however, comments such
Xaviera Catherine Farrell

You have seen him. His is the feature of a new
campaign by TAG Heuer: the Mclaren's silver air intake clearly
visible above his helmeted face. Not only is this ad visually arresting, it

place for Coulthard and pole position for Montoya. This set the race up for yet
another first corner incident between Michael Schumacher and Montoya, ultimately
resulting in Montoya losing his front wing. Schumacher's new F2002 seemed

has captured the very essence of David Coulthard - powerful, determined,

unaffected by this touch, which after Barrichello retiring, allowing him to steadily

undeniably focused on winning the Formula One World Championship.

increase his lead throughout the race.

The 1996 Australian Grand Prix was David Coulthard's first race for Mclaren. I

Again, it was a day for the Schumacher Brothers, both having consistent pace and

remember watching as he left the pit lane for first practise. With a whoosh of air and

good pit stops; leading to a win for Michael and second for Ralf. The battle of the

a scream of the engine, I saw his Mclaren pass me like a flash of lightning. Couple

race was David Coulthard following the Renault of Jarno Trulli for 42 laps, the

this experience with wins like France 2000, Austria and Brazil 2001; it's not hard to

Mclaren deep in the dirty air of the Renault, ensuring many overtaking difficulties.

become a DC fan. If it's the obligatory comparison to Michael Schumacher you're

Immediately after passing Trulli, David Coulthard's lap times dropped by a full two

after, forget Mika Hakkinen, David Coulthard has passed Michael Schumacher more

seconds, proving the Ultimate pace of his MP4/17 Mclaren Mercedes; providing him

than anyone else in the history of Formula One.

with his first third place of the season and four points.

Round 3 is Interlagos, home of the Brazilian Grand Prix. 2001 winner David

Fourteen races to go, David Coulthard is definitely a title protagonist. With points in

Coulthard arrived cautious; Mclaren's dreams broken in both Melbourne and

the bank and mounting confidence, the team must now rise to the challenge. As we

Malaysia. Qualifying saw a battle between Williams and Ferrari, meaning a fourth

all know, consistency and strategy has always been the key to David beating Goliath.
Stewart Bell
A
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StMarys to St
ft: HaulerClarke
mewed

' I always wanted to get
away from Darwin and play
footy somewhere else, and
to get a chance to play
A.F.L. is just a dream come
true.'

Last year St. Kilda picked

Part of the regimen of being a football player (some would say the toughest part),

up an electric young talent

is the training. We asked the young Saint recruit if he found it punishing.

from the Top End of the

'When I first came down it was pretty hard,' Clarke admits. 'I was pretty much

Northern Territory with

expecting that, but not quite as hard as it was.' But the training in itself is just

their second priority draft

another challenge; a means to an end, as Clarke explains. 'It's good It's

pick. His name is Xavier

something I've always wanted to do so I'll work at it and hopefully it'll be better next

Clarke and his career so

pre-season.'

far in Darwin, playing for the famous St. Marys football club, has seen him compared to
another Aboriginal superstar, the great Nicky Winmar. If this is true then St. Kilda

As far as breaking in to the Saints' senior team goes, Clarke is equally pragmatic.

supporters and footy heads in general will have a lot to smile about over the next decade

'If the Saints keep winning, its going to be hard to break into the side. But hopefully

and beyond. Clarke, 17, talked to Lot's Wife after training this week, about settling into a

I can play good footy in the seconds and train good, and show the coaches that I

new life in Melbourne, his ambitions, and a little about his lifestyle.

can step up and play in the seniors ' This maturity and pragmatism from a footy
player so young has clearly impressed those around the St. Kilda club. And what

When Lot's asked Clarke if it was difficult to settle into a new life at a young age, he was

does he do when he's not playing or training?

optimistic. 'I've lived in Darwin all my life and I was looking at getting out. Even if I didn't

moment. I'm doing a sports retail traineeship down at Frankston A.F.L. store. I'm

get drafted, I was looking at playing S.A.N.F.L. in Adelaide or over in Perth. I always

doing that for the year and on my days off I pop down there for a bit of work. Just to

'I'm actually working at the

wanted to get away from Darwin and play footy somewhere else, and to get a chance to

keep me busy and it's something else, you know, besides footy,' Clarke says. And

play A.F.L. is just a dream come true. I was more than happy to come to Melbourne.'

for all the Saints supporters out there, here's hoping that Xavier's journey from St.
Marys to St. Kilda takes him (and us) to a premiership cup in the near future.

Clarke explained to Lot's Wife that while growing up in Darwin, he had no shortage of
local indigenous sporting heroes to idolize. 'Michael Long, Ronnie Burns, they all played

Brendan Hickey

for St. Marys. Also Peter Burgoyne, another St. Marys boy.'

PRESEASONGOSSIP
Players such as Trent Croad, Jeff Farmer and Barry Hall left their clubs,'

FOOTY SCOPE

hoping for better fortune interstate. Veterans such as Paul Salmon and
Tony Lockett announced football comebacks.

It is time to take field matters in hand and consider who will be AFL Premiers in
Joseph Gutnick's reign as Melbourne president came to an end.

2002.
•

•
™

Last year's Grand Finalists, Essendon and Brisbane, will again be in
contention for the flag. For the Bombers, a premiership in 2002 may well make

The three new broadcasters, Ten, Nine and Foxtel gave us a preview of
how footy will be telecast in the years to come.

up for the disappointments of 1999 and 2001 and their recent shock loss to
Collingwood

The Lions still have room to improve, and under the leadership of

Injury struck Saint Peter Everitt, Tiger Royce Vardy found himself in a
nasty drink driving incident which nearly cost the club its TAC

Michael Voss are certain to be there in the final weeks of September.

sponsorship, and Bulldog Chris Grant found himself a doubtful starter
•

•

If the Wizard Cup is any guide, Port Adelaide have a strong chance. Tredrea

after problems with player insurance.

and Primus are emerging as some of the league's best players.
Oh, and some bloke called Carey made a couple of headlines.
•

•
'

While those three are considered to be the leading contenders, teams which
may also challenge include the Tigers and Swans. However, they will need

luck with injuries and consistent form to be there at the business end of the season.
•

•
'

At the other end of the ladder, the Eagles under new coach John Worsfold are
bucking early predictions and steadily improving with each round.

BMC,f SOCCCB NCUfS
I woke up this morning to one of the biggest soccer stories of the year David
Beckam iis injured! Although this puts a huge hole in England's chances of

•

•

The Saints are still rebuilding, and are unlikely 'to challenge in 2002 The
Western Bulldogs have done nothing so far to help their club's survival,

innacurate kicking has cost them two games.

success in the World Cup (the injury is to put him out at best for six to eight
weeks) it all but kills Manchester United's hopes of claiming the Premier League
title off Arsenal who lead the race with only.a few games to go. Furthermore,
Manchester United's Champion's League hopes are also in jeopardy.

•

•

For all supporters, a new season brings new hope, even if the so-called
'experts' say your team hasn't got a chance. So get out and support your club,

and if possible, buy a membership to ensure your club's survival for beyond 2002.

Down to the semi-final stage in the Champion's League, Manchester Utd play
Bayer Leverkusen, whilst Real Madrid and Barcelona play off in an all-Spanish
semi-final which should be one of the games of the year.
In other news, Manchester City claimed the Division 1 trophy and are the first

Winston Tan

SPDHT

team to be promoted to the Premier League.
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MONASH
BLUES
It's more than uncommon for a side that finished third last in one season to approach

the Monash style has changed during his time at the club, "I'd like to think that we're

the next year with unbridled enthusiasm. But at the Monash Blues, Monash

playing a much more accountable, close-checking brand of football...! think that we

University's very own football club, both players, coaches and support staff are

are probably much more close-knit as a group"

champing the bit to atone for their 2001 performance.
Finishing third bottom in 2001 masked a dramatic end to the season that Monash
As the Blues launch their VAFA D1 premiership bid for 2002, it is not just a matter of

endured. Needing to win two of their last six games to avoid relegation, the Blues

how their on-field performance might unfold, but also where that development might

had the unfortunate task of facing the top six teams in that period. But in a stark

take place. In a ground-breaking arrangement, brokered mainly through the Monash-

contrast to earlier in the year, Monash fought out the first five games to lose by less

St Kilda connection, the Monash Blues were poised to play their opening match at

then a dozen points on each occasion before a thumping 20 goal victory in the final
round secured another year in D1. "(In those last six games) we really took a step

Colonial Stadium.

towards being a fairly good side," said Powell. "I honestly feel that if we had of been
The fact that a D grade amateurs side would take the trivia quiz position as the first

playing for each other as well earlier in the season we would have participated in the

side to play a curtain-raiser on the treasured turf sparked interest from various media

finals." With four new sides entering the division this year, it's hard for Monash to

outlets. But just as the players were accustomed to the possibility the pin was pulled

gauge the opposition. But this is irrelevant to the coaching staff as long as the

and a dream was shattered. The AFL declared that the Monash Blues were not AFL-

team's goals are met, "Our goal, win lose or draw is that we stick to our game plan

endorsed, but hopes still remain that a later match might be scheduled.

and be competitive to the length that we are a top side," said Powell.

The chance of playing home games at Colonial Stadium came as the Monash main

At the start of the 2002 season the Blues were raring to go, "I'm looking forward to it,"

oval undergoes a mammoth re-development in preparation for the cricket season,

said Powell. "I'm very optimistic," said Headberry. "We have a fantastic bunch of

and the Blues will also play a number of home games at Moorabin. On the field, the

young players. I think we'll definitely be big improvers on last year - and we may well

Blues are beginning to mould a strong team unit under the guidance of head coach

even surprise a few people."

Tim Powell and assistant Tony Free. "Powelly with Freezer backing up will be
fantastic," said Andrew Headberry, the Monash Blues club president. "The two of

To find out when the Monash Blues are playing, check out the D1 section draw,

them work well together and they have a huge amount of experience having played at

available at www.vafa.asn.au

the highest level." Free, a former Richmond captain, is well known by many football
fans and Powell also played 71 games with the Tigers and another 15 with Carlton.

Gordon Oldham

Powell, who stepped into the role of senior coach after round nine in 2000 said that

VII FOOTY TIPPING
Conditions of entry:
1. All participants must be a student or
staff member at Monash Clayton.
2. To win a round, entrants must
accurately predict all 8 games,
including draws. Each correct tt'p is
worth one point in the cumulative
competition.
3. The winners of each round
receive one slab of beer, kindly
donated by the legends at Carlton
& United Breweries.
4. If there is no winner, the prize will
jackpot to the next round, ie: if no one
predicts all eight in round one, the
winner of round two receives two slabs.
5. Bonus competitions (Top Eight,
Brownlow and Premiership Team) do
not contribute to points for the overall
competition, the winner of which will be
announced after Round 22.
6. Bonus competition
winners
each receive a slab and other ace
stuff.
7. The overall competition
winner
receives five slabs of VB and other
cool gear.
S. Wooden Spoon (last place)
receives one slab of VB.
9. Competition updates will be posted
outside the Lot's Office on the Notice
Board.

SPDRT

Round 7

Round 8

Due Thursday May 9

Due Thursday May 16

Round 9

Due Thursday May 23

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE NO:

PHONE NO:

PHONE NO:

STUDENT/STAFF I D _

STUDENT/STAFF ID-

STUDENT/STAFF I D .

Email:
Essendon vs Carlton
Hawthorn vs Geelong
West Coast vs Kangaroos
Richmond vs Sydney
Adelaide vs Fremantle
Lions vs Port Adelaide
Melbourne vs St Kilda
Bulldogs vs Collingwood

Email:
Hawthorn vs Carlton
Port Adelaide vs Geelong
Richmond vs West Coast
Collingwood vs Lions
Fremantle vs Melbourne
Kangaroos vs Adelaide
Western Bulldogs vs Sydney
Essendon vs St Kilda

Email:
Port Adelaide vs Collingwood
Geelong vs Western Bulldogs
Melbourne vs Kangaroos
St Kilda vs Richmond
Sydney vs Essendon Brisbane
Lions vs Fremantle
Carlton vs Adelaide
West Coast vs Hawthorn
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MONDO MOTORS
Yard 20, 399 Warrigal Road, Cheltenham 3192

Ph: (03)
9555 3909
*

w LMCT8635
<

Instant finance A/H John
3hn 0408 549 221, A/H Jason 0401 055 596

Email mondo motors@bigpond com au
OPEN SUNDAYS 10am-5pm

MELBOURNE'S LARGEST JAPANESE SPORTS AND 4X4 IMPORT SPECIALS!
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Toyota Soarers, 1991 models to 1997 models, 2.5 litre twin turbo 3.0 litre non turbo and 4.0 litre V8. all fully optioned, assorted colours some with
full leather upholstery, custom body kits. 18" alloys, all come with RWC. 12 months registration and a 3 year warranty "12 to choose from on display'
Price from $19,999.

Mitsubishi FTO's GPX. 1994 models to 1997 models. 2.0 litre V6 mivec
automatic triptonic and 5 speed manual, all fully optioned, some with full body
kits, custom exhaust, 17" alloys, assorted colours all come with RWC, 12
months registration and a 3 year warranty inc "8 to choose from on display',
Price from $23,999.

Nissan Skyline R33GTS-T, 1993models to 1997 models 2.5 litre6cylinder
turbo, automatic and 5 speed manual, all fully optioned, some with custom
body kits. 18" alloys, exhaust, mtercoolers, assorted colours, all come with
RWC, 12 months registration and a 3 year warranty inc
inc. "8 to choose from
from",
RWC,

-'
^
^
o
5

Nissan Skyline R34 GTS-T. 1998 models to 1999 models, 2 5 litre 6 cylinder
neo turbo, tnptoronic automatic, and 5 speed manual, all fully optioned
absolutely fabulous cars suit new car buyers, all come with RWC. 12 months
registration and a 3 year warranty inc "3 to choose from' Price S49.999

Nissan 300ZX's 1989 models to 1992 models. 3.0 litre V6 non turbo, automatic w
and 5 speed manual, targa top, all fully optioned, some with 18' alloys, custom O
exhaust assorted colours, all come with RWC 12 months registration and a 3 m
year warranty inc. "5 to choose from'. Price from $19,999.

...,-3>--""

Nissan Skyline R32 GTS-T, 1992 models to 1993 models, 2 0 litre 6 cylinder
turbo, automatic and 5 speed manual 2 coor coupes and 4 door sedans, all
fully optioned, assorted colours, some with custom body kits 17" alloys, all
°
come with RWC, 12 months registration and a 3 year warranty inc. '8 to
>? choose from" Price from $16,999
i

Mitsubishi GTO Aero Top, 1994 models, 3 0 litre V6 twin turbo. 4 wheel drive. 4
wheel steering fully optioned with full electrics, driver's airbag. ABS brakes, full
black leather upholstery. RWC. 12 months registration and a 3 year warranty^
inc. "fast and furious" Pnce$36,999.
>
w

Visit our website at www.mondomotors.com.au
SERVICING AND PARTS GUARANTEED
OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS OPEN 7 DAYS
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